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ABSTRACT

Conventional techniques of channelization, while usually successful in performing the tasks

for which they were designed, often have a number of detrimental effects. This study

examines natural stream landscapes, natural watercourse forms and methods of bioengineer-
ing for strategies and design techniques that will maximize the beneficial aspects of
channelization projects and ensure the stability of the channel, while introducing significant
biological activity into the watercourse and its riparian zone. Methods of natural stream

landscaping, thus determined, are applied to Edwards Creek, a watercourse in Manitoba
Canada. General recommendations are given for the entire watershed 4nd more detailed
designs have been developed for two portions of the creek experiencing severe erosion.
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INTRODUCTION

Waterways have traditionally been viewed as resources for exploitation: as water

conduits for irrigation an dland drainage, as a means of transportation, as sources of

energy and as wasteremoval systems. Channelization projects have been used to improve

the waterways function in these capacities to control flooding, improve drainage,

increase the amount of tillable land in a given area and alter channel alignments.

Traditionally, little concern has been expressed over the potential detrimental effects of

channelization, allowing most of the physical, biological and visual characteristics that

made the waterways viable and ecologically important parts of the landscape to be

virtually eliminated (Mcl-achlan, 1 986). However, more recently, channelization projects

have become controversial because of their environmentally disruptive characteristics

(Keller, 1975). Increased erosion, sedimentation and other detrimental effects have

resulted in increased maintenance costs and losses of fish and wildlife habitat, aesthetic

quality and recreation potential.

The costs of conservation measures are usually very obvious and easily quantiñed and

therefore, not often overlooked. Unfortunately, the benefits of such measures are not ûs

easily identified and quantified, especially when they merely preserve the existins

qualities of the landscape and its wildlife. However, in purely economic terrns, a case míìy

be made for developing a strategy to reduce the environmental costs of channelization.

In 1982, the PFRA estimated the direct costs of erosion on the Canadian prairies to be

$368 million or $5.00 per acre ($ 12.31 per hectare) of land under cultivation. Channeli-

zation is responsible for a pa-rt of these costs and it also contributes indirectly to other

costs. Straightening a waterway, while moving floodwaters faster and making field

cultivation easier, is one of the most geomorphologically and ecologically disnrptive

types of channelization (Chapman, 1987b). The increased gradient of the channelized

reach causes higher water velocities, which in turn leads to increased erosion and

consequently increased sedimentation. Channel instability develops rapidly and
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maintenance requirements are increased. Bridge support structures may be undermined

by erosion and require protection or even replacement. Fields and riparian areas may be

damaged as the waterway attempts to achieve a more natural alignment. The consequences

of channelization may also reach far beyond the reconstmcted reach. Sedimentation is an

unavoidable result of erosion and reduces the downstream capacity of the channel,

increasing the risk of flooding (Mackling, i987). Suspended sediments add to the

volumes of flood flows, also increasing the risk of flooding downstream. Deposited

sediments may damage f,relds and structures such as bridges and roads. While the

destn¡ction of wildlife habitatin thewaterwayandsurroundingriparian areais an obvious

result in the modified reach, detrimental effects of channelization may also become

apparent downstream. Suspended sediments may lead to diminished water quality and

increased lake eutrophication. Excessive sedimentation may disruptfish habitat by filling

parts of the waterway and smothering fish spawning grounds. Increased channel erosion

has been linked to the rapid siltation of Dauphin Lake in Manitoba, which has resultecl

in the declineof commercial fishing in the a¡easince 1950 (Manitoba WaterCommission,

1984). Thus, in purelyeconomic terms, thed.irectcostsandindirectresults ofchannelization

can be seen to impose a substantial loss on individuals, the public, the governmenr ancl

society in general.

The realization that losses of this type and magnitude are involved is making the

importance of conservation increasingly apparent to all people. This study seeks to

develop strategies and design techniques that will reduce the detrimental effects associ-

ated with conventional means of channelization, while maximizing the benefits of such

works. Since channelization is disruptive to the natural systems at work in a warerwav,

natural waterways, the way in which they function and the forms that they create, âre

examined in order to develop a systematic approach to the design of channelization

projects.

Any waterway is a system, composed of two basic componenrs, both of which are

strongly interrelated and play major roles in its functioning. One part, the 'warercourse' ,

is composed of the water channel and its immediate riparian zone in the floodplain. The
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other pa.rt, the 'watershed' is all the land surrounding the watercourse that contributes

water, both overland and underground, to the channel. This study, whiie focusing on in-

channel and riparian works, also recognizes the necessity of land based conservation

techniques to ensure the success of the in-channel works. A series of design and

maintenance criteria are developed and are applied on Edwards Creek, a watershed in

Manitoba that is experiencing severe problems as a result of channelization.

CHANNELIZATION

DBFINITION

Rivers and streams provide water for irrigation, are a means of transportation and can acr

as a source of energy. River engineering is used to improve opportunities for these

activities, as well as to protect settlements and agricultural land from flooding. Channeli-

zation is just one type of river engineering and is used primarily to control flooding, to

drain wetlands and in some cases, to improve navigation.

Keller (1980) lists fourcoûunon techniques that may be considered under the heading of

channelization:

1) widening, deepening, straightening are the methods most often employed. Trees

and other riparian vegetation are removed and streambed, bank and ch¿rnnel

location are changed.

2) clearing and snagging involve theremoval of rrash, brush, logs, stumps and other

obstructions to flow. Dredging of stream bed deposits such as sand, gravel and

shale, that obsrmct the flow of the watercourse is included in this method.

Streambank vegetation such as trees and shrubs do not need to be removed br¡t

often a¡e.

3) dyking is usedprimarily for flood conrrol. It involves the increasing the height ancl

size of one or both of the banks of the watercourse. The objective is to protect

surrounding areas from flooding or to have the watercourse carry more water
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before overtopping its banks. Eanh fill is trucked in or dredged from the srreanl

channel and compacted in place, to create the dykes.

4) bank stabilization usually involves sloping the banks by pulling back the top and

building up the toe, implacement of stones (riprap) or the planting of vegetation

on the banks to control erosion. This method is most often used in conjunction

with the other techniques discussed above.

Channelization may also be known as channel or drainage improvement, channel

modification or works and more recently consrruction known as channel restoration or

rehabilitation is being undertaken on streams that have been disrupted by previous

channelization works, catastrophic events or unwise landuse (Keller, 1980).

GLOBAL HISTORY

The history of river engineering is almost as old as the practice of agriculture (Binder et

al, 1983). Ancient practices include canals and ditches for the ransportation of water into

cities and to carry sewage away from the cities, as well as diversions for agricultural

irrigation (Keller, 1980). In North America, river channelization began approximately

150 years ago (Keller, 1980). As people settled the land, the first practices were ro clear

the land and modify drainage patterns. Land drainage was considered necessary ro make

valuable farmland useful. Channelization works were also undertaken in order to increase

farmland area by draining wetlands and providing flood control (Keller, 1980).

These early projects were built with horse drawn slip scrapers, men with shovels anci

ditching plows. Unfortunately, much of this early work was poorly designed and

executed (Keller, 1980). Lack of proper funding was also a problem (Keller, 1980). As

a result, much of the early channel work was lo.cal in nature and while it controllecl

floodinginspecificareas,itdidnotconsiderbroaderenvironmentalissues(Keller, 1980).

In the United States, the fragmented nature of drainage projects of the 19th century

became more coordinated in the 20th century when unified river basin and watershed
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managementplanning and development schemes were established through agencies such

as the Soil Conservation Service and the Army Corps of Engineers (Keller, 1980).

Changes in engineering techniques have also resulted in significant changes in the design

of drains and theirefficiency. One innovation introduced in the mid 1950's, the bulldozer,

led to the construction of wide ditches with gentiy sloping sides that were easy to maintain

with large machinery (Warkentin, 1967).

Also, in the 1950's and 1960's, a growing environmental awareness led to the institution

of various laws and policies regarding channelization projects (Keller, 1980). Major

works required environmental impact studies explaining the potential impacts on fish and

wildlife, vegetation and other biota and decisions regarding construction, were to be

partially based on these data (Keller, 1980).

In general, the historical trend in channelization has been from small fragmented efforts

by farmers to better planned and engineered projects, looking at the potential environ-

mental impacts on the entire river basin and coordinated by government agencies (Keller,

1980). Although this is a positive trend, streams are often still being modiñed by city.

provincial or federal agencies without coordinated environmental consideration ancl

engineeringdesign(Keller, 1980).Unfortunately,theseagenciesalsooftendonotrealize

that drains had to be and still have to be constantly maintained in order to prevent flooding

as the drains deteriorates (Keller, 1980).

PROBLEMS WITH CONVENTIONAL TECHNIQUES

The form of a natural alluvial watercourse evolves over time as aresultof natural systenls.

It is a representation of dynamic equilibrium between erosion, sediment transport and

deposition and is dependent on hydrology and sedimentology (Chapman, 1987a). The

forms created are well known to humans and have been generalized in empirical

calculations that relate channel form to hydrologic and geomorphologic processes,
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describing the interrelationships between various components of the channel form

(Dunne and Leopold, 1978).

Channelization projects, usually undertaken to improve drainage or to reduce flooding

and based solely on economic factors, do not often take these forms into account.

Unfortunately, channelization, when the design is based on inadequate data, can be

terribly destructive (Brookes, i987). Many studies have shown that conventional

channelization techniques can disrupt the natural systems governing the form of water-

courses (Binder et al, 1983; Chapman, 1987a; Chapman, 1987b; Emerson, l97I; Glitz,

1983; Keller, 1975; Keller, 1978; Keller, 1980; Rasid et al; 1985). While channelization

is generally economically beneficial, it can disrupt the ecological systems necessary for

fisheries, desnoy the riparian habitat for wildlife and diminish natural, visual and other

aesthetic features (Binder et al, 1983; Bolliger et al; 1984; Brooker, 1985; Chapman,

I987a; Chapman, 1987b; Keller, 1975; Newbury and Gaboury, 1988).

DAMAGE TO THE CHANNEL AND FLOODPLAIN

When the dynamic equilibrium of a watercourse is disturbed by channelization works

such as straightening, deepening or widening, the form of the new channel is readjusted

as sediment is redisributed. Dunne and Leopold (1978) cite the example of the Pequest

Riverin New Jersey, which was channelized in the 1950's to eliminate overland flow into

the flat, fertile land surrounding

the river. The original channel

was estimated to have a dis-

charge of approximately 550

cubic feet per second (16 cubic

meres per second), a mean

width of 44 feet (13 metres), a

bankfull depth of 3.3 feet (1

(Y

!

0 50 l0()
Hrlrizontal distancc I fc'et I

Figure I Cross-section of the Pequest River, New Jersey.
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metre) and a cross-sectional area of 140 square feet (13 square metres). A new channel

was dredged with a cross-section 10.5 leet (3.2 metres deep), a top width of 90 feet (27

metres) and a bottom width of 36 feet ( I 1 metres) (see figure 1). In 1969, the channel was

EXPECTED IN
NATURAL CH.ANNEL

DREDGED CHANNEL
.ct 4-pt orptH

CHANNEL AFTER
SELF-ADJUSTMENT

Bankfull discharge
(cfs)

Top u,idth (ft)

Mean depth (ft)

Cross-sectional
area (lt2)

550

44

J.4

140

60

4.0

240

550

3_5

4.0

t40

Figure 2 Comparison of dimensions of Pequest River, before and after dredging.

re-measured. Deposition on the left side of the channel had created a berm that rose 4 feet

(1.2 metres) above the bed of the channel. The new cross-section was considerably

smaller than the one dredged and it dimensions were very closely related to rhose of rhe

original, natural channel (see figure 2). Itcan be stated that, generally, a channelized reach

will attempt to alterits cross-section towards aform and size in keeping with the discharge

experienced in the reach. The dimensions that the channelized reach will eventually

develop, unless human intervention such as dredging or channel stabilization measures

takes place, are approximately equal to those of the original, natural channel or of an

unaltered stream, flowing through similar conditions, with approximately the same size

drainage basin. If the designerdoes not acknowledge this fact in the design stage and does

not take appropriate action taken at that point, serious problems can occur.

Therefore, one cost or disadvantage of poorly designed channel modification is channel

instability, resulting from channel readjustment to the newly imposed conditions (Dunne

and Leopold, 1978). In a natural sream, channel width and depth are adjusted to rhe f-lorv

regime related to bankfull discharge and its recurrence interval. Any disruption of this

equilibrium may lead to bed and bank erosion, increased concentration of suspended

materials in the water column and sedimentation (Brookes, 1987).

An unaltered watercourse follows natural topography. It is not srraight, but is often
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curved, with an asymmetrical cross-section. Fast flowing water erodes the outer bank

causing it to become steeper, while slow moving water deposits material on the inside

curye producing a flatter bank (Brookes, 1987). This system of erosion and deposition

leads to the creation of narrower and wider sections of the watercourse with a variety of

different currents, as well as a regular spaced series of deep pools and shallow riffles.

In contrast to a natural watercourse, a channelization project is often snaight and has a

symmetrical cross-section with the same width, depth and an invariable current. It

typically has a uniform gradient and no high water line. These unnatural conditions lead

to environmental degradation, including such problems as a loss or disruption of aquatic

life, erosion, siltation and change in channel pattern causing properry damage (Keller,

1g75). The deepening, widening or straightening of a channel may cause considerable

erosion and has, in some cases, led to an inc¡ease in channel width of 2 to 3 times the

original constructed dimension (Chapman, 1987a). Downcutting of the channel, ¿rs ¿ì

result of erosion, leads to bank slumping and the undermining of stmctures such as

bridges (Chapman, 1987a).

Straightening of the channel and the consequent change in channel gradient, is the type

of channelization most likely to cause continuing problems (Dunne and Leopold, 1978).

By reducing the horizontal distance that the watercourse travels, artificial srraightening

increases the slope of the channel leading to higher water velocities which in turn cause

increasederosionof the stream bedandbanks, and highersedimentconcentrations. These

processes continue until a new equilibrium is established between sediment concentra-

tion in the water and work done to erode transport and deposit material (Keller, 1980).

AIso likely tocauseongoingchannel stabilization problems, butnotas often encountered,

is a radical change in drainage area caused by the diversion of water from one watercourse

intoanother(DunneandLeopold,1978).Actionsofthissortleadtomorewatertraveiling

through the lower channel, causing instability as the channel adjusts to the new flor.v

conditions. Projects of this type can result in long term instability and it may take years
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for equilibrium to become re-established (Dunne and Leopold, 1978).

In a natural watercourse, curves and the different velocities in pools and riffles cause

sortingof the bedmaterial, producing anumberof habitats suitable fora variety of micro-

organisms. Although incipient pools and riffles often form shortly after channelization,

the amount of time necessary for them to become morphologically stable is not known

(Keiler, 1980). In fact, if a stream is severely disturbed or periodically re-modified,

morphologically stable pools and riffles may never form (Kelter, 1980).

The removal of bank side vegetation, often associated with channelization projects, is

also a problem. It results in decreased soil stability, which often leads to increased

sediment loads in watercourses (Keller, I97 5).

DAMAGE TO FISH AND WILDLIFE

Although natura-l watercourses experience disturbances at points along their length every

year due to flooding and natural bank failure, channelization does this along extensive

lengths of the channel (Keller, 1980). The extension of the drainage nerwork and

channelization can significantly reduce fisheries and can damage biologically important

habitats in the streamchannel anddownstream lakes (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988). Any

activity that removes vegetation, disturbs the stream bed, increases sediment ransport

and deposition or changes flow characteristics will affect fish and wildlife (Chapman,

1987b; Keller, 1980). In fact, biological activity in and along some watercourses has been

so severely reduced by channelization that some fish and wildlife management experrs

consider the practice to be completely antithetical to the production of fish and other

forms of life (Keller, 1980). The important factors in the deterioration of fish and micro-

organism stocks are loss of channel area, elimination of pool and riffle sequences,

decreased habitat diversity and an unstable environment resulting from fluctuating water

levels, shifting substrate and greater fluctuations in water temperature (Brooker, i985;

Newbury and Gaboury, 1988).
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Straightening of meanders and uniform grading of the bed cause a general degradation

of riverine and riparian habitat (Brooker, 1985). Qualitatively, these actions reduce the

variety of channel bed forms and flow configurations, leading to a loss of habitat diversity

(Newbury and Gaboury, 1988). Quantitatively, losses of habitat can also be substantial.

Chapman ( 1987b) cites examples of ponions of streams that have lost up to87 .5Vo of their

length through straightening. This loss of length equals a direct loss in amount of habirar.

Loss of habitat can also occur due to increased flow carrying capacity, which usually

leads to highervelocities.Many aquatic creatures have specific requirements forvelocity

and cannot survive under other conditions (Brooker, 1985).

Channelization often turns a meandering stream, with a series of long pools separated by

short riffles, into a straight stream with a simple trapezoidal cross-section, few pools and

many long riffles (Keller, 1980). Natural sorting of the bed does not take place, riparian

vegetation is destroyed and at high flows the watervelocity is greater than fish and other

in-stream organisms can tolerate without cover (Keller, 1980). Because stonnwater

leaves the watershed quickly, the base flow, which is dependent on groundwater

discharge, is reduced and the water flowing in the channel during non-flood events is

reduced to only a few inches deep across the wider channelized section (Keller, 1980).

Removal of bankside vegetation, for access of machinery or to reduce frictional effects

and the possibility of snagging and damming, reduces in-stream cover for fish and micro-

organisms as well as bankside habitatforavariety of land-based animals (Brooker, 1985).

The removal of bankside vegetation also eliminates shade protection for the watercoLrrse

whichalongwithreducedwaterdepthcauseswatertemperaturetorise(Brooker, 19iì-5).

Since fish and other water-based animals have only a limited tolerance of temperature

fluctuations, the higher temperature may also significantly reduce habitat availabiliry.

Improved drainage efficiency increases spring runoff peaks, while reducing the duration

of the flow, thus shortening the time avaiiable for f,rsh spawning and egg incubation in
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streams to below critical levels in normal and dry years (Newbury and Gaboury, i988).

Disturbance of the bed may affect bottom dwelling organisms which form the basis of the

food web in the watercourse. Excessive suspended sediment loads caused by unstable

channel conditions can also cause a reduction in fish populations (Brookes, 1987).

However, the most significant in -stream problem associated with channelization is the

loss of the sequence of pools and riffles. This loss leads to a reduction in the variety of

flow conditions suitable for fish and other organisms as well as a lack of shelter during

high flows (Brookes, 1987). Alterations of the width and depth of the channel creare

shallow and unnatural flows that a¡e not suitable for fish habitat and can creare actual

topographical barriers to fish migration (Brookes, 1987). Diverse hydraulic conditions

created by meandering channels, pools and riffles and habitat conditions affected by

overhanging branches, shading from near or in-stream vegetation are required, for

example, by some species of fish for spawning, rearing and feeding.

In the British Isles, studies of the effects of channelization on macro-inverrebrares

indicate that after the initial destruction that recovery takes place, but that the recover"/

is not complete. Generally the sites with the greatest variety and number of habitars

supported the greatest number and variety of macro-invertebrates (Brooker, i985). For

example, in Wales, a variety of habitats at ten sites along a watercourse were sampled,

prior to engineering works and eighty different species were found. The next year, afrer

channelization had taken place, the same areas were sampled. Only found only 50 species

were found and several of the habitats found prior to the channelization no longer existed

(Brooker, 1985). Many of the missing species were typical of the slower moving or

vegetated reaches of the river (Brooker, 1985).

With regards to the effects of channelization on fish populations, reports from rhe Brìtish

Isles a¡e ambiguous, stating thatchannelization can affectfish populations through either

a direct loss in numbers, a population redistribution or not at all (Brooker, 1985).

However, a problem with most of these studies is that only similar habitats were sampled.
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The fact that the total amount of habitat had been reduced was not considered, meaning

that a drop in the overall fish population could have occurred and not been investigated

(Brooker, 1985).

Most studies on the effects of channelization on fish populations have taken place in rhe

United States. These studies generally show that channelization has a deleterious effect

on f,rsh populations. Kelier (1980) states that reductions in fish populations are directly

related to the intensity of channelization. He cites Graham (1975) who studied the Ruby

River in Montana. The river in its natural state supported 130 lbs. (60 kg.) of trout per

1,000 feet (300 metres). After bank stabiiization, the placement of riprap, it supported

only 65 lbs. (30 kg.) per 1,000 feet (300 metres). Furthermore, after the river bed was

reshaped with a bulldozer, the river supported only 55 lbs. (25 kg.) of trout per 1,000 feet

(300 metres).

Chapman ( 1987b) cites a large amount of literature to illustrate the derrimental effecrs of

channelization on fish populations. Some channelized reaches of watercourses in

Missouri supported only 13 species of f,rsh while 21 species were found in unchannelized

sections. Other studies cited by Chapman (1987b) found that the numbers and biomass

of fish were reduced by 80 to 1007o after channelization. Some channelized reaches

supported only smaller species of fish and had reduced fish density and biomass

(Brooker, i985). Recovery of fish populations can be very slow in some watercourses

with no significant recovery after 30 or 40 years (Brooker, 1985).

Changes to watercourse conditions as a result of channelization affect not only the fish

themselves, but also their eggs. When the natural stream bed gradient is increased,

causing higher flow velocities, large numbers of fish eggs tend to be swept downsrreunr

from uniformiy constructed reaches during peak spring flows (Newbury and Gaboury,

1988). Also, increased sedimentation suffocates fish eggs diminishing their survival rate

(Newbury and Gaboury, 1988). In the Riding Mountain a¡ea of Manitoba, channel

erosion has increased the turbidity and sedimentation rates in watersheds draining into

Dauphin Lake significantly contribuúng directly to the collapse of the commercial
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fishingindustryon thelake (Newbury andGaboury, 1988; ManitobaWaterCommission,

1984; Penner and Oshoway,1982).

While there are very few reports on the effects of channelization on bankside vegetation,

it is possible to state that major destruction of vegetative cover occurs (Brooker, 1985).

In Britain, the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds concluded, from a number of

studies, that channelization projects have a catastrophic effect on the breeding and

wintering of wetland birds, panly in relation to water status of the catchment area and

partlyasaresultofconsequentlandusechanges(Brooker, 1985).Channelizationalters

mammalian habitatconditions as well. A study of theWhite RiverinVennontdetermined

that the channelized reaches of the river supported only 1/3 of the total number of animals

as natural river reaches.

UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM EFFECTS

Themorphologyof anatural streamis aphysicalrepresentation of adynamic equilibriunr

between sediment entrainment, transportation and deposition and is dependent on

controls of hydrology and sedimentology (Chapman, 1987a). When this balance is

disturbed by human manipulation, when the channel is widened, deepened or srraight-

ened, the channel mustreadjust its form as sediment is redistributed in an attempt to regain

equilibrium (Chapman, 1987a). Local changes in the channel may become manifest

downsüeam of the engineering scheme, causing increased bank erosion, bed degradation

and aggradation, broadening the area of ecological disturbance (Brookes, 1987; Dunne

and Leopold, 1978).

Straightening a naturalchannel, by increasing the channel slope, causes the waterflowing

through the locally steeperreach to have more powerper unit of channel area, increasing

thewater'scapacityforsedimententrainmentandtransportation(Chapman, 1987a).The

straightened channel erodes, the sediment load is transported to the downsrream portion

of the stream where the flatter natural reach cannot transport the sediment and aggrada-
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tion occurs (Brookes, 1987). The sediment is deposited wherever water velocities are

reduced: on the inside of curves, wherç the channel widens or where the water enters a

lake. Excessive sediment and bed loads in the water, along with increased sedimentation,

can have a detrimental effect not oniy on water quality but also on land quality.

Sedimentation by reducing the capacity of downstream reaches of the watercourse may

lead to increased flooding (Chapman, 1987b; Mackling, 1987), agricultural land becom-

ing covered with gravel, shale and other materials that have a negative effect on lancl

quaiity (Mackling, L987) and the mouth of the watercourse and the nearby beaches of the

lake it enters may become fouled with silt (PFRA, 1960). The water quality of

downstream lakes may also be disrupted through the addition of large amounrs of fine

sediments and silts (Robert Newbury, personal communication, October 29,1987:

Manitoba Water Commission, 1984; Water Resources Branch, 1982). This process can

be especially pernicious if the upstream channelization work experiences rapid erosion

(Chapman, i987b).

The problem is exacerbated by the ability of the channelized reach to move warer more

efficiently in its enlarged channel. When the water is discharged into the downstreanr

natural channel which has less capacity, flooding is more likely to occur (Chapnran,

1987b). Flooding may also be increased if the effect of channel modification is to move

the stormwater downstream in such a way that the flood peaks of different tributaries

coincide (Keller, 1980). However, if the effect of channelization is to move the flood peak

from one tributary out of the basin before the arrival of peaks from other rributaries

flooding may be reduced (Keller, 1980)

Alterations of the channel may cause problems upstream as well. The lowering the streAnl

bed elevation by dredging or occasionally, the lowering of the stream base level during

the installation and maintenance of culverts may lead to channel erosion and headcutting

upstream of the site of the alteration (Chapman, 1987b). Since the stream is able to

transport more sediment, it obtains material from the upsrream bed of the channel,

creating a knicþoint in the longitudinal profile that continues to move upstream unril a

new equilibrium is reached (Chapman, 1987a: Brookes, 1987).4 knickpoint is a sudden
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drop, a scarp or small waterfall, where the stream is adjusting its gradient from the old

bed elevation to a new lower one created by the lower base level downstream. However,

in some cases, a culvert, rather than being a problem, may provide a stable base level

elevation preventing headcutting from proceeding upsrream (Chapman, 1987b).

AESTHETIC DEGRADATION

Landscape amenities are often concentrated in areas where water is present, along rivers

or at least in valley floors created and maintained by channel systems (Dunne and

Leopold, 1978). These landscapes provide aesthetic and scenic value through the

provision of a diversity of sensual stimuli and physical contrasrs (Keller, 1980). Visual

and other sensual experiences are associated with contrasts: slow, shaded water versus

fast, sunlit water, deep, slow water in pools versus fast, shallow, bubbling water in riffles

and deep green reeds and rushes near the stream versus the light green or brown leaves

of trees and bushes along the banks (Keller, 1980). Physical or biological characterisrics

such as the presence or absence of human activity, the existence of marshes, the natural

curvature of the stream (meanders) and the presence of unique topography such as

waterfalls, rugged rock outcrops and scenic vistas also affect the aesthetic vaiue of the

watercourse (Keller, 1980).

Unfortunately, channelization by straightening a channel, removing vegetation and

obstructions to flow and using unnatural bank stabilization structures decreases rhe

aesthetic quality of a stream (Keller, 1980). Aesthetic degradation takes place rhrough the

change in stream biota and the visual alteration of riparian vegetation, of stream banks

and channel morphology (Dunne and Leopold, 1978). Because of the required srorïnwa-

ter capacity, the cross-section of the channel appears oversized and unnatural (Bolliger

et al, 1984). Continuous bank protection on both sides of the stream form a barrier

between land and water and can be detrimental to the quality of the srream (Bolliger et

al, 1984). If trees are found only on the top of the embankment and have no direct conracr

with the water, theirmain function becomes that of landscape backdrop rather than being
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an integral part of the ecology of the steam and the riparian landscape (Bolliger et al,

1984).

Unfortunately, too many engineering plans for development have concentrated on

structural or layout aspects of the design with little attention given to the visual, ecologic

or hydrologic harmony of the result (Dunne and Leopold, 1978). Many aspects of a

stream orchannel that may be classified as amenities are more subjective and less clearly

of economic value than the engineering orconstnìction aspects of the development works

(Dunne andLeopold, 1978). But, there are values to society gained from the maintenance

of beauty and from the knowledge that ecosystems continue to operate without degrada-

tion (Dunne and Leopold, 1978). People are sufficiently concerned about the non-

monetary values of the environment that they are willing to forgo some opportunities for

gain or are even willing to pay directly for the maintenance of the amenities of the

landscape(DunneandLeopold, 1978).Finallyitisimportanttorealizethevalueof these

items is to society or the general public and that undue economic stress should not be

placed on certain segments of the population, especially farmers, who as a group, are

already ñnancially strapped.

However, channelization, where it is not necessary or where less expensive, more

ecologically sound alternatives can be used just as effectively, also costs money. Thus,

projects should be carefully analyzed to ensure that they are absolutely necessary and

thoughtfuily designed to ensure that all alternatives are fully explored, ensuring thnt

environmental and aesthetic costs are completely taken into account and are minimized.

NATURAL STREAM LANDSCAPING

APPRECIATION OF NATURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FLUVIAL SYS-

TEMS REQUIRED

3.1

Up to the 1950's, economics and engineering feasibility were the deciding factors in rhe
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alteration of watercourses (Binder et al, 1983). "In a landscape dedicated solely to

production and specially prepared to meet the requirements of industrialized agriculture,

rivers and streams were only seen as serving the function of drainage channels for excess

rainfall and soil water, and as a medium for the dilution of liquid waste products of all

kinds" (Binder et al, 1983).

More recently there has been a recognition of the significance of rivers and streams as parr

of the landscape, as part of an interrelated network of innumerable biotic and abiotic

factors (Binder et al, 1983). Streams and rivers are important elements not only in the

appearance of the landscape but are also crucial to its environmental resources (Bolliger

et al, 1984). The significance of rivers and streams has been highlighted by the alarming

losses of plant and animal species as well as whole ecosystems, pointing towards damage

of a complex nature (Binder et al, 1983).

Today, in agricultural landscapes, watercourses often represent the last refuges for the

formerly rich variety of flora and fauna of the previously stable habitat (Binder et al,

1983). The rivers and streams form a network covering wide stretches of countryside and

are the ecological background of ourcultural landscape (Binderet al, 1983). On this basis,

the call for natural solutions to river engineering problems has become an ever-presenr

one (Binder et al, 1983).

Channelization has become a controversial practice, because in too many instances it has

caused environmental disruption that is unacceptable to many people (Keller, I9l5;

Keller, 1980). Until techniques are developed to minimize the negative impacrs,

objections will continue to be voiced (Keller, 1980). Much research is required before all

detrimental effects can be minimized, but sufficient information is presently available to

be able to design projects that are likely to do less environmental damage than the

conventional methods now in use (Keller,1975).

Channelization is not always bad and is not intended to damage the landscape nor ro cause
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environmental problems. Problems result from inadequate consideration being given to

the possible adverse effects of channel modification (Keller, 1975).

Unfortunately, little attention has been given to the natural, physical processes which

operate in river and stream channels. It is important to have a broader perspective of the

function of time, and an understanding the regional setting, especially potential down-

stream consequences and how to use fluvial processes to minimize the impact of river

engineering (Brookes, 1987). Where hydraulic constructions are unavoidable, channeli-

zation methods that are floodproof yet create conditions which allow for the channelized

stream to re-develop as a natural stream with a character of its own, can be found with

collaboration of hydraulic engineers, geomorphologists,landscape architects and biolo-

gists (Bolliger et al, 1984).

The most important realization is that the form of the watercourse is determined by the

interplay of fluvial forces and the landscape. Processes are creating forms as they are for

a reason. Therefore, when humans interfere with these processes for any reason, An

understanding of the consequences of their actions and how to best minimize the negative

impacts must be included. On its own an alluvial river produces its form in response to

geomorphological conditions and to water and sediment availability (Chapman, i 987b).

Generally the form is in equilibrium and the stream channel adjusts its channel configu-

ration only when hydrological and geomorphological conditions change @unne and

Leopold, 1978). This information indicates that an improperly designed channel will not

remain morphologically stable and also provides a basis for the design of new drainage

systems (Dunne and Leopold, 1978). If a drainage system is constructed to dimensions

otherthan those itwould take naturally, material in the bed and banks will beredisrributed

to produce a more natural hydraulic geometry configuration (Dunne and Leopold, 1 97 8 ).

DEFINITION OF NATURAL STREAM LANDSCAPING3.2

Alterations of the landscape or parts of it can be as regarded as natural when they are
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carried out with regard to the natural habitat conditions and the endemic flora and fauna

(Binder et al, 1983). In the case of river engineering this involves above all an

understandingofthenaturalhydraulicandmorphologicalconditions(Binderatal, 1983;

Brookes, 1987). "Non-natural alterations are those in which existing natural conditions

are not or are insufficiently taken into account. In the case ofriver engineering this occurs

where only technical, mathematically simple solutions are sought" (Binder et al, 1983).

As the pressure to modify streams increases, new design criteria, taking into account data

on the fluvial processes of natural streams and multi-objective planning, must be

developed in order to reduce environmental degradation (Keller, 1980). Designing with

nature has become a fundamental principle of land-use planning and should be extended

to the design of stream channels (Keller, i980). One should use natural processes ro an

advantage rather than fight against them (Binder et al, 1983). The concept is to work with

the watercourse rather than against it, emulating nature where possible in order to

minimize aesthetic, biological and geomorphological degradation.

The importance of minimizing the negative impacts of channelization on biologicai

systems is widely recognized. But while there is a great deal of information available on

techniques to increase the biological productivity of modified channels, there is,

unfortunately,little information available on techniques to reduce physical and aesthetic

degradation (Keller, 1980).

Fornrnately, a new and less ha¡sh concept of channelization has been evolving recently.

Brookes (1987) cites a number of studies showing that less srraightening is taking place

and re-sectioning based on the emulation of natural forms and the processes of meander-

ing channels is being undertaken. The design of new channels is reflecting natural fornrs

rather than trying to impose the artificial boundaries so often found in srraight symmei-

rical ditches.

Several aspects of natural fluvial systems that may eventually be used to reduce
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environmental degradation in channel works are (Keller, 1980):

1) recognition that the entire riverine environment, the channel and the floodplain

are an open system tending to dynamic equilibrium where there is a rough balance

between the load imposed and the work done, such that channel form and fluvial

processes are interdependent,

2) recognition that the flow in natural watercourses, which alternates between

convergence and divergence, facilitates morphological stability, the develop-

ment of pools and riffles and channel maintenance,

3) recognition of geomorphological thresholds that influence erosion, deposition

and channel patterns and,

4) recognition of the relationship between erosion, deposition and sediment concen-

tration, that influences channel stability.

Holding all these environmental considerations together is the concept that the best

channelization project is one that is absolutely necessary, involves the minimal modifi-

cationofthenaturalchannel(Keller, 1980)andrecognizesthatthewatercourseisanopen

system interconnected with other systems, such as lakes, land and vegetation, found

upstream and downstream of the reach slated formodification. In order to obtain effective

and economic methods of protecting, restoring and improving our environment, the

integration of scientific and technical research with the use of natural materials is required

(Schiechtl, 1982).

In short, a concise definition of "natural stream rehabilitation" would be the design of

channels based on the forms of natural streams, including consideration of factors such

as thefu geometries, geomorphologies and hydraulic conditions. Natural sream rehabiÌi-

tation is not an attempt to replicate a natural stream exactly, but involves an examination

of natural processes, the way energy is channelled through sreams in order to creare

situations where that energy is channeled and dissipated in a simila¡ manner. Natural

stream rehabilitation is based on the realization that a change in channel pattern is an

adjustrnent in response to a change in energy dynamics and that a change at one point

affects the entire system.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF NATURAL STREAM LANDSCAPING

CHANNEL PLAN

The natural plan of a watercourse has developed over a long period of time in response

to everpresent forces in the water working in an interdependent cycle with the geology,

topography, soils, macro- and

micro-climate and the vegeta-

tion of the bed, banks,

floodplain and watershed. The

plan of a re-developed chan-

nel should respect these forces

and the channel plan that has

deveioped naturally. Since

straight channel reaches ofany

length are rarely found in na-

ture, a general conclusion

might be that new channel

plans include or preserve

meanders, and oxbows

(Binder et al, 1983).

Curves lead to the development of an asymmetrical cross-section where fast flowing

water tends to erode the outside of the curve forming a steep bank (Bolliger et al, 1983).

As the water moves in a winding pattern it develops centrifugal force and piles up on rhe

outside of the bend, intensifying helical flow in this area, creating a strong downward

movement of wateron the outside of the curve causing the erosion (Moriwasa, 1968; see

figure 3). On the insideof the curve, slowermovingwaterdeposits material creating a flat

bank (Bolliger et al, 1983). On the surface, a separation of flow occurs at the inner edge

of thebend(Moriwasa, 1968).Atthispoint,asaconsequenceof thedecelerationof the

Line o{
mox;mum
velocity

Seporotlon of l1ow

Figure 3 Meandering reach showing the line of maximum velociry ancl

separationof flow whichproduce a¡eas of deposirion and erosion. Cross-

sections show the lateral movement of water at the bends.
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flow, a backwater eddy forms, leading to the deposition of material in this area.

For the sake of channel stability, if the channel is to be shortened, the integrity of the

original slope of the channel should be maintained, through the incorporation of a series

of small drop structures.

The slope, curves, meanders, and oxbows of the channel have a direct impact on riverine

and riparian conditions and provide a variety of habitat necessary for a rich ecological

system to develop. Therefore, alterations to the channel plan should be minimized and if
undertaken, should respond to the natural forms that the original undisturbed channel

developed.

DIFFBRENTIATION OF THE WATERCOURSE INTO A VARIETY OF CON-

DITIONS

A watercourse should only be channelized where it is absolutely necessary and no

practical alternatives exist. Diversity of conditions should be preserved, where existing

or newly created, where no longer found (Binder et al, 1983). This diversity provides the

necessary habitat conditions for varied flora and fauna and creates a biologically intact

watercourse (Binder et al, 1983).

In a natural meandering, gravel bed watercourse, the channel cross-section alternates

from asymmetric pools to symmetric riffles, in which regular changes in the slope of the

channel create, at bankfull stage, a convergence offlows in pools and a divergence of

flows on riffles (Keller, 1978). Convergence and divergence of flows refers to the narural

three dimensional constriction orexpansion of flow along along a single channel (Keller,

1980). Scour is a result of convergent flow and at bankfull flows creates pools, while

deposition is a result of divergent flow and at bankfull flows, is characteristic of point bars
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andriffles (seefigure4). At baseflow stage,pools andriffles turn intorelics andflow con-

ditions are the opposite of those at high flows (Keller, 1980). At base flow stage, pools

are associated with deep, slow moving, divergent flows, while riffles are associated with

fast shallow, water or convergent flows (Keller,

1980). For physical, biological and aesthetic

reasons, it is desirable to design channelization

projects to converge and diverge the flows in a

similar manner (Keller, 1978).

Channel form and process evolve in harmony

and the manipulation of the channel cross-sec-

tion morphology can influence desired channel

processes. Keller (i978) planned the manipula-

tion of a stream in an experiment to see if it could

be induced to develop as desired. The experi-

ment was a success and morphological stability,

consisting of point bars, pools and riffles was

maintained over a period of high magnitude

floods.

The variety of channel forms creates conditions that are required for in-stream biological

activity. During base flow conditions, a range of flows from slow, deep water to fast,

shallow water are necessary for breeding, feeding and cover (Keller, 1980). During

periods of high flows, a variety of conditions, including shelter areas for protection from

excessive velocities, are required (Keller, 1980). One result of this variety of flow

conditions is the natural sorting of bed materiai, which leads to the development of riffles

and point bars, creating a variety of habitats for bottom dwelling organisms upon which

fish and other animals feed (Keller, 1980). Turbulence, through the riffles and along the

edges of the point bars, allows for oxygen to be mixed into the water, ensuring that this

necessary gas is present in sufficient quantities to allow the survival of a variety of

organisms.
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Curves, irregularcross-sections and variable gradients, create different currents and deep

and shallow areas as well as wider and narrower sections in the watercourse (Bolliger et

al, 1983). Consequently, flow conditions vary and rolling material is correspondingly

sorted according to grain size creating areas with different bed conditions (Bolliger et al,

1983). This diversity of flow and bed conditions is a necessary pre-condition for the

survival of a wide variety of fish, macro-invertebrates and micro-organisms and is the

basis for the development of a rich, stable ecosystem (Bolliger et al, 1983).

TREE AND SHRUB GROWTH ALONG BANKS

A natural watercqurse is often lined with trees, such willows, alders and ashes, that like

damp conditions and grow right down to the low water line (Bolliger er al, 1984). As a

natural type of woodland and simply from a species richness point of view, ripârian areas

areofvastimportance(Binderetal,1983).Naturalstreamrehabilitationseekstopreserve

or re-introduce these conditions. Rather than using only hard materials such as rock or

concrete, live materials such as grasses, shrubs and trees are used to stabilize the soil and

to reinforce constructions.

Trees and brush provide cover, food and proper water temperafures for micro-organisms

and f,rsh. By providing food for micro-organisms, fallen leaves are the chief source of

energy or fuel for the riverine ecosystem. They are the basis of the food web and are the

powerhouse that drives ail the other levels as one moves up through invertebrates such

as insect larvae and small crabs to vertebrates such as fish and beyond. Shade, also is

important for the maintenance of proper oxygen concenfrations in the water. As

temperatures rise, so do the oxygen requirements of the water-based animals. At higher

temperatures, some animals require twice as much oxygen and if the temperature rises

above 70o F. oxygen is forced out of solution causing suffocation (Quammen, 1985).

Aquatic plants are also important to the general ecology of rivers. They are a source of
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energy and food, contribute to the cycling of nutrients and organic matter and provide

additional habitat for micro and macro-organisms (Brooker, 1985).

The species diversity, density and health of riverine and riparian vegetation is determined

by the physical and chemical properties of the channel. Alterations of depth, flow and

composition of the bed, banks and floodplain are likely to cause changes in the plant

communities of the watercourse (Brooker, 1985). Otherthan obvious effects, such as the

stripping of vegetation for re-grading of the channel, the effects of river channelization

on riverine and riparian vegetation are poorly documented and require further study,

before complex interrelationships may be completely understood.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION OF TRANSVERSE STRUCTURES, DAMS,

EMBANKMENTS AND BANK STABILIZATION METHODS

In light of the above section, it is important to note that vegetation alone is often enough

to stabilize some areas. However, techniques involving vegetarion as the sole means of

stabilization usually require more area than conventional hard techniques and require that

sufficient space is available (Binder et al, 1983). Unfortunately, unused space is often

scarce and compromises must be made. Thus, special bank stabilization measures to limit

the dynamics of the stream are usually unavoidable (Binder et aÌ,1983). These measures,

depending on the stresses placed on them, may range from light weight timber and stone

structures to the most heavy duty stone and concrete revetting (Binder et aI,1983). It is

desirable to use the least intn¡sive technique possible, but all techniques, vegetative to

hard constructions, should incorporate as an essential feature, the retention of the habitats

of all aquatic, amphibian and terrestrial organisms or minimally their replacement by

habitats of equal value (Binder et al,1983). Therefore, as an example, dumped rock and

riprap banks must be designed such that they provide habitats for micro-organisms and

animals which are food for fish and also provide shelter for the fish themselves (Binder

et aI,1983).
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The siting and structure of large features, such as dams and dykes, present parricularly

difficult problems. While performance and safety are the primary concerns, it is still

possible to create damp meadows and dry grassland habitats by providing broad

untouched areas in front of dykes and through the low key treatment of their banks

(Binder et al, 1983). However, it is often not possible to keep structures far enough away

from rivers or streams to allow the creation of a more natural alignment closer to the

original form of the watercourse (Binder et al, 1983). Providing sufficient area is

especially diff,rcult in built up areas, so it is necessary to develop other ways to dissipate

the stream's energy forexample through the use of gradient control structures. However,

even in extremely constricted a.reas, it is always possible to create small scale natural

stretches (Binder et al, 1983).

BENEFITS OF NATURAL STREAM LANDSCAPING

Landscape design should be undertaken in the design stage, before natural vegetarion has

been destroyed or damaged by earth moving equipment. However, if development is

already underway, it might still be possible to make alterations in construction, for

example contouring works, that could save valúable ecosystems (Schiechtl, 1982). The

application of bioengineering methods for bank stabilization, instead of conventional

(hard) techniques can have considerable influence on preservation, conservation and the

improved aesthetic quality of the landscape (Schiechtl, 1982).

STABILIZATION OF THE CHANNEL AND REDUCTION OF WATER VE-

LOCITIES, EROSION AND SBDIMENTATION

Small gradient control dams, that create an artificial pool and riffle sequences or the re-

introduction of meanders reduce the gradient of the streambed. This decreases the

velocity of flow with a consequent reduction in the ability of the warer ro rransporr

3.4.1
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material (Keller, i978). The re-introduction of meanders reduces the gradient by

increasing the horizontal length of the stream. Gradient control dams drop the channel

bed elevation quickiy, while dissipating energy on their face, causing a reduction of the

tractive force of the water. Upstream of the dams an area of slow water allows deposition

and the collection of sediment.

In Manitoba, a series of these dams were placed on Wilson Creek. In the reaches above

all the dams, erosion ceased and sediment from upstream restored the pre-channelization

gradient (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988). In undammed areas erosion continued at the pre-

channelization rate (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988). During peak flows along the Mink

Riverin Manitobaduring 1986, no significanterosion occurred in reconstructed pool and

riffle reaches where these small dams had been built (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988).

However, directly upstream and downstream of the reconstructed reach, erosion of the

channel bed caused slumping along 307o of the banks (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988).

The advantage of re-introducing meanders or building pools and riffles into the channel

plan is improved channel stability and the reduction of the amount of energy available for

erosion (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988). These improved conditions lead to a decrease in

sediment inputs to the downstream portions of the channel and downstream lakes

(Newbury and Gaboury, 1988).

Re-vegetation also plays a role in erosion control. Aquatic vegetation and the roots of

terrestrial plants may cause a reduction in flow velocities, decreasing the erosive power

of the water. Bank and shoreprotection plantings, consisting of grasses, reeds, shrubs and

trees, can provide protection for banks, floodplains and lowlands in areas that lie above

the normal water level (Schiechtl, 1982).

DIVERSITY OF BIOLOGICAL HABITAT

Naturai sfream rehabilitation techniques create favourable conditions for numerous

3.4.2
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plants and animals through the creation of a wide range of different habitat conditions,

ranging from flat banks fringed with rushes to deep scoured pools under tree and shrub

roots (Bolliger et ai, 1984). Even eroded areas a¡e valuable habitats for a wide variety of

pioneer plants (Bolliger et al, 1984).

Bankside vegetation shades the water, moderating temperatures and regulating the

oxygen content, limiting the growth of aquatic vegetation and algae that could choke out

otherlifeinnutrientrichriversandstreams(Binderetal, 1983).Banksidevegetationalso

provides increased habitat for small animals such as raccoons, squirrels, skunks ancl

birds. It can also form wildlife corridors by creating cover for the movemenr of larger

game species such as deer and moose.

The introduction of pools and riffles into channelization projects leads to a considerable

reduction in damage to biological systems, by accelerating the recovery of water-based

micro-organisms,,macro-invertebrates and fish populations, through the restoration of

bed composition and the stabilization and creation of areas for feeding, breeding and

cover (Keller, 1978; Newbury and Gaboury, 1988). Fish egg drift through rehabilitated

reaches is reduced (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988). Egg survival, in riffle zones, is also

increased by the aeration of the water as it flows across the riffle surface and by higher

local velocities that prevent sedimentation and consequenr egg suffocation (Newbury

and Gaboury, 1988). Because of increased opportunities to settle behind and adjacent to

larger boulders on the riffle surface and in low velocity zones created in horizontal eddies

above and below the riffle crests,

IMPROVED WATER QUALITY

While the difference in the purity of waterways stabilized with convenrional techniques

and those stabilized with bioengineering methods has not been examined in detail, a large

number of tests have shown that more than fifty plant species are able to destroy bacteria
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such as Esc herichia coli, Enterococci and Salmonella(Schiechtl, 1982). Reduction of the

harmful bacteria appears to based on the interaction of organisms associated with the

plant rhizomes and the bacteria living in the water (Schiechtl, 1982). Some plants also

absorb acids, oils, heavy metals and can break down detergents (Schiechtl, 1982). Plants

belonging to the lower orders, for example algae and protozoa, play an essential part in

the purification of waterways (Schiechtl, 1982). Uncertainties about the water purihca-

tion capabilities of higher plants exist only because of a lack of study (Schiechtl, 1982).

The physical form of the channel also plays a role in improving water quality. Oxygen,

the most fundamental element necessary for life in the water, as well as other gaseous

elements, are stirred into the watercourse by any turbulent movement overriffles, down

cascades and where branches or roots drag in the water.

IMPROVED RBCRBATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

When channelization projects use natural stream landscaping techniques, improved fish

and wildlife habitat creates increased opportunities for recreational activiries such as

fishing, hunting, wildlife viewing and bird watching. Since the environment created

alongside the stream can act as a wildlife corridor, the benefits are accrued not only along

the watercourse but to surrounding land a.reas as well. In conjunction with other plans,

such as improved access, natural stream landscaping couid be used to develop a specific

type of recreational activity. For example, the Rat River, in southem Manitoba, was

developed for trout fly fishing, through careful protection and manipulation of the sream

corridor (Master's Studio, 1985).

In addition to increased recreationai potential, there a¡e otherintangible benefits from the

improved visual and aesthetic amenities provided by natural sueam landscaping. The

increaseddiversity of visual and other sensual experiences as well as greaterproductivity

of fish and other wildlife in well designed or rehabilitated channels provides a more
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positive outdoor experience (Keller, 1978). The varied landscape, the trees, tumbling

water and shady patches make the stream a more pleasant place to see and to be. This may

lead to a changed perception of the waterway. Rather than being perceived solely as a

ditch for moving water, the watercourse becomes an important place in the landscape

with a multiplicity of functions.

REDUCBD CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

As a result of the development of better construction methods and better knowledge of

the effectiveness of different techniques, natural stream landscaping has become more

economical in the last few decades (Schiechtl, 1982). The authors of many studies state

that low cost is one major advantage of the use of natural stream landscaping over

conventionaitechniques(Schiechtl, 1982).However,adirectcomparisonofcostsisonly

possible if the same.project is designed twice based on the two different consrruction

techniques and each is evaluated separately (Schiechrl, 1982).

Schiechtl (1982) cites the example of bank protection construction for a power station in

Austria. The original banks of the channei, below the waterline, were to be paved with

concrete. The best bid at the time was $1.00 per square foot ($10.00 per square metre).

Instead, critica-l areas of the channel were stabilized with small rocks and additional joint

plantings. The larger part of the slope was stabilized with willow plantings alone. The

açtual cost of construction was $0.046 per square foot ($0.50 per square meffe), 1120 of

the cost of hard paving, representing a savings of $56,000 on the project.

The use of gradient control structures in channelization projects can also save money. For

example, the installation of 2 of these structures, on Wilson Creek in the Dauphin Lake

area of Manitoba, had a cost/benefit ratio of 1.3 for a discount rate of 57o (Newbury and

Gaboury, 1988). The indirect benefits were more diffîcutt to assess, but included the

prevention of further farmland erosion adjacent to the channel and a reduction of
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sedimentation in downstream channels and lakes, where commercial and sport fishing

take place (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988). On the Mink River, in the same region, it was

estimated that over a six year period of spring floods and other peak flow evenrs, that the

costsof therifflestructureswouldberecovered(NewburyandGaboury, 1988).Thiscost

savings estimate did not include consideration of the benefits to fisheries rehabilitation,

the primary motivation for the project in the first place (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988).

While natural stream landscaping is extremely useful and cost effective, it cannot replace

conventional engineering in all respects, but is able to supplement traditional techniques

in order to provide more effective protection, with a reduction in cost (Schiechtl, 1982).

Natural stream landscaping techniques may provide cost savings by allowing (Schiechtl,

1982):

1) smaller walls to be built, shifting less soil by merely flattening slopes and then

revegetating them. Instead of massive walls, rock fills rvith joints filled with live

plantings can be used.

2) support construction, gully bottom stabilization and protection to be carried out

on the stream banks using live instead of dead material or through a combination

of methods.

3) immediate stabilization with vegetation of all areas where earth works have been

ca:riedout. Forexample, revegetation works carried outalong a highway through

Austria and ltaly, on some slopes cost no more than the cost of repair works after

a heavy rainfall or snowmelt.

4) steeper slopes because the area will be revegetated immediately, binding the soil

in place. However, since it would be counter-productive to constmct oversteep

slopes that would be unstable in spite of revegetation, care must be taken in

design.

Given these facts, it is important to realize that many natural stream landscaping

techniques involving vegetation have limited effectiveness initially, but that effective-

ness increases dramatically as the plants mature (Schiechtl, 1982). To accelerate
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developmentand to reduce the time until the construction is fully functional, maintenance

is usually necessary (Schiechtl, 1982). Even the smallest erosion gullies must be

constantly repaired and reseeded and seedings, stabilizing consmlcdons, plantings and

reforestations have to be carefully maintained (Schiechtl, 1982). Where conditions for

the plants are more harsh, maintenance standards must be correspondingly vigourous

(Schiechtl, 1982).

DESIGN AND MAINTENANCE CRITERIA

SYSTEMS APPROACH

Rivers and streams are open systems, with distinct feedback mechanisms (Keller, I97 5:

Keller, 1980). A watercourse system is composed of all land and the various processes

occurring on it, as well as the watercourse itself, all its tributaries and all the processes

occurring in the water. Changes in the immediateriparian atea can affect the warercourse

directly (Keller, 1980).As well, changes far removed from the immediate channel area,

in the su:rounding watershed, can affect erosion and sedimentation processes occurring

within the watercourse (Pokrant and Gaboury, 1983). These changes may be responsible

for the improper functioning of the watercourse as a drainageway causing the demand for

alterations in order to improve its performance. Therefore, an awareness of changes in

land use practices and vegetative cover is essential to the redesign of any channel.

When designing channels it must be recognized that channelizarion, as well as having

obvious direct effects in the development area, may have many indirect effects upsrream

and downstream of the project site (Keller, 1980). Since srreams are open sysrems

composed of interrelated parts, generally in balance or dynamic equilibrium, change in

one part of the system will create change other parts of the system.

Alterations to the geomorphologic and hydrologic regime of a watercourse, such as
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capacity, volume of waterconveyed, sinuosityof thechannel plan andgradient of the bed

affect the flow of energy and will cause changes to the bed and banks of the channel

(Keller, 1980). If the alterations are limited, significant changes to erosion and sedimen-

tation rates are less likely to occur (Keller, 1975; Keller, 1980). However, if the

alterations involve majorchanges to the channel, substantial erosion may take place and

serious changes to the bed and banks of the channel may occur. (Keller, I975; Keller,

1980).

Itappears thatrivers andstreams asopen systemsrespondto thresholdconditions (Keller,

197 5; Keller, 1980). For example, Schumm, in an experiment described by Keller ( I 980),

found by means of a water flume experiment that small channels experienced discrete

changes inchannel pattern, from straightto meanderingto braided, in response to changes

in channel slope. The changes were not gradual or continuous, but occurred quickly after

a threshold slope was reached. It is possible to conclude that threshold conditions exisr

in a watercourse and that alterations to the channel and watershed may be made up to these

thresholds without significant change affecting in-stream processes. While it is danger-

ous to make analogies between laboratory experiments and natural streams, if the

conclusionisvalid,ithasveryimportantconsequencesforchannelization(Keller,1980).

If changes in the stream, such as widening of the channel, take place in response ro

threshold changes in slope, sediment concentration and other variables, then it is

theoretically possible to straighten a stream a certain amount without widening of the

channel occurring (Keller, 1980). The amount of straightening would be dependent on

identifying the correct threshold controlling the channel pattern (Keller, 1980). The

identification of the governing threshold would be very valuable, as ir would allow the

design of a channel with the confidence that the finished project would not likely erode

or change pattern (Keller, 1980). V/hile, the identification of these thresholds has not yet

been done (Keller, 1980), it may be possible to estimate the approximate conditions in

which a channel may be stable by examining the forms that a natural watercourse, in

similar watershed conditions, creates. Based on a number of studies in the United States

and Canada, generalized equations, relating drainage area to depth, width and cross-
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sectional area, have been developed. From these equations, it is possible to determine

other factors, such as meander spacing, length and radius of curvature. These equations

will be discussed in detail in the following porrions of the secrion.

Thedesignof achannel must notbe undertaken withoutconsiderationof events occurring

in the rest of the watershed. Alterations to vegetation, surface conditions and flow

patterns all have a direct impact on the watercourse channel. Keller (1978) offers a

graphic example of this situation. With modifications based on natural forms, a previ-

ously channelized portion of a watercourse was altered. After functioning successfully,

without experiencing erosion problems forover a year, the reach was suddenly smothered

by an influx of sediment. The sediment came from bank erosion in a convenrionally

channeüzedreach of the stream, as well as aconstruction site, both of which were located

upstream of the experimentalreach. Thus, without the development of an overall strategy

for erosion control and rehabilitation works in a watershed, individual works are much

less likely to succeed.

MINIMIZATION OF NON-NATURAL TECHNIQUES

The state of the art of channelization still suffers from a lackof understanding concernins

the behaviour of natural streams (Keller, 19S0). The desired philosophical framework in

which to work would be one in which the practice of channelization itself is minimized

and the least amount of non-natural control is used to satisfy the desired objective (Keller,

1980). The most important principle is that interference with natural srreams should be

kept to an absolute minimum, and alternatives to channelization should be fully explored

(Bolligeretal, 1983).Theoriginalcha¡acterofthestreamshouldbemaintainedasneariy

as possible, be it a gully, wood or meadow sfream or even factory canal (Bolliger et al,

1983). It is most desirable to retain the natural course, particularly meanders and curves

and if this is not possible, to attempt to imitate the natural course of the stream (Boiliger

et al, 1983). The importance of the preservation or re-introduction of these forms is
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illustrated by the necessity of meanders and the eddies that they form to walleye spawning

behaviour. Without these forms, spawning is unlikely to occur (Marc Gaboury, personal

communication, February 27,1989).

Means of minimizing interference with natural watercourses include the of use passive

flood connol measures, the development of flood retention basins, the resrriction of

corrections to sections, the taking of risks and the use of conrrol measures with a clear

purpose and goal in mind (Bolliger et al, 1983).

REMOVAL OF OBSTRUCTIONS FROM THE WATERCOURSE

The Stream Renovation Guidelines Committee (1983) has developed a sysrem which

promotes ca¡eful consideration to determine the minimum level of intervention required

to develop the desired water conveyance capacity of a channel. The sysrem, which

encourages the maintenance of natural stream characteristics and offers an alternative to

channelization through the development of environmentally sound techniques for the

correction of stream flow problems caused by obstructions, is outlined in a report entitled

Srream Obstruction Removal Guidelines (1983).

While debris and obstructions often play a vital role in the srructure and health of a

watercourse, excessive amounts of material can lead to flow problems. Ill considered

landuse and stream use practices can reduce stream flow conditions to such an extent that

corrective methods are required. Development interests and flood prone communiries

often successfully campaign to develop major stream modification projects in order to

alleviate problems or to achieve some desired level of water conveyance.

Channelization is the tradirional method used to correct stream flow problems, but first

it is important to determine if channelization is actually necessary to achieve the desired

result. An alternative approach involves the removal of obstructions allow to the free flow
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of water within the existing channel. This removal of debris and obsrrucdons could be

sufficient to allow adequate flow through the channel without channelization.

Therefore, where blockages result in unacceptable flow problems or where arestorarion

of natural or former flow regime is desired, planners and designers should first detemtine

if non-structural methods a¡e sufficient to allow the desiredrate of flow through the reach.

Where non-structural methods alone a¡e insufficient to achieve the desired result, a

combination of obstruction removal and non-structural methods is preferred over more

d¡astic channel modifications.

In the removal of stream obstructions, the level of intervention is dependent on the

different flow conditions found in the watercourse (see fîgure 5).

Condition One

These segments have an acceptable flow and no work is required. These reaches may

contain small amounts of debris and fine sediments such as silt, sand, gravel, rubble,

boulders, logs and brush. In some situations, the flow may be restricted, but due to

adjacent land use it is not a problem.

Condition Two

These reaches have no major flow problems, but existing conditions are such that

obstructions causing unacceptable flow conditions are likely to occur in the nea¡ future.

These obstructions a¡e characterized by small accumulations of logs and other debris that

span the whole width of the watercourse. Accumulations a¡e isolated and small and do

not cause blockages of the water.

In condition two areas, equipment likely to cause the least amounr of damage should be

utilized forthe removal of obsrmctions. Hand tools such as axes, chain saws, winches and

small boats should be selected first. If hand equipment is insufficienr for rhe work

required, heavier equipment such as small tractors, backhoes, bulldozers, log skidders
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and low PSI equipment may be used in such a way as to do the least damage possible to

vegetation and soils in the project area. Explosives may be used, in some cases, to reduce

potential damage to the area caused by equipment use and access requirements. Any

material removed must be secured in such a way as to ensure that it does not re-enter the

channel and should be positioned so as not to cause an impediment to flood flows.

Condition Three

These Reaches have unacceptable flow problems. The obsrn¡ctions usually consist ol
lodged trees, root wads and other debris, that often spans the whole width of the channel.

While not completely free flowing, some water moves through the obstruction. Only

small amounts of sediment have accumulated in the obstruction.

In condition three areas, the equipment limitations are the same as in condition two ancl

if possible, work should only be done from one side of the channel. Tree cutting for

equipment access and adequate work space should be minimized. Material should either

be removed from the floodplain or burnt, buried or piled as appropriate, with the

minimum disturbance to vegetation. It is especially important that fine sediments are nor

piled around the base of mature trees, smothering their roots.

Condition Four

These reaches have major blockages that create unacceptable flow conditions. Accumu-

lations of material consist of compacted debris and/or sediment that severely restricts the

flow causing water to flow through the floodplain at normal flows.

Blockage removal may use any equipment deemed necessary to accomplish the work in

the least damaging manner. Where possible, work should be limited to one side of the

channel. Material may be disposed in the same manner as in condition three.

Condition Five

These reaches contain unique, sensitive or especially valuable biotic resources and must
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be dealt with on a case by case basis. Examples of reaches in this condition include areas

with rare or endangered species, shellfish beds, fìsh spawning and rearing grounds and

the nesting sites of birds. Special guidelines, for work in these areas, should be developed

on a case by case basis.

The Removal of Material

Work should only be undertaken where definite, identifiable problems are occurring.

Access routes to the work sites and channel excavation and debris removal methods rhat

will minimize the destruction of vegetation should be selected. The smallest possibie

equipment should be used and all disturbed areas must be re-seeded or replanted with

plant species that stabilize the soils and benefit fish and wildlife.

Only those fine sediment accumulations that obstruct flows to an unacceptable degree

should be removed. Small accumulations do not usually cause problems and should not

be disturbed. Gravel, rubble and boulders in small amounts do not usually cause problems

and should be left undisturbed. But, in areas where they are restricting flows and causin_r¡

problems, they may be removed. Only debris accumulations that cause serious obstnlc-

tions to the flow or are likely to do so in the near future should be removed.

Affixed logs, lying crosswise in the channel, causing problems or likely ro cause

problems in the nea¡ future, should be moved parallel to the bank or removed. Single or

isolated logs should be left undisturbed, if they are embedded, lodged or rooted in the

channel and are not causing problems. Free logs that are not rooted, lodged or embedclecl

should be re-positioned, fixed in place or removed.

Rootedtrees, deadoralive, may be cutandre-positionedorremovedonly if they are likeiy

to cause problems in the near future or if their removal is necessary for the access of

machinery. Tree stumps with roots should be left in place to prevent bank erosion.
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CHANNEL FORM

Natural stream landscaping recognizes that watercourse dimensions of width, depth,

cross-sectional area, meander wavelength and radius of curvature have developed in

response to natural forces that are fundamental to the operation of the stream. These

forces, as reflected by the dimensions that they create, must be acknowledged. The

dimensions must provide a fundamental basis for any design of rehabilitation works.

The morphology of alluvial river channels results from the entrainment, ransporrarion

and deposition of the unconsolidated material across which the channels flow (Chapman,

1987a). Many studies have set out generalized equations which reflected the consistent

relationships of the morphology of streams (Chapman, 1987a, Leopold and Maddock,

1953; Leopold and V/olman, 1960, Leopold etal,1964). It has been established thar the

width, depth, cross-sectional area, velocity, slope and roughness vary consistenrly with

discharge (Chapman, 1987a). Since the relationships assume that discharge is the

independent variable, bankfull discharge, which has a recurrence interval between one

and two years and is the discharge that creates and maintains the form of the srreanl

channel, is most often used in the calculations to determine morphological characteristics

(Chapman, 1987a, see figure 6).

Figrue 6 Cross-section illustrating various pans of a watercourse.
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Fortunately, at bankfull stage, average values of disch¿ìrge as well as channel width, depth

and cross-sectional area are highly correlated with the size of the drainage area of the

watershed, in a given region @unne and Leopold, 1978) Graphs and equations relating

all these dimensions to drainage Íìrea have been developed (see figures 7 & 8). Drainage

area functions extremely well and an independent variable in these calcularions, as it is

one of the easiest of all parameters to obtain (Chapman, 1987a; Dunne and Leopold,

1978). It is easily measured on a topographical map and then related to the appropriate

line on the graph to determine an estimate of the channel dimensions and bankfuil

discharge (Dunne and Leopold, 1978). It is important to realize that variabiliry from basin
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METRIC EQUATION
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Figure 8 Bankfull discharge as a fi¡ncrion of drainage area.

to basin is high and therefore ,that only approximate estimates of the channel dimensions

are obtained with this method @unne and Leopold, 1978).

Even so, this method does provide a good starting point for the design of rehabilitation

works. More detailed information on the stream may be obtained by examining any

unchannelized portions of the stream, to determine more accurately what the original

dimensions were. It is, however, important to remember that the drainage area and thus

the discharge and dimensions vary as one moves up or down the stream. It must also be

recognized that channelization may have indirectly affected the reaches under investiga-

tion and that the dimensions may no longer accurately reflect the original condirions of

the stream. Thus, it would also be useful to examine any remnants of the stream that had

been cut off by the channelization works or perhaps even to excavate trenches across the

floodplain to determine the location and dimensions of the original channel (Brookes,

1987). Within the trenches, the boundaries of the original channel would be discernable

because of the change in material from undisturbed earrh ro backfill, which will be a

different colour, composition and grain size (Brookes, 1987).

A West Cascades. Pueet Lowland. Washington j

{Frederick and Pitlick 1975. and Parsons 1976} i A

B San Francisco Bay region
Locations of 30 inches annual precipitation

C SoutheasternPennsl'lvania
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Streams of similar size in neighboring catchments under identical land-use and geology

may also offerclues to bankfull channel width, depth and cross-sectional area (Brookes,

1987). Mathematical investigations such as regression analysis may also prove helpful,

but this for these methods to be successful, a long length of channel above the proposed

project, unaffected by channelization, is required @rookes, 1987). However, assuming

the constancy of environmental controls bet'ween reaches, a relationship for the down-

stream variation of the channel form parameters may be developed @rookes, 1987). It

is extremely important that all these various calculations and measurements provide the

dimensions of a channel that will convey bankfull flows with little or no stability

problems" However, as mentioned ea¡lier, banldull flows have a recrurence interval of

only one to two years. Most channelization projects are developed to carry larger flows

with a recurrence interval of 50 or even 100 years.

It cannot be expected that a channel, built to convey 100 year flows and containing forms

such as meanders, pools/riffle sequences and other features based upon those flows, will

be successfully maintained by two yearflows. Once again, an examination of the way that

natural watercourses function may provide a solution to the dilemma. In natural

æ3 Rrrlro

í--) Pool
Figure 9 Pilot channel (channel within a channel) suggested for some flood conrrol
projects. Pools and riffles are consEucted in meandering channel wirtr a Iarger flood

control channel,
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watercourses, the floodplain carries flows greater than those with a recurrence interval

of two years. Therefore, where possible, a smaller pilot channel should be constructed,

in which a meandering channel that can be maintained by 2 year floods is superimposecl

on the larger flood control channel, in the same way that a natural stream has a floodplain

surrounding the normal flow channel (Keller, 1975; see figure 9). Along wirh meanders,

the pilot channel would contain pools and riffles and would provide better fish habitar and

low flows conditions (Keller, I975).

GRADIENT CONTROL

If it is deemed necessary to alter the base level of a watercourse for any reason, the overall

slope of the bed should be maintained. In rehabilitation projects, rhe slope that the

watercourse had prior to its first alteration should be re-established. The beds of narural

watercourses are not flat (see figure 10). They are charactenzed by systematic variations

as a result of pools and riffles and there must be some provision for similar forms when
HiBh flow _ Profile vieu

I ntermediate
flow -

Low flow

Figure l0 Profile of a watercourse showing va¡iation in the bed and its effect on rhe water surface at various llgrv

conditions.

re-constructing the slope (Brookes, 1987; Dunne and Leopold, 1978). Small gradient

control dams, which allow for quick drops in bed elevation and create flatter sloped areas

between themselves, emulate this natural form. Increased erosive energy of the warer,

caused by steeper slopes, will be dissipated on the rock faces of these dams (see figure

11).

Information on the slope, prior to alteration, can be obtained in a number of ways. The



original course can be plotted from

maps, aerial photographs or other

archival sources and the length of

the channel determined and com-

pared with the channelized length

(Brookes, 1987). Assuming that

the spot elevations, at the head and

mouth of the channelized reach,

remained the same as in the origi- Figure l l Typical form of a gradienr conuol srrucrure.
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nal watercourse, the slope may be determined easily (see figure L2).If the channelized

reach has caused headcutting or a location bearing no relation to the location of the

original channel, it may be necessary to dig bore holes or trenches in order to obtain spot

elevations at different points along the length of the original undisturbed channel. The

-4 tq
q

ORIGINAL STREAM SLOPE =
2.00 - 1.00

CHANNEL SLOPE =

m
2.00 - 1.00

1q)

Figure 12 Diagram illusrating how the slope of the original channel may be determined from rhe channelized reach.

information gathered in this manner may be related ro rhe length of the original

watercourse in order to obtain slope. However, if maps are used to determine the course

of the original watercourse, it is important to be aware of problems with measurement

error and data misrepresentation (Brookes, 1987). With decreasing scale, map detaii
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becomes progressively more simple, often leading to significant differences in the

representation of topographic features at different scales (Brookes, 1987). Therefore,

maps should be checked against aerial photographs, if possible.

It may also be possible to gather relevant information from just upstream or downsrream

of the project (Brookes, 1987). However, the fact that slopes of watercourses generaily

decrease as one moves downsÍeam must be accounted for when utilizing information

gathered in this manner.

Generally, Keller (197 5) suggests that gravel bed streams, with a channel width less than

25 metres should not have a slope greater than 0.005 (25 feet per mile, 5 metres per

kilometre). In the Canadian prairies, watercourses with gravel beds are rarely encoun-

tered. Bed material is generally much fîner consisting of shale particles, clay or silt.

Therefore, the slopes of watercourses that are in equilibrium are shallower. For example,

priorto channelization, the lowerportion of Edwards Creek in the riding Mountain region

of Manitoba, had a slope of approximately 0.001 (5 feet per mile, I merre per kilometre).

POOLS AND RIFFLES

The incorporation of pools and riffles into the the design of channels is the most

significant design criteria for stream rehabilitation works (Keller, 1978). Pools and riffles

are important for fÏsh and other aquatic wildlife and the use of these forms tends to

diminish environmental degradation (Keller, 1 975).

Analysis of pool to pool spacing data suggests that there is no significanr difference, when

using channel width as an independent variable, between pools that form in natural

watercourses and those that form in watercourses affected by limited human use (Keller,

1978). The tendency of pools and riffles to develop may be considered a fundamental

aspect of channel morphology that is relatively insensitive to limited environmental
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stress (Keller, 1978). This conclusion is crucial, if pools and riffles are ro be included into

design criteria for channelization projects (Keller, I97S). However, channeiizario¡,

which changes the channel width and often eliminates pools and riffles cannor be

considered limited human use.

Alternating pools and riffle are found in almost all perennial channels, in which the bed

is composed of material larger than course sand (Leopold et al,1964;Keller, i978). The

bars that form the riffles are generally lobate in shape and slope alternatively toward one

bank and then towards the other (Leopold etal,1964). The base flow warer channel then

bends around the low point or nose of each bar and thus tends to have a sinuous course,

even within the banks of a reach that is generally straight (I-eopold et al, 1964; Moriwasa,

1968). In a channel, that is more or less straight, successive riffle bars tend to occur on

opposite sides of the channel (see figure i3). Opposire the point of maximum depth is

usually a bar or accumularion of mud along the bank and these forms tend ro alternate

from side to side as well (Leopold et al, 1964).

Figure 13 Plan view of a pooVriffle sequence.

One of the requirements for the existence of pools and riffles in non-meandering

watercourses appears to be some heterogeneity of bed marerial size (Leopold et al, 1964).

The material on the bed tends to be somewhat larger on rhe riffles than in the pools

(Leopold et aI, L964). Channels rhar carry uniform sand or uniform sih have litrle

tendency to develop pools and riffles (Leopold et al, 1964)

Most techniques, to improve f,rsh productivity and other aquaric life in the modified
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watercourse, consist of the construction of special structures, that provide a variety of

flow conditions, similar to the flow found in pools and riffles of natural watercourses

(Keller; 1980, see figure 14). However, pools formed by simply placing an artificial sili

in the channel have to be constantly maintained to prevent them from filling up rvith

sediment (Keller, 1980). In natural streams, pools are created by scour and riffles are

Figwe 14 Idealized diagram illustrating how specially engineered strucrures might creare a diversiry of florv

conditions simila¡ !o natural pools and riffles.

created by deposition at bankfull flows (Keller, I978).This pattern is significanrin main-

taining the morphology of the pool and riffle sequence and producing the narural sorring

ofbedmaterialthatdepositscoarsestmaterialontherifflesandpointbars(Keller, 1978).

In channelized streams, if the pools were designed to converge the flow of water at

bankfull discharge causing the bottom of the pool to be scoured, the problem of pools

filling in might be eliminated (Keller, 1980). Such a self-cleaning process is an essenti¿rl

part of natural sreams and should be designed into plans for artificial pools (Keller,

1e80).

RFFLE, POOL, RFFLET Erc SECI|Oä
(FlsH HÁ8ITAT)

CHANNEL PROFILE - TJILT IN GRADE ANO BOTTOM CONFIGURATION

RIPRAP FOR ÞOOL LEVEL Ccl¡TNO.

CHANNEL SEGMENT WITH POIJD. RIFFLE AT{D POOL LAYOUT
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Keller ( 197 8) used a similar concept in the design of a channel to test the hypothesis that

the modifrcation of channel form, bypaniallycontrolling the behaviourofthe stream, can

be used to minimize some of the adverse affects of channelization. On a previously

channelized stream, a series of point bars were built by constructing an asyrnmetrical

channel, in which one bank was sloped at2:L, the other had a slope of 3:1 and the bottom

was disturbed as little as possible. No structures of any type were used. In between the

asymmetrical sections, a symmetrical section with both sides sloped at 2:1 was built (see

figures t5, 16 & I7). Keller hypothesized that point bars would form on the 3:1 side of

the asymmetrical section, because the 2:1 side would converge the high discharge flow,

causing scour near the steeper bank and facilitating deposition on the flatter side. In fact,

following the first high discharge event after constn¡ction, the point bars emerged exactly

where expected and remained morphologically stable over a one year period that included

a number of other flood events. Thus, as a conclusion, it may be suggested that the design

of channelization projects and rehabilitated channels include pools with asymmetrical

cross-sections.
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Figure 15 Comparison of a conventional long profile with the more detailed natural profile of a short reach of
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Various studies indicate that the pool to pool spacing ranges from 4 to 10 times rhe

channel width (Dunne and Leopold, 1978; Keller, 1975; Keller, r97B; Leopold et al,

1964: Robert Newbury, personal communication, Oct.29, i987). In srraighterreaches of

the channel, the deep side of the pools should alternate from bank to bank. In meandering

portions of the channel, pools should be associated with the bends in the channel, where

there obviously exists a tendency to erode the outer bank (Leopold et al,1964). On very

large bends, a number of pools may be located all near the outsid bank and spaced apart

from their neighbors by approximately 6 channel widths (Keller, r975).

It might be argued that the construction of these pool and riffle forms is unnecess¿ìry,

because the channels will form them on thet own, shortly after modification. While this

is true, pools and riffles formed on their own, in re-consrructed conventionally designecl

channels, are often poorly developed, unstable and usually spaced considerably closer

than in morphologically stable channels (Keller, L975). Unfortunately, conventionally

designed channelization projects also often do not allow a morphologically stable

channel to develop, even after a considerable amount of time (Dunne and Leopold, 1 97 I ).

Therefore, it is advisable to provide the optimal spacing of pools and riffles in the design

and construction phase of a project rather than to assume that they will develop naturally

(Keller, 1975).

If the goal of the rehabilitation work is solely to develop a morphologically stable

channel, no special equipment is needed to produce the pools and riffles in the channel

(Keller, I975). A dragline operator can be instructed to produce an asymmetrical cross-

section at the pool sites and a symmetrical cross-section at the riffle sites (Keller, 1975).

However, if the project is intended to also develop fish and aquaric wildlife habitat,

individual cobbles and boulders must be arranged on the stream bed to creare specific

local flow conditions, that are preferred by select organisms (Newbury and Gaboury,

1988). The creation of spawning riffles require larger scale manipularions of flow

patterns, in the horizontal plane as well as the vertical plane (Newbury and Gaboury,

1988). Studies have shown that walleye prefer spawning on rhe edge of horizonral eddies
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(Newbury and Gaboury, 1988). It has also been observed thar, on re-consffucted pools

andriffles in the Riding Mountain a¡eaof Manitoba, walleye use 3 eddy areas: both sides

of the pool immediately upsream of the riffle crest, behind large cobbles and boulders

on the riffle surface and in large back eddies formed on the downstream face of rhe riffles

at the upper end of the downstream pool (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988). Therefore, it is

advisable to create a V-shaped crest of the riffle facing upstream, ro concentrate the flolv

in the centre of the channel as it accelerates towards the crest and decelerates into the pool

below (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988).

Also, riffles built in pairs 60 to 100 feet (20 to 30 metres) apart creare short central pools

with enlarged eddies that extend from the upperriffle to the face of the downstream riffle

along each bank (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988). Based on egg density and the nunrber

of newly hatched walleye larvae caught below the riffles, paired riffles prod¡ce

significantly better spawning habitat than single riffles (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988; see

figure 18).

The riffles should be of sufficient height to create a pool that extends half way up rhe

downstream face of the next riffle upstream (Newbury and Gaboury, 19gg). The

downstream face of the riffle should be built at a20: 1 slope, so as not to obstruct the

upstream passage of spawning walleye (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988).

The stones, cobbles and boulders used to create the riffles can be hauled from local stone

piles that have been collected from the surroundin g f,relds (Newbury and Gaboury, 1 9 8 8 ).

SINUOSITY OF CHANNEL PLAN

Inanaturalstrealn,straightreachesareuncoûtmonandareseldomlongerthan l0channel

widths @unne and Leopold, 1978; Leopold et al, 1964). Even though the channel banks

might appear to be straight, the line of maximum depth often 'meanders' from side to side

(Moriwasa, 1968).



Figure 18 Diagram illustrating gradient control structures that also provide improved fish spawning grounds.
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Sinuosity of the original stream may be determined directly from unchannelized portions

of the stream upstream or downstream of the channelized reach, rernnants of the stream

outside of the channelized reach, maps and historic photographs, especially aerial shots

(Robert Newbury, personal communication, September 23, 1988). The examination of
streams of similar size, in neighboring catchments under identical land-use and geology,

as well as the use of regression analysis, and the excavation of trenches across the

floodplain, may also help to determine the location and sinuosity of the original channel

(Brookes, 1987). But as mentioned previously, when using maps, it is important to 69

aware of problems with measurement error and data misrepresentation @rookes, 1987).

Where these 'archival' sources of information are not available, other methods may be

used to give a rough estimate of the sinuosity. There are definite empirical relationships

between meander morphology and other watercourse characteristics (Moriwasa, 1968).

The flows at bankfull discharge are the determinant factor in the creation of the basic form

of a watercourse (Leopold et al, 1964). A particularly strong correlation exists between

bankfull discharge and bankfull channel width. Thus, channel width, an easily measured

dimension, may be used to determine other factors of meander morphology, such as

meander wavelength and mean radius of curvature of the meander (see figure l9). While

POINT OF INFLECTlON
OR CROSSOVER

LOCAÏON OF

I.= MEANDER WAVELENGTH

A = AMPLITUDE

R" = MEAN RADIUS OF CURVATURE

L = CHANNEL LENGTH

CW = CHANNEL WTDTH

(AT BANKFULL DTSCHARGE)

Definition sketch for meanders.Figure l9
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there are some differences due to climatic factors, these relationships hold true through

a widerange of watercourse sizes, from laboratory streams, a foot wide, to the Mississippi

River, a mile wide and have been generalized in equations based on regression analysis

(Leopold et al, 1964; see fîgures 20 and2l).

METRIC EQUATIONS
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L = 4.6 Rc0.98
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Figure 20 Relation of meander length to width (A) and to radius olcurvarure in channcls (B)
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Figure 2t Empiricaì rclationships between size parameters for meanders in alluvial vallcys. Nore all cc¡u3rigns in

impsri"t.

Simplifying these equations it is possible to state that the usual spacing of meanclers is

from 6 to 10 times the channel width (l-eopold etal, 1964; Moriwasa, 196[ì; Robert

Newbury, personal communication, September 23, 1988). The ratio of nreancler \\/ave-

length (l) to radius of curvature (R") is approximately 4.7:1 (Leopold and Langbien,

1966). Sinuosity or tightness of bend is expressed as a ratio between length of the ch an nel

(L) and meander wavelength (l), with average values ranging from 1.3:1 to 4:1 (Leopold
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and Langbien, 1966). Measured along the length of the channel plan analogous points of

the wave are spaced approximately I 1 to I 6 times the channel width (tæopold et aL, 1964) .

S uccessive points of inflection or crossover of a meander are spaced at about 5 to 7 tinres

the channel width when measured along the channel (Leopold et al, 1964). These

inflection points are quite comparable to riffles found in a straight srream, since they are

relatively shallow and spaced at approximately the same distance apafi (Leopold et al,

1964).

In cont¡ast to meander length, radius of curvature and location of inflection points,

amplitude of the meander relates poorly with channel width (Leopold et al, 1964). The

size and composition of the material making up the bed and banks of the srream often has

a di¡ect influence on the erosive characteristics of the stream (Brookes, 1981). Thus, it

is likely that amplitude is determined, more by the composition of the material that the

watercourse flows through and other local factors than, by hydrodynamic principles

(Leopold et al, 1964).

BANK AND BED STABILIZATION

HARD TECHNIQUES

No continuous lengthwise stone or concrete construction, which could rob the streanr of

its dynamism, should be used (Bolliger et al, 1984). Preference should be given ro orher

techniques that allow silting and erosion within controlled limits (Bolliger et al, 1984).

The design of the channel should include a natural morphology appropriate ro the sreanl

size, a highwater channel of a size in accordance with the flood potenrial and a low warer

channel having natural characteristics that maintain biologic acriviry (Dunne and

Leopold, 1978).
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GABIONS

(see figures 22 &23)

Gabions are squares of wire

mesh placed and filled with

rocks. The top is knit togerher

with steel wire. Today, pre-

fabricated forms are available

in many shapes and sizes and

need only filling. While gabi-

ons allow effective cheap stabilization in a minimum of area, disadvantages include an

unnatural appearance, a need for an absolutely stable base and potential ineffectiveness,

if the slope movement or washouts occur in the soil beneath them.

RIPRAP

(see figures24 &25)

Brookes ( 1987) has described the useof riprap in natural stream landscaping. Experience,

in North America, with resto-

ration and enhancement tech-

niques, where hard surfacing

is required, shows the advan-

tage of riprap as opposed to

more conventional techniques

such as gabions or concrete

revetments.

Riprap is natural rock or quarry

stone, dumped or hand placed

Figre 22 Gabion for rhe stabilizarion of a failure slope.

Figure 23 C¡oss-seclion of gabions for slope sLabiliz-arion
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against the banks of the stream in locations that a¡e scouring (see figure 25). If the bank

is too irregular or too steep, the sides

of the watercourse are re-graded

before placement of the stones,

Riprap, in addition to providing a

less erosion prone surface as a result

of increased surface roughness, re-

duces water velocities and the trac-

tive force of the water. Riprap can

also be used on the bed ofthe stream

to control bed erosion at selected

locations.

lL. rtñú r 6ll F.q¡d @ Itr
d bbo{ ffi.Í¡ c6ú6
4ffi.

0la

Figure 24 Placemenr of riprap for bank prorecrion ar bcnds

Riprap is an effective, flexible method, that is not weakened by movemenrs of the bank,

as a result of minor adjusrments. It is a simple means of stabilization, requiring no special

equipment and is easily maintained by placement of further rock. Riprap does nor have

as large an effect on the flora and fauna of the watercourse, as smooth constructions,

although as with any construction activity which disrupts the channel, species diversitl,

is greatly decreased in the short term. The advantages of this technique are the relativelt,

natural appearance of the stone and the fact that vegetation can become established

between individual stones, especially if a soil cover is applied. The vegetative grorvth

thereby provides a stable environment for benthic micro- and macro-invertebrates and

fish, as well as cover for animals on land. The weathering of the stones in the channel nrav

also result in the formation of gravel

beds suitable for fish spawning.

Because of its potenrial to appear

slightly more narural and its abiliry

to shift with ground movements,

riprap is vastly superior to gabions,

from a natural stream landscaping

viewpoint.
Figure 25 Diagram showing wherc riprap prorecrion is

required on bcnds.
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Schiechtl (1982) has done extensive studies on bio-engineering methods and describes

three hard techniques that may be used.

ROCK PLACING

(see figures26 &27)

Latge rocks of some weight

are placed a¡ound the banks

of the sfream in a specific

pattern. Placement can be done

manually or, if the rock is very

large, with machinery. Con-

struction begins at the bottom

of the waterchannel and has to

be protected against move-

ment. One method is 'elastic

rock construction' in which

rocks weighing 650 to 1100

lbs. (300 to 500 kg.) are con-

nected by a cable and tied to

pegs anchored in the soil. The

cable is hooked onto the rocks

by pegs or with V-shaped steel

anchors set in holes that have

been drilled intotherocks. This

setof rocks isprotected against

washouts by ground sills or

spurs consisting of a row of

Figure 26 Flexible rock consrrucrion for bank srabilizarion. Rocks
weighing 650 lbs. ro 1100 lbs. (300 kg. to 500 kg.) are connecrerj bv
cables which are ried to poles.

Figure 27 Flexible rock consrrucrion for ba¡k srabilizarion ancl

ground sills.
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pìllars with a set of stones laid behind them (see figure 27).The top of rhe riverbank is

protected above this setof stones with liveplant material. Due to its flexibility, this sysrerit

can survive the worst conditions. It changes according to water and bedload moventent

in the watercourse. The system, if properly designed and placed, blends unobtrusively

into the landscape.

LOOSE ROCK AND BLOCK FILLS

(see figure 28)

This method, similar to riprap, consists of the dumping of rocks along the stream bank

or bed. The faster the water the larger the rocks musr be. Since the size of the srones is

limited by rransportation difficulties and since stones weighing over Z tons have been

moved duringfloods, itis best

to connect individual stones

with cables along the river-

bank and to drop the entire

rock chain into the water. Rock

fills a¡e generally used for the

protection of channel banks

from fast flowing water and

are established below the warer

surface. Until a balance is

reached, spare rocks may be

required after the initial dump-

ing as some filling up with

additional material may be

required at va¡ious points.

Figure 28 Mounrain sr¡eam in ftaly prorected by flcxible rock
const¡uction and ground sills.
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ROCK PAVINGS

(see figure 29 &30)

Rock pavings are built to pro-

tect slopes and the bed of water

channels, that experience

heavy ice and boulder move-

ment' while, standard con- i:H "?*"'*i:il#::ffi:,î".1::r?::i:"*i;;ft'"il":
StrUCtiOn COnSiStS Of Uneven movemenr.

orrough rock paving laid in concrete or asphalt, it is also possible to use dry rock pavings

without mortar or bìtumen, in which the stones are placed on top of a gravel layer and the

joints filled with gravel. It is built with rocks, 8 to 24 inches (20 to 60 cm.) thick and heavy

enough to resist the tractive force of the water. l,ongitudinal joints in the direction of rhe

water flow must be avoided

and all joints can be joint

planted (see below). The faster

the cur¡ent, the rougher the

surface should be. Ifthe gradi-

ent of the bed is steep, stone

paved water channel beds

should be subdivided by

ground sills or rows of poles

into different sections, simila¡

to the construction shown in

figure 27 .

Rock pavings can also be built with concrete pafts. However, the fairly smooth surface

that this creates often has hydraulic disadvantages. The use of concrete slabs and rocks

with rough edges would correct the problem.

Figure 30 Stabilization of a riverbank wirh highly flucruaring warcr

levels using rough rock paving. The rop of rhe bank has becn

protected with willow currings.
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3.s.s.2 BrO-ENGTNEERTNG TECHNTQUES

To be effective, constructions forerosion control and the stabilization of channel beds and

banks do not have to be made out of hard, dead materials alone (Schìechrl, 1982). Very

effective stabilization can often be obtained through a combination of hard construcrions

and vegetation or through the use of vegetation alone. Stabilization and prorection

constructions, combining live and dead materials, are effective immediately on comple-

tion of construction (Schiechtl, L982). With the rooting development and gowrh of the

plants, the technical effectiveness increases accordingly and gets even stronger as the

plants grow older (Schiechtl, 1982). When compared to conventional engineering

techniques, live systems have many advantages including longer durability, better

aesthetics, higher effectiveness, less maintenance and reduced cost of the entire project

(Schiechtl, 1982).In his book, Bioengineering for Land Reclamation and Conservation

(1982), Schiechtl describes a large number of possible techniques in detail. Listed below

are some of the methods.

PROTECTION SEEDING FOR ROCKY BANK AND SHORE SURFACES

(see figure 31)

Seeding with grass will im-

prove the effectiveness and

increase the durability of con-

ventional engineering tech-

niques, such as riprap, rock

fills or concrete blocks.

Clayey, humic sand or dry,

loamy gravel and seed is

washed in with water or

brushed in with a broom into

the spaces between the rocks.

Figure 31 Riverbank stabilized wirh rock paving (nanual sronc) ancl
concrete gratiags before revegelation with grass seeds (sodciing). Thc
joints are filled wirh clayey humic sa¡d, the seed marerial is broadcasr
and brushed in.



SODDING

(see figures 32 &.33)

It is best to use commercially

produced sod for the protec-

tion of water channel slopes.

In order to further stabilize the

construction, it may be neces-

sary to place a wire mesh

underneath the sod or even

better, to use sod that has been

grown on a wire mesh or ny-

lon nets and has taken root. If

the slopes are steep or water

velocities high, the sod may

require peggin g. Pegs keep the

sod fromdrifting and washing

away during floods.

WATTLE FENCES

(see figure 34)

Wattle fences are massive

constructions of interwoven

branches, that are approxi-

mately a half metre tall and

used as protection against

washouts. The inland side of

the fence is often secured with
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Figure 32 Sod slabs obtained while excavaring dirch are placcd in
strips on the most critical sections of the slope.

.I;

Figure 33 Placemenr of commercial sod srrips.



rocks. The live branches, on

the water side of the construc-

tion must stick out of the fence

20 to 30 inches (50 to 80 cm.)

Wattle fences a¡e often used

to secure branch packings and

brushmattresses and in com-

bination with rough bedded

channels in drainage ditches.

Along a water channel where

a shrub belt did not exist, wattle

fences have been used by E.

A. Keller to protect the lowly-

ing areas. Wattle fences can

also act as a concenrating

agent, protecting the

floodplain from the deposi-

tion of material such as float-

ing logs, pieces of lumber and

branches without preventing

the overflow of floodwaters

which can then deposit their

fine grained material.

LIVE BRUSH AND COMB

CONSTRUCTION

(see fìgures 35, 36, 31,38 &

3e)

To build live brush and comb

plge 64

Figure 36 Diagram of a live brush a¡d comb consmrction built a-s a

ground ramp.

Figure 34 Wattle fence with washout protecrion

Figure 35 Live brush a¡d comb construction immcdiarcly afrcr
placement.



constructions, triangular

ditches, facing about 10o to

30o from the current, a-re exca-

vated in the water channel.

Live cuttings and branches are

placed into these ditches,

pointing upstream at a 60o

angle. The vegetation should

be placed so that approxi-

mately I/3 to l/2 the length of

the branches is underground.

Finally, the branches are fur-

ther protected with rocks,

gabions, fascines, round tim-

bers or wattle fences. After the

ditches a¡e filled, with the

material previou sly excavated,

about 4 to 8 inches (10 to 20

cm.) of the b¡anches or cut-

tings should protmde.

Fascines, usually 4 to 6 inches

(10 to 15 cm.) in diameter and

6 to 12 feet (200 to 400 cm.)

long, consist of live branches

tied together with wire at least

i/10 inch (2 mm.) thick, every

i2 inches (30 cm.) (see figure

40) While they are usually

made of live material, it is
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Figure 37 Diagram of a live brush and comb
rating live fascines.

construction incorpo-

Figurc 38 Diagram of a ìive brush ¿rrd comb consrrucrion incorpo
raring gabions.

-.-_---i

iv
Fi gure 39 Di agram of a livc brush and comb consrrucrion incorporarìn g

submerged wartle fences.
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possible to fill the centres with

some dead material. If the

whole fascine is to go under-

ground, then the entire con-

struction can consist of dead

material.

Live brush and comb construc-

tions reduce the tractive force

of the watercourse and there-

fore promote siltation. The

roots of thevegetation prevent erosion of the sfream margins after the plants have become

established. It is a simple, cheap, fast building method, good for use on berms or streanl

margins, but can only be used in wide deep, shallow floodplains. When the vegetation is

immature, repairs are necessary after a flood.

The live brushes and combs

develop rapidly into a dense

thicket. As siltation increases

and flooding decreases, other

species will invade and the

area will progress towa¡ds a

more stable plant community.

BRUSHLAYER BARRIERS

(see figure 4i)

Brushlayers barriers are most

effective in controlling ero-

sion occurring down the slope.

-l

..r¡1''

Figure 40 Diagram of a live fascine.

Figrue 41 Diagram of brushlayer construcrion on a cur slopc. Work
should be done from botrom ro top.
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A terrace, 6 to 40 inches (15 to 100 cm.) wide, is cut out of the slope at an angle sloping

up at an angle of at least 10o. Branches, placed in the trench, should be at least 1 metre

long and only 1/5 to l/4 should stick out. The branches should be placed crosswise, nor

parallel to each other, so as to allow the uses of longer branches and should be covered

by as much soil as possible. It is very important to mix branches of different species,

different ages and different thicknesses to promote a deeperpenefration of roots and more

variety of surface growth. To ensure that the ground will not dry out before the placement

of the live material, the complete set of ditches should not all be excavated at once. The

use of shorter ditches, that a¡e extended as work proceeds, is recommended.

BRUSHMATTRES S CONSTRUCTION

(see figures 42,43 &.44)

Brushmattress construction consists of live branches laid flat such that a complete cover

is established. The butt ends of the branches are placed in the soil and well covered so that

they can root and do not dry out or wash away. If the branches a¡e not long enough to cover

the entire slope, the lower ones must cover those further up the slope by at least 30 cm.

The brushmattress is then se-

cured to the ground with wire,

cross laid branches, fascines or

wattle fences in rows 30 inches

(80 cm.) apafl. Finally, the

whole construction is lightly

covered with earth or fill. Root

penetration is improved if the

soil is dry and permeable.

Therefore, topsoil is not neces-

sary and compost should not

be added to the soil.

M
{otì'

)9

Figure 42 Diagram of brushma¡¡ress construction.
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It is easiest to anchor brush-

mattress constructions with

strong wire. Live or dead wood

pegs aredrivenin to theground

20 to 30 inches (60 to 80 cm.)

apart. Wires are tied to the

pegs and the pegs are then

driven deeperinto the ground,

stretching the wire tight, press-

ing the brushmattress firmly

into the ground. In particu-

larly endangered areas, such

as wavelap zones, it may be

necessary to anchorthe brush-

mattress more securely with

wire mesh that covers the

entire construction.

The brushmattress gives

immediate cover after instai-

lation, protecting against ero-

sion by waves and flowing

water, even before the

branches take root. Using live

materials gives a perrnanent

effect and under the protec-

tion of the growing branches,

it is possible for climax vege-

tation to establish itself

quickly. The dense root net-

Figure 43 Brushmattress immediately after placemen r.

Figure 44 Detail of a newly consrructed brushmarrress.
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work and brush thicket that develop from the construction are very effective in repairing

damaged areas. Since construction time ranges from 2 to 5 hours to place each square

metre, cost is moderate. But, this method does include a number of disadvantages. Large

amounts of material and labour are required. Regular pruning, every 2 to 4 years, is

required to maintain a flexible, elastic growth. Where growth does not hinder water flow,

the vegetation may be allowed to develop into a tall shrub thicket, requiring cutting only

every 7 to 10 years. In order to promote growth with flexible branches, it is also important

to regularly remove any invading plants.

JOINT PLANTINGS

(see figures 45,46,47,48 &.49)

By reducing the water speed and absorbing waves, drifting ice and boulders joinr plant-

ings offer excellent protection for riverbanks and are frequently used to replace construc-

tions of stone, cement, mortil and concrete.

Joint plantings consist of cuttings that are placed into the mortarless joints of stone walls

and stone piles. A hole is made in the joint, with a large crowbar or pick and a cutting is

put in, as the crowbar or pick is being removed. Any soil around the cutting is firmly

tamped down to ensure that the cutting is securely in place. After the joints have been

planted, it is advisable to fiil

them with dry sand or better

still, to wash in frne material,

such as clay. The use of top-

soil is optional.

A hammer may be used to

d¡ive the cuttings in, as long as

the bottom of the cutting has

been sharpened to ensure easy Figure 45 Seventeen year old joinr planring for bank srabilizarion.
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entry. The cuttings must be

long enough to penetrate into

the soil behindthe stone walls.

No more than Il3 of the cut-

ting should be left above the

ground to avoid it drying out.

Preferably, the cuttings should

be placed irregularly. Under

no circumstances should they

be placed in rows, because the

appearance then would be too

artificial. The number of cut-

tings to be implanted is de-

pendent on the size of the

paving stones. However, on rivers and creeks with strong bedload movement, a minimum

of 5 cuttings per metre square should be used when smaller stones are used, the planrings

must be more dense. Since most woody plants cannot survive more than 6 weeks of

flooding, joint plantings should not be placed lower than the normal summer waterline.

Healthy 1 to 2 year old cuttings, without branches, 1 to 2 inches (2 to 4 cm.) in diameter

and 8 to 16 inches (20 to 40 cm.) long, should be used. Unfortunately, plant losses rang-

ing from 30 to 50Vo is common with this technique. However, cuttings of 16 to 24 inches

(40 to 60 cm.) long will have a better survival rate, if the water supply is poor. When

placing the cuttings, approximately 50 to 75 square feet (5 to 7 square merres) of area may

be covered in an hour. This time includes all auxiliary work such as cutring, ransporting

and backfilling.

Soil stabilization commences with root formation and the rock paving is fortified so well

by the roots of the vegetation, that smaller ¡ocks of lesser quality, than those that would

normally be required in the circumstances, can be used (see figures 46 & 4i).

Figure 46 Diagram of a joinr planring.
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Joint plantings improve the local micro-climate. Pruning will further improve this micro-

climate and will result in a fast developing vegetative cover. Falling leaves and rotting

ground vegetation forms a humus layer which protects rhe wall effectively. On dry sires

the cuttings grow better in the

joints of rocks than those that

are planted in the open be-

cause more moisture is re-

tained than in the bare soil.

One problem often incorrectiy

associated with joint planrings

is that the cutting as rhey

mature and grow, lift the pav-

ing stones. Only trees, because
Figure 47 Joint ptanting on a dam wirh rock pavings.

of their heavy roots, lift the paving. The roots of shrubs are small and shallow, growing

parallel to the soil surface and the deep, widely penetrating roots of hardwood cuttings

planted close together increase in diameter very little (see figure 48). The close planting

prevents individual shrubs from becoming very large and thus possibly desrructive.

Figure 48 Diagram of deformation of rock pavings rhrough planr growth.
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While joint plantings are inexpensive, the placing of the rock paving may be costly.

However, the construction is

flexible, permeable cheap and

durable. Should a joint plant-

in g constmction become over-

loaded or break, the stones may

be re-used and the wall easily

rebuilt, whereas a concrete or

mortared stone wall'would be

completely destroyed and the

ensuing repairs exceedingly

costly.
Figure 49 Four year old joint planting in a ba¡rk stabilization con-

struction. Note that no deformation ol the rock paving has occurred.

The advantages of joint planting are that it is a cheap, quick building method thar will

produce an excellent effect over an entire area. It is a fast and inexpensive way to plant

slopes in order to control water quickly and permanentiy and provides instant shading

over an entire area. Maintenance, only necessary where the initial vegeration is rhe

desired climax community, involves cutting out all invading vegetation every 3 to 5

years. The main disadvantage is that there is no stabilization, other than whar the paving

provides, until the roots of the plants have taken hold.

ROCK FILL V/ITH LIVE BRANCH LAYERING

(see figure 50)

After only a few years, consrucüon sites, where rock fill with live branch layering has

been used, look like naturally grown shorelines. To build it,large rocks are deposited in

a layer onto the damaged streambank, long live branches are placed on rop and then

anotherrock layeris placed over top of the whole consftuction. The rock fill must foilow

the original shoreline and the slope angle should be as shallow as possible, so rhar rhe
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rocks will not roll down when

floods occur.

The branches are placed butt

end into the ground, at an

upward angle toward the out-

side, so that they can take root.

When the construction is

completed, the branches

should protru de 20 to 40 inc hes

(50 to 100 cm.) out of the

rocks. The branches should be

placed such that therocks hold

them in place and not even T*-*æ*wpq- 'ffi;F--rj;"* -

Figure 50 Rock fill with live branch layering, 10 years afterpÌacemcnr

flOOdS Can pUll them OUt. TO withforegroundprunedtoshowgrowthofbrush.

improve plant growth, the branches should be pruned and fertilized, during the second

year.

Rock fill with live branch layering is a fast, simple method that produces a naturai looking

result. It is used, primarily, to repair small breaks in banks and along shorelines. Tlie

rough surface of therocks and the protruding flexible branches reduce the watervelocity.

Rapid siltation occurs between the cracks in the rocks, improving gowth condirions for

the branches and within a few years a gowth of dense brush is achieved.

BRANCH PACKINGS

(see figures 5i, 52 & 53)

The method of branch packing was developed in order to shift large gravel banks, by the

confinementof thecurrent to asinglechannel andmaking use of the energy of the florving

water. To present, no more economical method has been found to obtain the same results.
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Figure 5l Diagram of branch packing for gully stabilizarion.
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Figure 52 Diagram of branch packing for shore prorecrion.
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To implement this technique,

branches are placed in layers 8

to 12 inches (20 to 30 cm.)

thick, covered with gravel,

rocks or fascines and tied down

to pegs, before the next layer

is put in place (see figures 51

e.52). Branch layers may also

be placed between previously

secured poles (see figure 53). For shallow breaks, live branches should be used.

Individual layers of branches may be placed in the same direction, but are usually placed

at right angles to each other. It is important that the tips of the branches be placed in line

with the planned future shoreline" The toe of the slope is a critical portion and should be

further protected with rock fill. Branch packings placed well below the water level, where

rooting and new shoots are not expected, should be of dead material.

This is a sturdy, stable construction that can be placed in deep water and can withstancl

the heaviest flooding. Branch packings are especially effective for the repair of large

breaks in the banks of very deep waterways. The densely packed branch tips protrude into

the water, effectively directing the water flow, so that radical changes in flow direction

are possible. Along the entire length of the construction, water speed and rractive force

are reduced by the exposed branch tips, allowing a large amount of siltation to take place

rapidly.

LIVE SILTATON BARRIERS

(see figures 54, 56, 56 e.57)

Live siltation barriers involve the construction of massive forms of live branches or live

brushlayers. When the ground is dry, a ditch approximately 12 inches (30 cm.) deep ancl

Figure 53 Branch packings between poles previously driven in.
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20 inches (50 cm.) wide is dug

with machinery and the exca-

vated material is placed on the

downstream side of the ditch.

Live branches, 3 to 5 feet(100

to 150 cm.) long, are driven

into theditch, so that they point

out at a 45" to 60o angle.

Enough live branches must be

used to form a solid wall. No

gaps can be left, because they

will allow damage to occur,

desrroyingthewhoreconsrruc- ilffi,';íir'ä:'+ïîfi:'i:J?å;""1ïi: ffiì]j:T:ïï:ìH;
tion. The branches are then diagramofplanview.

covered with rocks, rubble orcylindrical gabions to keep them from drifring. In an infer-

tilecreekorriverbed, thebranches shouldbefustcovered with topsoil. Thetop of therock

fill, rubble or gabions should be at the same level as the average warer level. If rhe

construction is underwater, where a ditch cannot be dug, logs or square timbers, which

can be removed and reused

after construction, are used to

form a trench and the con-

struction is placed inside.

Because of the great water

pressure at the ends of the live

siltation construction, these

points must be carefully built.

The 'head' end, that faces the

river, has to be built such that

the branches create afan form.
Figure 55 Diagram of a live siltation consrrucrion for rhe resrorarion of
a shore break-
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It is extremely important that there are no gaps and that the rocks are carefully placed (see

figure 54). The other end of the constn¡ction, the 'root', is less endangered and may be

secured by digging a deeper ditch, using larger rocks and raising the top of the rock fill
towa¡ds the bank.

In order to stabilize the bank,

a system incorporating a se-

ries of live siltation construc-

tions may be necessary to

obtain complete siltation. The

first ba:rier must be placed at

an acute angie to the water

flow, so that only slight resis-

tance is created" All the fol-

lowing barriers should be

placed at right angles to the

water flow, except for the last

one, which is placed at an

obtuse angle, facing siightly

downstream" If the channel is

straight, then individual bar¡i-

ers on both sides must be placed exactly opposite each other (see figure 55). Individual

barriers should be placed apart at a distance I to 1.5 times their length. Forrunately, if an

error has been made in the design and the distance chosen between barriers is too wide,

it is a simple matrer to add in bariers at a later date.

'Where the barrier is longer than 30 feet ( 10 m.) or in fast flowing waterways, with heavy

bedload movement, the addition of a baffle along the planned furure shoreline is

recommended to reduce the water speed and protect the live siltation construction. The

baffle consists of stout poles driven verrically into rhe ground. The disrance between the

Figure 56 Live silration consrrucrion.

'lt?;
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poles should be approximately 6 feet (2 metres) and they should stick up above the

average flood level. Boards, a minimum of 2 inches (4 cm.) thick are then nailed to the

posts on the side facing the water.

The hydraulic effect of live siltation bariers is based purely on the live part or brush. The

large number of flexible branches in the branch wall slow the water, causing it to lose its

tractive force. A series of live siitation barriers behind one another encourages a more

complete deposition of the suspended sediment and bedload material. Coarser material

will be deposited first, with finer material deposited later. V/ith only a single flood,

siltation up to the average water level can occur and the rooted branches ensure the

effectiveness of the barrier until complete siltation takes place. After complete siltation,

the brush develops into a plant community that is natural to the site. The pruning of

branches is essential to keep them flexible until complete siltation is accomplished.

Generally, pruning every 5 to 10 years is sufficient.

For waterways with a very strong current, this technique should be combined with

brushlayer barriers and log brush barriers (see section below). The log brush barrier is

placed at the beginning of the section that is to be stabilized (see figure 57).

Costing 1/50 to 1/100 of the cost of conventional engineering techniques, live siltation

barriers are the most simple, least expensive, reliable method for the repair of breaks in

I i ve sil tat i o n c o n st r uc t io n

live brush

log brush barrier

-

--_____-__-*

Figure 57 Diagram of log brush ba¡riers at the beginning of a shore break.
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water channels. The system is simple to construct, immediately effective and very

resistant to high water pressure. By grading siltation, building up the banks and limiting

the current to a single channel,live siltation bariers are an excellent means of restoring

overflowing watercourses. For waterways with an average bedload movement, live

siltation barriers should be applied in the zone between the low water line and the average

flood level. Control of their function during floods is essential. If they are not working

properly, repairs must be made at once and if necessary, additional rehabilitation

measures undertaken.

LOG BRUSH BARRIERS

(see figures 57,58 & 59)

To constnrct log brush bari-

ers, a row of pegs is driven

into the ground, 6 to 10 feet

(200 to 300 cm.) apart, along

the planned shoreline. These

pegs are temporary support

and shouldbe removed as soon

as construction is finished.

Large branches or tree trunks,

up to 8 inches (20 cm.) in di-

ameter, are placed at right angles to the shoreline so that the butt ends reach rhe damaged

shore and the tops protrude 20 to 30 inches (50 to 80 cm.) past the pegs. The branches and

m:nks, by covering the whole eroded area plus a little extra, provides protection against

washouts. This layer of branches need not be alive. The bottom layer of plant material

should be thick enough to reach the water surface and need not be alive (see figure 58).

The next layer consists of live branches stuck, through the bottom, horizontal layer of

Figure 58 Diagram of log brush barriers.
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branches, into the ground at an angle. The area between the pegs should have very dense

cover. The branches should be covered with rocks to prevent them from drifting away.

A final layer of live branches is placed at right angles to the first set of live branches that

were stuck in the ground. This last layer of branches should be placed as densely and

deeply as possible (see figure 58). Finally, the entire strucûrre is covered with rocks or

pieces of concrete, especially the 'head' or front end where water velocities are the

highest and the danger of destnrction is the grearest (see figure 59).

'Where large breaks of the bank have occurred, only the most endangered sections need

coverage with this technique. Further downstream, lighter elements like live siltation

constructions and live brushes

can be used (see figure 57).

Log brush barriers are very

sturdy and stabie and can with-

stand even the heaviest flood-

ing. The packed branch tips

which protrude into the water

effectively direct the water

flow, so that even radical

changes in the direction of fl ow

may be achieved" Along the entire length of the area secured by this merhod, the water

speed and uactive force of the water are also reduced considerably by the great number

of flexible branches.

Growth of vegetation is encouraged by the deposition of fîne soil pa::ticles, leaves and

humus, so that the branches grow into bushes within one year. A bush thicket then

develops.

By the formation of a distinct channel allowing for the radical re-direction of the current,

the promotion of siltation, log brush barriers are useful for the repair of watercourse bank

Figure 59 Log brush barrier.
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or bed damage from overflowing water and washouts. Thus, Iog brush barriers are espe-

cially useful in watercourses experiencing fast flowing water with depths of up to t 0 feet

(3 m.), high fluctuation in water level and average bedload movement. Usually, the cost

of this method is 1/5 to 1/100 of the costof hard conventional engineering techniques. Log

brush barriers are a naturai building system that is immediately effective and completely

resistant to the strongest water pressure. Unfortunately, labour costs associated with

construction are high.

CRIB WALL CONSTRUCTON WITH LIVE BRANCH PACKINGS

(see figures 60, 61, 62,63 &.64)

This type of constnrction is

particularly useful for bank

and margin protection of wa-

tercourses experiencing a

highly fluctuating current and

a heavy bedload movement

consisting of small grained

material. Crib walls are built

from round poles, roughly 4 to

10 inches (10 to 25 cm.) in di-

ameter or square timbers, such

as old rail road ties, held together by nails or bolts. Crib walls are usually built as single

walls or boxes backilled with rocks or gravel. However, since the wood quickly rots, this

method lacks durability. Therefore, instead of rocks, live willow branches with some

should be used, because the growing plants gradually take over the function of the rotting

lumber (see figure 60). If durability remains a concern, pre-fabricated concrete parrs may

be used instead of logs (see figure 61).

Figure 60 Live wooden crib walls, 10 years old. Willow cuuings
placed in the walls remain functional after the timber has rotred.



Crib walls should never be

placed vertically, but should

slope back into the bank at an

angle of at least 10:1 (see fig-

ures 62 & 63). Crib walls, built

of timber, should not be higher

than l2 feet (4 m.). The spaces

between the timber parts

should be approximately the

same width of the thickness of

the timber. Strong live

branches, at least 1 metre long

with a lot of side branches and

from a species that roots eas-

ily, have to be placed in the

spaces, at a minimum 30o

angle towards the outside.

They must be surrounded by

rich soil, which must be pro-

tected against washouts with

rocks and branch packings. At

least 10 branches per running

metre are required. However,

for the best plant growth, it is

important not to pack the

branches too thickly. Aiso, if
possible during construction,

the branches should be ar-

ranged so that no more than

one quarter of their length
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Figure 61 Concrete crib walls with live wiliow branches and roored
alders.

Figure 62 Crib wail as temporary stabilizarion construcrion. The gaps

are filled withrocks.If iong durability is required rhe gaps musr be lillect
with live branches of woody species or roored planrs.



sticks out. When the fill mate-

rial is dropped into the open-

ings between the timber,large

hollow spaces should be

avoided, so that the branches

can root properly. Topsoil or

humus is not necessa¡y for

filling the walls, but the fill

material should contain

enough fine grained material

to ensure glowth. If possible,

the basal cut of the branches

should reach into the soil

behind the wall (see figure 63).

The addition of strong rooted,

pioneer, woody plants is ad-

vantageous and is advisable

on sites where the local native
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Figure 63 Diagram of a live wooden crib wall. Left: single walled. Righr: double walled.

1.0-1.5 m

Figure 64 Three year old live wooden crib wall made of square rim bers.
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vegetation includes no species that will root from cuttings or where appropriate material

for cuttings is not available.

During the first year following construction, regular inspection of all types of crib wall

constructions is necessary to prevent washouts. In areas with good growth conditions,

pruning is only advisable in order to promote root formation.

All-in-all, crib wall consruction is an easily and quickly built stabilization system. ft is

effective for securing critically endangered portions of the landscape. Since it is

instantaneously effective, it is one of the best suited building methods for the immediate

repair of areas where a catastrophe has occurred. In such cases, because of the lack of

time, the planting may be done atalaterdate. However, as adisadvantage crib walls could

be unattractive because the hard parts of the construction will show even if live filling is

used.

VEGETATED GABIONS

(see figures 65, 66 8.67)

Often, gabions, on their own, are not flexible enough to withstand the pressures put on

them. The introduction of live material can offer some further stability.

To construct vegetated gabions,

gabions are to be built, cov-

ered with coarse gravel or

crushed rock, and interspersed

with live branches and rooted

plants. The branches and cut-

tings should be poked through

the mesh. Rooted plants may

fine wire mesh is laid flat on the ground where the

Figure 65 Vegetated gabion. Left: steel mesh. Righr: wire mesh.



be placed so that they poke

through at the joint. The cut-

tings and rooted plants have to

be placed deep enough into

the soil behind the gabions to

ensure good root formation

andgrowth (seefigures 65 and

66). Finally, the wire mesh is

pulled together and sewn with

wire into a form, appropriate

to the site. Where the gabion

may be displaced by mechani-

cal forces, it may be secured

with steel pegs driven into the

ground. To protect the gabi-

ons from washouts, itis advis-

able to lace them on top of

brush layers (see figure 65).

With gabions that aremadeof

very heavy netting and filled

with larger rocks, live branches

or cuttings cannot be placed

among the rocks, but can only

be placed at the joints between

the gabions.

Gabions that are leaning

against the slope, when used

in combination with healthy

live cuttings orplants, provide

excellent protection for un-
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Figure 66 Diagram of a rock packing wrapped in wi¡e (gabion)
vegeøted with live branches for siope srabilizarion.

/o_
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stable moist areas at the toe of a slope. Vegetated gabions form solid protection poinrs,

remaining completely elastic and permeable and cost only slightly more than plain

gabions to install. They are a fast, simple construction method and can be erected as a

longitudinal construction along watercourse channels. They are, however, only appli-

cable where gravel and small rocks are available. Because of their flexibility, they are

suited for point-to-point and linear constructions, especially in wet areas with fine

grained soil. They can also be used for the rapid repair of water channels and dam breaks

and for the constraint of broad rivers that experience significant bedload movement.

Disadvantages include their unnatural appearance and a need for an extremely stable

base.

SELECTION OF PLANT MATERIAL

Species of piants that may be planted in conjunction with srream rehabilitation works,

include grasses, small plants, shrubs and woody varieties (Brookes, 1987). Tall plants,

large shrubs and trees, have extensive root systems that extend through the bank and

provide excellent reinforcement (Brookes, 1987). Grasses are quicker to establish

themselves, but offer less protection in extreme events (Brookes, 1987).

Channels that have been re-vegetated often appear, to the untrained eye, no different from

a natural channel (Keller, 1978). However, in channelized reaches, where sedimentation

rates are high, vegetation isoften buried andkitled. But, if sedimentproduction is reduced

through the application of conservation practices, the area will benefit from a more

aesthetically pleasing and useful watercourse (Keller, 1978).

When designing watercourse rehabilitation works, the character of the natural stream

should be maintained and natural bank vegetation should be allowed to grow (Brookes,

1987). Depending on the character of the sream, a more or less comprehensive planting

of the banks with native bushes and trees should be undertaken with at least some of the

vegetation reaching rhe base flow line (Brookes, 1987).
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It is imperative, that as soon as a new watercourse channel is completed, that some

suitable vegetation be put in place (Brookes, 1987). It has been demonstrated rhar even

grass can reduce velocities at the boundary layer by as much as 90Vo, significantly

reducing the tractive force of the water (Brookes, 1987). Vegetation is both a highly

desirable and an economical stabilization method, but it must become established before

a major flood event (Brookes, 1987).

Thus, temporary erosion control treatment is often required to ensure that the vegetarion

has a chance to become established (Brookes, 1987). A variety of methods including

mulches consisting of materials such as sraw, wood chips and sawdust, as well as the

installation of straw bale barriers, prevent erosion and encourage the generation of

seedlings (Brookes, 1987).

Schiechtl (1982) has described how to chose the appropriate plants for utilization in

watercourse bio-engineering. The use of unsuitable plant material has been the major

reason for the failure of many bio-engineering projects in the past. But, in some cases, rhe

method of planting may be as critical as the choice of plant species. Even for short lived

pioneerplant communities, those plant species that promise the fastest and most success

are the best to use to establish initial cover. It is , however, very important to make a

careful selection of the plant species for the planned climax vegetation on such sires, as

well .

A general rule in bio-engineering is that only plants from sites with identical or ar leasr

very similar ecological conditions should be used. Therefore, an analysis of local plant

communities is the first step in obtaining an overall view of potential plant material to be

used in aproject. Since sufficient information about a site's plant material cannot always

be obtained from the site itself, nearby areas with similar characteristics should be studied

as well. This analysis suggests possible plant species rhar may be used as primary

vegetation for the site as well as suggesting what the climax vegetation will be. The

analysis of natural factors also helps to determine which climax vegetation orperïnanent
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artificial community will be maintained. It is only when the natural sequence of

succession of plant species and communities is known, that the best procedure for the bio-

engineering construction can be decided upon and the selection of plant species and

construction method be made.

Only when it is impossible to obtain suffrcient species from this list of narural plants

should other species be used. In that case, care must be taken to time the planting and

propagation of the vegetation so that the initial plant community develops into the desired

climax community.

Since species rich ecosystems are always healthier, more stable and more resistanr to

damage and disturbances than those which are species poor, a primary goal of bio-

engineering should be the promotion of species diversity in the shortest time possible.

Exceptions should only be made if certain requirements of a technical, economic or

aesthetic nature do not allow for ecosystems consisting of a large number of species.

Large scale bio-engineering works require the consideration of other factors as well.

They include (Schiechtl, 1982):

1) the ecological conditions of rhe work site,

2) the propagation techniques for each species and the best time for gathering and

treating propagation material,

3) bio-technical suitability, plant vigour and growth rate, and

4) the final goal of the bio-engineering works, the pracrical effects and the desired

aesthetic effect.

ECOLOGICAL CRITERIA

It is extremely important to know the requiremenrs such as soil moisture, soil fertility,

temperature and light of the various proposed plant species. Fortunately, it is not

3.5.6.1
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necessary to measure all the site factors since the limiting factor is usually exnemely

obvious and may in most cases, be quickly determined.

Since the rich topsoil has been scraped off, usually,soils that have to be re-vegetated are

only raw mineral substrates. Analysis of these soils is important to determine what, if any

nutrient content they have. Forrapid classification, it is helpful to know that well-aerated

soils are usually more favourable to plant growth than compacted ones. Perrneable soils

usually experience a smallerrange of moisture and temperature extremes than compacted

soils. Raw mineral soils, with a high pH, have a more positive physiological effect on

plants than soils with a low pH. Silicate soils and very compacted, heavy, clay soils have

a less positive effect.

V/hile mâcro:cliñatic factors determine the plant species that can survive in an area, an

examination of the micro-climate, and its correlation with existing plants, will provide

afinergrain ofinformation. Forexample, aftercompletion of contouringwork, involving

a reduction of the slope angle and re- grading, relief and its effect on micro-climate has

to be considered when choosing plant species. Especially on larger slopes, variations in

factors, such as solar access, aspect, elevation, moisture regime and slope angle, may be

very large. Therefore, on a single slope, it may be necessary to introduce several areas of

different plant species that respond to the special conditions of specific sites.

Usually, competition from other naturally occurring plant species is not recognized until

a substantial density and wide diversity is reached. Unfortunately, if invading species are

not controlled early enough, success of the re-vegetation project may be compromised.

If the destructive biotic factors cannot be controlled oreliminated, they must be integrared

into the succession sequence of the re-vegetation project.

Species which can tolerate a widerange of site conditions, and thus reduce the risk of nlis-

matching vegetation and site, are generally to be preferred in re-vegetation work. Such
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species may aiso be used over large areas, even though the site conditions may vary

significantly from location to location.

EASE OF PROPAGATION

The suitabiiity of a plant for use in bio-engineering works is determined by ease of

propagation. Factors such as selection of the mother plant, ternperature, humidity, soil,

naturaily occurring growth promoting hormones nutrient content of the cuttings, the use

of synthetic growth inducing chemicals and the influence of light all affect the success

of the cuttings. Unfortunately, in bio-engineering works, control of all these factors is

impossible. For example, because of the quantity of cuttings required, the selection of

cuttings only from exceptionally healthy mother plants can rarely be achieved. It is aiso

impossible to control the temperature of the outdoors and very rarely can the chemical

properties of the soil, or the humidity and soil moisture conditions of the planting site be

influenced.

For practical application:

1) rootproduction and shoot $owth depend on the condition of the vegetation ar rhe

time of cutting,

rooting capability varies with the species according to its particularphysiological

rhythm and is often not correlated with the beginning of the growing season,

cuttings from deciduous woody species usually root best if planted during the

dormant season. Rooting ability is either greatly reduced or entirely absenr

between the period of flowering and seed ripening and the time when rhe leaves

turn colour and fall, and

for at least three years afterplanting, the time of year that the cutting was gathered

influences not only root forrnation but also subsequent plant development.

2)

3)

4)

A variety of plant species may be used. The propagarion

hardwood cuttings is the oldest method of re-vegetarion

of

[or

plants through tip and

mineral soils. Willow
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cuttings have also become

increasingly popular. V/ith

willow cuttings, rooting capa-

bility increases with age and

diameter of the cutting. Since

older material is not always

available in sufficient quanti-

ties, the use of two to three

year old material is possible.

\ù/hen cuttings are planted

horizontally, ithas been shown

that, over a period longer than

two months, the longer and

thicker cuttings displayed the

best growth and the length of

the roots increased in relation

to the length and volume of

the cuttings.(see figures 68 &

69). Venically planted cuuings

showed less difference in the

development of their roots

because all the root-promot-

ing hormone found naturally

in the cutting, moves down to

Figure 68 Interdependence of growùr and curting volume of purple
willow (Sa/r.xp urp urea).
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Figure 69 Typical growth forms of horizonrally placed curring of Sairx
purpurea.
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the basal area. From there, even the roots of short cuttings soon reach a favourable depth

where there is no danger of drying out and they stop growing. However, horizontal

planting is preferred, since numerous strong roots form, not only at the basal area, but also

along theentire length of the stem, increasing the totalrootlengthdramatically (see figure

6e).

volume of cuttings
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In practice, the thickness of the cutting is only limited by practicality, prof,rtability based

on transportation and other costs, and the supply available from natural areas and

nurseries. If possible, large branches should be used but very often this material is in shon

supply. Therefore, small branches and branch tips may be mixed with the stronger, older

branches. Hthe cuttings are to be placed vertically, as in joint planting, they should reach

a minimum depth of 12 inches (30 cm.). However, this depth is not suff,rcient on slopes

where erosion, burying, drying out and shearing may affect the plant. There the cuttings

should be at least 2 l/2to 4feet (0.75 to 1.2 m.) long and they should nor be cut and placed

as individual cuttings, but as branches with all their side $owth still affixed.

Shrubs and young trees should be cut directly above the ground. If the trees are more than

4 inches (10 cm.) in diameter they should be topped. The cut should be smooth and the

cut surface should be kept small. The use of large pruning shears or with larger branches

power saws is recommended. Due to the high material loss and reduced rooring capability

as a result of the oblique cut, the use of axes or similar tools is not advised. Larger wounds

also encourage greater disease problems.

When using live material, the entte length of the branches should be rransported to the

construction site and then cut to the desired length. If this is not possible, the branches

must be protected from drying out, before and during transporr. Live branches and

cuttings should be planted immediately. If they must be stored, they must be protected

against overheating and drying out, with methods such as srorage in the shade, under the

cover of evergreen branches or plastic, placement in moist pits, or treatment with anti-

transpirant chemical spray. These methods can allow the successful storage of live

material for up to one week. Where water is available, the cuttings should be sprayed, or

bundled and immersed. However, water warmer than 60'F. (15'C.) stimulates growth

and shouldonly be used where no otheris available. Immersion under water has preserved

wiilow cuttings that had an establishment rate of 100Vo afrer planring, for over three

months.
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Plants tend to sprout and dry out more easily at the end of the dormant season than at the

beginning (Schiechtl, 1982). Therefore, spring or the beginning of the $owth season is

generally considered to be the best time for the propagation of cuttings. Often in bio-

engineering failures, it has been incorrect time of planting rather than incorrect selection

of species that has caused the failures.

BIO.TECHNICAL SUITABILITY

Plants must be able to meet particular requirements if they are to be used in bio-

engineering. These requirements are (Schiechtl, 1982):

1) the ability to stabiiize the soil,

2) the ability to survive in stressful conditions,

3) the ability to promote the growth of other desirable plants, and

4) fast juvenile growth.

The Ability to Stabilize the Soil

As long as the soil surface is exposed to weather, soil movement will occur, even if slope

angles have been reduced and the slopes properly reshaped through earthworks. The

efficacy of the various forces in the soil depends on properties of the soil and slope angle

as well as external influences such as rainfall, wind, frost, drought, fire,floods and

damage by animals and humans. It is these extemal forces that can be absorbed or even

eliminated by vegetation.

The abiliry of a plant to stabilize the soil is dependent upon the mass, depth, density,

penetration and composition of its root system. Pioneer species may be classified into

groups of extensive, intensive or mixed rooters. Extensive rooters are those plants that

develop a deep, farreaching, root system. The soil body penetrated by these roots is often



up to 100 cubic feet (several

cubic metres) in size. Inten-

siverooters include most grass

species, especially bunch

grasses ortussock grasses. Al-

though the roots of these spe-

cies mostly remain flat and

shallow, ihey bind the soil to a

high degree. In the rootball of

extremely intensive rooters,

the root mass often weighs

more than the soil mass. The

use of deep rooters in con-

junction with intensive root-

ers is very effective for fast

soil binding and stabilization.

Very good soil stabilization is

also obtained with single

plants that have both exten-

sive, deep reaching roots and

intensive very tightly arranged

roots on the surface.

Layered root systems, those

with a number of ' horizons' of

roots stabilize the soil more

effectively than unlayered

ones. Therefore, monocultures

should be avoided whenever

possible. Species with great
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Figure 70 Root formarion of plans rhar have been propagated from
cuttings. Top: Sa/rx matsuda¡ta, after one growing season. Bortom:
P op ulus maximowiczii, afær four growing seasons; mainly sinkerroos.
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resistance tocoverage by loose

gravel, soil movement and

erosion are almost always

good soil stabilizers. Plants

used to stabilize the soil must

have either very deep reach-

ing, elastic, root systems with

great tensile strength or a very

dense root system, that can

recover quickly after being

damaged (see figure 70).

One way that woody plants

may act to stabilize the soil is

in reaction to one sided pres-

sure or tension. Root material

grows both in length and di-

ameter and the plant develops

specific stabilization ússue.

The roots may divide as to

function, with separate anchor-

ing roots and feeding roots

forming.

While there appears to be some

regularities in the ability of

Plant species Max Mean No. ol
repeats

Gramineae
Agropyton repens (Stinyl 72
Chloris gayana (Cheng) 49
Cynodon dactylon (Cheng) 35
Digitaria decumbens (Cheng¡ 23
Panicum maximum (Cheng¡ 25
Paspalum notatum (Cheng) 31
Pennisetum purpureum (Cheng) 39
Setaria sphacelata (Cheng) 38

Forbs
Am ar anth u s retrol/exus (Stiny)
Artemts¡a cam pest rts (Schiechtl)
At rip le x pa tu I u m (Sliîy')
Ca m pan u I a tr ach el i u m (SIi nyl
Capsel la bursa-pastor¡s (Stiny)
Conv olvu I us arvensls (Stiny)
M edi cago sativa (Sc h¡echtl )

Plantago /anceolala (Stiny)
Plantago malol (Stiny)
Rumex conglomeralus (Stiny)
Solanum nlgrum (Stiny)
T arax ac um o//lcinalis (Stiny)
T ri I ol i um pralsnse (Stiny)

Woody plants (shrubs and trees)
Alnus lirma var. multinervls (Kumagar)
Alnus ltrma var. yasha (Kumagai)
Alnus incana (Kumagai)
Al nus i aponica (Kumagai)
Eetula pendula (Turmanina)
Cyflsus scopariu s (Kumaga¡)
Lespedeza bicolo r (Kumagai)
Picea abies (Turmanina)
Pinus dens¡llora (Kumagai)
Popu I us nrgra (Schiechll)
Populus doltoides (Turmanina)
Populus delto¡des (H & P)
+Populus't-28'(H & P)
++Populus 't-488' (H & P)
Populus yunnanensis (H e P)

Q uercus roôur (Turmanina)
Rob inta pseudoacacta (Kumagai)
+++Sa/ix "Booth" (H e P)
Salix matsudana (H & P)

Salix f ragilis (Hiller)
Salix dasyclados (Hiller)
Salix elaeagnos (Hiller)
Sal¡x helvetica (H¡ller)
Sa/lx hastata (Hiller)
Salix starkeana (Hiller)
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Figure 71 Tensile strength of plant roots (kg/cm2).

roots to withstand tensile and shearing stress, generalizations are not easily made.

Whereas tensile strength increases with root diameter (see figure 71), shear srrength

drops (see figure 72).The roots of woody plants have higher shear srength than tensile

strength, but the opposite is rrue of herbaceous plants. However,one generalization that
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may be made is that 'anchor' roots usually have a higher tensile strength than other roots.

Technical engineers may be

skeptical about the ability of

plant roots to withstand the

stresses produced by earth Figttre72 Breakingpointofptantrootsundershearstress(kg/cm'?).

movements, such as slippages, since even steel cables used in attempts to conrrol such

situations often fail. While it is true that not all failures can be stabilized through the use

of vegetation alone, problems usually occur because the major sresses of the earth

movements occur beyond the reach of the roots of the large plants. All their pull and shear

resistance are thus rendered irrelevant. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the proper

plants are placed in the proper areas,. guaranteeing maximum performance.

The Ability to Survive in Snessful Conditions

Plant resistance to mechanical forces is essential, with even rhe most solid and stable

constructions, which in the first years, experience some movement or settling of the soil

even. Thus, the ability of plant species to adjust to extreme conditions and to adapt to

'abnormal' growth patterns is important. Plants best suited for bio-engineering are able

to call upon a variety of response mechanisms in reaction to stresses imposed by the loss

of terminal shoots, slanting position, snow pressure and movement, soil erosion, burial

by silt or gravel and fluctuating ground levels.

All plants that grow naturaily in loose gravel are especially resistant to erosion. Therefore,

to f,rnd these plants as pioneer species on soils that are still unstable is not surprising. Since

shallow roots are destroyed when erosion occurs, deep rooting plants are usually more

resistant to exposure. A lowering of the soil through erosion can force the plants to

develop stilt like root formations or hanging roots (see figures 13 &.74). The existing

roots become a holding mechanism and adventitious roots develop along the ba¡e taproot.

Mtnimum Maximum

Artemtsta campestr¡s
Medicago sativa
Populus nigra

65
103
101

477
262
105



When an existing root system

is covered by more material,

the roots must be able to sur-

vive increased mechanical

stresses such as compression

as well as possible shear stress,

resulting from soil movements

brought on by differential

loading. Coverage can be sur-

vived by species whose low-

est root horizons remain func-

tional after being buried and

which develop a new adventi-

tious root system. Coniferous

species, especially well known

for demonstrating this ability,

include Pi¿ us sylvestris , P inus

bankíana and T huja p licata.

Deciduous species include

most .Sal¿-r species, Populus

balsamifera, P opulus tremu-

loídes, Betula Papyrifera,

Betula pubescens, Rosa

w o o ds ii, S hep he r dí a c anade n-

s i s, V i b er num species, Cornus

species, and Acer species.

Willows are especially good

for surviving coverage and

subsequent erosion. Since they

are better able to survive
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Figure 74 Hanging root formation on a young rree (Soråas) caused by
erosion. Notice the development of advenlious shoots along the
downhanging root.
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changes than shallow rooting species, willows often develop to the climax community

on river and creek banks. Other species of plants such as Quercus, Fraxinus, Acer and

Pinus are able to survivingrootexposuredue totheirability to adjustquickly to thealtered

conditions.

Toughness of the wood, during the frost period, may help the plant defend itself from

having its roots shorn off by soil movement or drift ice. The roots are stiff and resistant

and do not bend. In tree like species the adjustment to stress may result in the growth of

a large number of sturdy shoots from the base of the trunk. These shoots then develop into

large shrubs. Other species, such as Salix, are flexible and bend under pressure, thus

avoiding damage. These plants in protecting themselves from shearing damage also

cover the soil, protecting it against erosion.

Growth Promoting Properties

The growth promoting qualities of a plant is based upon its ability to initiate a natural plant

succession. General pioneering qualities, such as the abiiity to spontaneously invade raw

mineral soil, to reach their climax and then disappear after providing the necessary

conditions for the development of more complex plant communities are essential. Plant

species, which grow rapidly, spread readily and propagate easily, can encourage the

desired plant community development are highly desirable.

Soil rehabilitation characteristics such as the penenation of strong roors, the creation of

humus and the improvement of nutrient content through the return of organic material to

the soil are also essential. Plant species with deep, fa¡ reaching roots loosen the soil,

promoting the access of oxygen and moisture, thus facilitating the development of micro-

flora and micro-fauna. Plants that shade the soil surface with large leaves change the

micro-climate drastically and enable soil fauna and humus to develop rapidly.Legume

species, due to their ability to increase the nitrogen content of the soil, are of great
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importance to any system designed to improve vegetative ecosystems. Thus, the growth

promoting properties of legumes are often used for rapid ecological reclamation and

biologic activation of the soil.

Fast Juveniie Growth

The selection of fast growing plants, which also have gowth promoting properties, is

important for the success of bio-engineering projects. By obtaining a complete glound

cover and an extensive root system as soon as possible, the dangerous erosion period is

shortened and the desired technical and ecological effectiveness is achieved more

quickly.

The more storeys a plant cover has and the sooner that multi-storey stage is reached, the

more quickly soil stability will be achieved. It is most important to establish the initial

coveras soon as possible, butonemustalsoensure themeans forthefurtherdevelopment,

of this newly established plant cover.

GOALS OF BIO.ENGINEERING

Bio-engineering has to fulf,rll special functions. The final climax vegerarion has to meer

technical, ecological and aesthetic requirements. These requirements have already been

discussed in detail. However, before construction, one has to decide how these require-

ments can be met in the quickest, most economical way and thus, what plants and plant

communities ¿ìre to be used.

MAINTENANCE

Maintenance is an essential part of any restoration project and includes operations such

as pruning of the vegetation and the removal of debris such as sediment and tree branches

J.5. /
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(Brookes, L98l). However, sediment deposited as point bars must nor be removed and

pools and riffles should be ailowed to develop and to be maintained narurally by the

redistribution of the bed material (Brookes, 1987). However, if a knickpoint starts to

develop, remedial actions must be taken immediately to resist further degradation

(Brookes, 1987). Thus, it is necessary for the maintenance supervisor of the watercourse

to be aware of the processes of natural watercourse, the intentions of the rehabilitation

project and to realize that even stable channels undergo selective erosion and deposirion

(Brookes, i987). The restored channel should be inspected regularly, especially after

high flow events to ensure that eroding banks are properly protected (Brookes, 1987).

While it is possible to manipulate the channel form to initiate processes that induce the

watercourse to erode and deposit in desired locations, experience also shows the need of

a sediment control and storm water management program, in conj unction with such work

(Keller, 1978). Without sediment and storm water conrol, a channel morphology

pro$am is most likely doomed to failure (Keller, 1978). High sedimenr loads tend to fill
pools and to bury pool andriffle sequences, whereas frequent high magnitude flows wash

them out (Keller, 1978) and may cause damage to any bank protection works thar have

been put in place.

ACCESS TO AND OWNERSHIP OF LAND AROUND THE CHANNEL

Rehabilitation works can only be undertaken where watercourse access is possible. Easy

access for heavy machinery is vital. The disruption and destn-rction of the land and

ecosystems surrounding the stream should be kept to an absolute minimum. For example,

it would be better not to cut a swath through the riverbank forest, if access might be gained

in some other way. Also, if possible, rehabilitation works should be done when damage

to the adjacent land is minimized. When working around agricultural fields, fall or winter,

when the crops a¡e in, would be best or if marshy land must be crossed, winter, when the

ground in frozen would be a good time to undertake work.
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Often, the re-creation of the form of a natural sream in straightened and channelized

reaches is only partially possibie without using adjacent farmlands to reform meander

loops (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988). It would be best if the land upon which the work

is to be done is publicly owned or at least, be controlled through a long term lease. It would

be most desirable not to take any agricultural land out of production, but if it is absolutely

necessary, the farmer should receive some form of negotiated compensation. Perhaps a

land swap such as the one illustrated in figure 75 would reduce the amount of land lost

to production and allow the farmerto keep roughly the same amount of landin production.

Unfortunately, this type of land swap would only be possible in areas where both sides

of the stream are farmland. In order to maintain the goodwill of the local landowners and

residents, a factor often necessary for the success of these projects, it is very important

that the design and development of rehabilitation works include public input and that the

project does not cause undue hardship to anyone in the a¡ea.

Figure 75 Diagram illustrating possible land swap rhat may be arranged.

SYNOPSIS OF DESIGN AND MAINTENANCE CRITERIA

SYSTEMS APPROACH

Changes to watershed characterisúcs such as vegetation, surface conditions and flow

patterns as well as changes to morphological conditions such as capacity, volume of water

carried, sinuosity of channel plan and gradient of bed will cause changes ro rhe bed and

banks of the channel. It is important to recognize that these changes will occur and to try

to address them in the design of the project.

THIS PIECE OF LAND SWAPPE
FOR THIS PIECE OF LAND.
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MIMMIZATON OF NON-NATURAL TECHNIQUES

Channelization should be undertaken only where absolutely necessary and only when no

alternative means exist. The least amountof non-natural controls should be used to satisfy

the objectives of the project.

REMOVAL OF OBSTRUCTIONS

Where blockages result in unacceptable flow conditions, it should first be determined if
non-structural methods are sufficient to achieve the desired result. As a second choice,

a combination of obstruction removai and non-sfructural methods is preferred over more

drastic channel modifications.

CFIANNEL FORM

Where channel modifications are deemed necessary there are a number of concepts that

should be recognized. Watercourse dimensions of width, depth, cross-sectional area,

meander wavelength and radius of curvature have developed in response to natural forces

fundamental to the operation of the watercourse. It is bankfutl .flow that.creates a

relatively stable channel form. Therefore, a pilot channel, based on bankfull dimensions,

should be created in large capacity channels. While equations for generalized dimensions

have been developed, similar size watersheds under similar conditions should aiso be

examined for prototypical forms. Pools and riffles should be included in the bankfull

channel. They may be created through the development of an asymmetrical cross-section

with one side slope of 2:I and the other at 3: I to cause convergence and divergence of the

flow. Pool to pool spacing should be 4 to 10 times bankfull channel width. On bends, a

number of pools, all near the outside bank, can be spaced every 6 channel widths. Riffles

should be developed as small gradient control structures which dissipate the excess

energy of the stream on their faces, reducing erosion. The riffles should be of sufficient

height to create pools that extend halfway up the downsÍeam face of the next riffle
upsream. To provide suitable fish spawning grounds, every fourth gradient conrrol

structure should consist of two riffles built 60 to 100 feet (20 to 30 merres) apan. In natural

streams, srraight reaches are seldom longer than 10 times the channel width. Therefore,

when designing channel modifications, meanders should be included. To determine the

sinuosity of original channel, remnants of the original channel, maps, historic aerial
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photographs and similar watersheds should be examined. Generally, the spacing of

meanders is 6 to 10 times the bankfull channel width. The ratio of meander wavelength

to radius of curvature is about 4.7:1 and the ratio of channel length to meander wavelength

is from i.3:1 to 4:1. Since the amplitude of meanders is usually dependent on soil

conditions, it does not relate well with channel width and an accurate generalized

equation cannot be given.

BANK AND BED STABILIZATON

The rehabilitated channel should appear as natural as possible. No continuous lengthwise

stone or concrete construction which would rob the stream of its dynamism should be

used. Bank protection techniques using vegetation as the primary means of stabilization

are preferred. A range of stabilization techniques should be examined and the least

inrnrsive should be used. Immediatelyfotlowing construction, suitable vegetation should

be put in place. Temporary erosion control may be required to allow the vegetation to

become established. If possible, vegetation should be allowed to grow right up ro the low

waterline.

SELECTION OF PLANT MATERIAL

The choice of vegetation and the types of stabilization techniques ro be used should be

based upon:

1) the ecological conditions of the site,

2) the ease of propagation of the plant material,

3) the bio-techniaci suitability of the plant, i.e. its ability to stabilize the soil, ro

survive stressful conditions, to promote the growth of other desired plants and to

grow quickly in its juvenile stage and

4) the final goals of the project.

MAINTENANCE

Maintenance is an essential component of any restoration project. A maintenance

supervisor has to be aware of the processes of natural watercourses and the intentions of

the rehabilitation project and must reahze that channels undergo selective erosion and

deposition. Sediment control and storm water management progmms play a very impor-
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tant part in the success of a rehabilitation project.

ACCESS TO AND OWNERSHIP OF LAND

Rehabilitation can only be undertaken where access to the watercourse, by the required

equipment, is possible. Access routes should be ca¡efully chosen and work timed to

minimize the disruption and destruction of the land and ecosystems surrounding the

stream. Land swaps may be arranged to ensure ease of cultivation and to minimize land

loss for farmers and landowners after the project has been completed.

EDWARDS CREEK AND DRAIN

LOCATION AND PHYSIOGRAPHIC REGIONS

The Edwards Creek watershed is located approximately 150 miles (250 km.) norrhwest

of Winnipeg, near the town of Dauphin (see figure 76). The warershed is situared on rhe

northern edge of Riding Mountain National Park, a part of the upland region known as

the Manitoba Escarpment. The creek has its source, Edwards Lake, in the park and flows

off of the escarpment and through a floodway to drain inro Dauphin Lake, at a point

approximately 10 miles (16 km.) east of Dauphin (see figure 77).The warershed has an

area of approximately 130 square miles (360 square km.), of which roughly 457o is

located within Riding Mounuin National Park (Inland Warers, I971). The remainder of

the atea, between the park and the lake, is under cultivation (Inland Waters, IgiI).

Edwa¡ds Creek flows through four physiographic regions (Mackling, 1987):

i) TI{E LOWLANDS include all lands located below the 1000 foot (300 m.)

contour level and is the largest area in the watershed. The surface texture varies

from gravel to clay.Soils are cha¡acterized by flat lake, alluvial and glacial till
deposits. The soil drainage varies from poor to good. Mixed farming is the

prima¡y agricultural activity in the area and land not used as pasture is used for

the production of wheat, oats, barley and flax (Inrand warers, 1971). The
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sediment production from the agricultural land is dependent on a number of

factors such as crops, cultivation practices andrainfall-energy conditions (Inland

Waters, I97I). Generally, in this area, agricultural practices are the major

contributor to surface erosion, while the floodway has experienced a great deal

of channel erosion since it was built.

2) TIIE SUB-ESCARPMENT is a narrow band of land located between the 1000

foot (300 m.) and 1200 foot (360 m.) elevations. The soils vary from sandy loam

to silty clay and drainage is from good to imperfect. The area contains many

former beaches ridges and the alluvial fans of many streams that drain off the

esca-rpment. Agriculture plays only a minor role in the general erosion of the area.
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Figure 77 Key map locarion of showing Edwards Creek.

Through this area, the Edwa¡ds Creek channel is well-defined with moderate

slopes.

THEESCARPMENTis a sreeply sloping bandof land between 1200feet (360m.)

and 2000 feet (600 m.). It is the source of the shale that is deposited in the sub-

escarpment. Erosion in this area is generally the result of natural processes.

TFIE UPLANDS is the rolling, forested, till plain located in Riding Mountain

National Park, above the 2000 foot (600 m.) mark. This area conrains the head-

waters of Edwards Creek and many other watercourses that drain off the

escarpment. The area of the watershed within Riding Mountain National Park, is

heavily vegetated. The park was withdrawn from settlement entry in 1895 for use
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as a timber reserye and became a national park in 1930 (Inland Waters, I971).

Therefore, only mature timber has been harvested from 1930 on (Inland Waters,

191l)- This type of timber harvest has not significantly altered the conditions of

vegetative cover (Inland Waters, l97l). Thus, the production of sediment within

the park boundaries could be expected to be homogeneous as of 1930 (Inland

Waters, 197l). Generally, all erosion in the area is the result of natural processes.

The Riding Mountain escarpment and uplands are composed of two different

shale layers, a hard top layer and another softer one, lower down (Inland Waters,

l97I). Glacial action wore away much of the ha¡d shale and laid down a thick

layer of drift (Inland Waters, 197 1 ). However, portions of the soft shale have been

exposed due to srream erosion in Edwards Creek (Inland Waters, 1971). These

beds break down rapidly to a colloidal sticky clay. They are easily eroded by water

and contribute to the f,rne sediments found in the Edwards Creek basin (Inland

Waters, l97l).

Erosion, in the Riding Mountain area, is due not only to steep slopes and highly erodable

soils, but also to the micro-climate that the escarpment creates (Carlyle. 1980). "Heavy,

intense rainstonns are more frequent on the higherparts of the esca-rpment than elsewhere

in Manitoba.... Its higher eastern portions annually receive 20 to 407o more precipitation

than the surrounding plains" (Carlyle, 1980). These high intensity summer rainstorms

rapidly produce peak flows, that usually arrive in the lower watershed within 24 hours

after the rainfall has occurred (Stanton and McCarlie, 1962).It is this combination of

heavy rainfall, steep slopes and erodable soils that leads to increased erosion in the

escarpment and sub-esca-rpment areas, which in tum causes reduced agriculture yields

and higher drain maintenance costs (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988).

HISTORY OF THE WATERSHBD

Dauphin Lake and the rivers draining into it from Duck and Riding Mountains have
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experienced morphological and ecological problems since the area was developed for

agriculture (Chapman,l987a). lncreased river channel erosion has led to.the rapid

siltation of Dauphin Lake, which has resulted in the decline of commercial fîshing in the

area since 1950 (Manitoba Water Commission, 1984).

V/hile Riding Mountain National Park has protected most of the upland foresr, agricul-

tural development has taken place right up to the base of the escarpment, including most

of the alluvial fan areas of watercourses d¡aining off the escarpment (Chapman, 1987a).

The perceived need by the agricultural community for land drainage below the escarp-

ment has resulted in many of the river channel erosion and sedimentation problems in the

area (Chapman, 1987a). All the major rivers entering Dauphin Lake, with the exceprion

of the Valley River have been extensively straightened, wirh an overall loss of length

ranging from 13 to 50Vo (Chapman, 1987b). Edwards Creek and Mink River have been

almost completely straightened with few vestiges of the original natural fluvial ecosys-

tems remaining. Along the Vermilion and Wilson Rivers, severe channel erosion began

after channelization and substantial amounts of bed material have been transported

downstream, likely into Dauphin Lake (Chapman, 1987b).

Due to human manipulation of natural drainage systems, the upper reaches of many

sfeams have eroded deep canyons through their alluvial fan deposits along the foot of the

escarpment (Mackling, 1987). The eroded material has been transported out of the fans

and deposited in the downstream channels (Mackling, 1987). The coarser material has

usually been deposited U2 to I mile ( I to 2 km.) downstream from the erosion sites, while

the finer material has been transported further and has led to increased turbidity and

silting downsream (Mackling, 1987). Flood peaks have been increased by the excavarion

of locai drains following the one mile grid of roads, which reduced the length of the flood

peak and decreased time of concentration of the floodwaters (Newbury and Gaboury,

1988). The connection of headwaters directly to drains also led to increased flood peaks

as well as sediment loads downstream (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988). These problems

have led to the straightening and enlargement of the downstream channels to improve
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their flood carrying capacity (Newbury and Gaboury, 1988). The straightening and

enlargingof thesechannels hasresultedin anincreaseindowncutting and bankinstability

(Newbury and Gaboury, 1988).

Historical observation of cut banks suggests that, in the past, Edwards Creek wandered

a greatdeal and had a history of violentflow followed by periods of moderate to low flows

(PFRA, 1957). As a result of this regime and the meanders of the creek course, the banks

of the creek north of the Riding Mountain NationalPark boundary are composed of a mix

of frne sediments and coarse re-worked shales with pockets of shales found throughout

most of the first 3 miles (5 km.) north of the park (PFRA ,1957).It also appears rhar even

minor floods carried very heavy loads of trees and shales (PFRA, 1957).

Before Ig4l,the lower portion of Edwards Creek flowed due north of from the base of

theescarpmenttowithin approximately2l/2miles (4km.) southof theTown ofDauphin

(Inland'Waters, 1971). The creek turned here and flowed northeast to join the Vermillion

River approximately 4 miles (7 km.) above the mouth of the Vermillion at Dauphin Lake

(Inland'Waters, l97I). At the upper end of this portion, near the escarpment, the channel

was bounded for the f,rrst kilometre and a half by relatively high banks on either side

(Inland Waters, l97l). As the creek reached the less steep gradient of the lower

watershed, the channel widened and assumed a braided pattern over the channel bed

during low flow periods (Inland Waters, lg7l).This condition was typical of the major

portion of the remaining channel, with increased meandering as Edwards Creek ap-

proached its junction with the Vermiilion River (Inland Waters, 1971). Because of the

form and flow conditions of the creek, flooding u/as a problem in the area easr of the town

of Dauphin. In an attempt to control flooding in order to permit better agricultural use of

the land, the lowerportions of the creek were channelized(ManitobaVy'ater Commission,

1982)

Edwards Creek has traditionally been viewed as a single resource, simply as a water

drainage system for the surrounding agricultural land, and it was with this attitude that
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the design of the floodway channel was undertaken, leading to the virtual elimination of
most of the physical, biological and visual characteristics that made rhis a viable and

ecologically important creek (Mclachlan, 1986). An 11 .4 mile (1g.3 km.) long

floodway, to divert flows from Jackfish and Edwards Creek, was built between 1948 and

1951, (ManitobaWater Commission, 1984) ar a cosr of $555,000.00 (PFRA, i960). The

drain was designed to be fully uniform in size with a 40 foot (12 m.) base, a top width of
60feet(18m.),ameandepthof 6feet (2m.)and}Il2to l sideslopes(Clayton, IgS4).

Average longitudinal slope was approximately 12 feet per mile (2.25 m./km.) with a

maximum of 26 feet per mile (5 m.lkm.) occurring in some reaches (Clayton, 1954;

PFRA, 1960).

A siltation basin, approximately a quarter section (45 hectares) in area, was built

immediately upstream of Highway 10 to capture sediments entering the channel from the

upstream portions of the creek. During low flow periods, the creek flowed through the

basin in the original channel until it reached the weir ar rhe outlet (Inland Waters, IgTI).

The water then backed up and ponded in a relatively small, low, marshy area to.the

northwest (Inland Waters, I911). Under these conditions, the flow over the weir still

carried particles in the sillclay range, which had a low silting rate and required a longer

detention period for settling out than the basin provided (Inland Warers, lgTI). Under

high flow conditions, the water overtopped the original channel banks and spread over

the entire basin area (Inland Waters, l97l).As the water spread out, flow velocities were

reduced, allowing deposition to occur (Inland Warers, 1,971). The sediment trapping

ability of the basin increased as the flow increased, until an optimum level was reached,

after which the efficiency began to drop (Inland Warers, l97I). Unfortunately, the

removal of the sediment from the water column meant that the water leaving the siltation

basin had a high sediment enrainment capacity, leading to degradation of the down-

stream channel (Inland Waters, l97l). Also, during high flow events, great quantities of
large size shale particles were ransponed as bedload along the original channel (Inland

Waters, I97l). These particles were swept over the weir by the turbulence of the water

immediately above the weir and deposited in a bar immediately downstream (Inland

Waters, l97I).
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In 1947, disastrous flooding occurred along ail the streams draining the north and east

slopes of Riding Mountain National Park. Edwards Creek was particularly tropblesome

(Stanton and McCarlie,1962). Floodwaters carried great quantities of silt scoured from

stream banks, as well as debris of all descriptions (Stanton and McCarlie, 1962). The

initial reaches of Edwards Creek fall gently for a short distance before it begins a rapid

385 metre descentof the cretaceous shale escarpment, which ends when the creekreaches

the agricultural plains (Stanton and McCarlie,1962). During the course of this sudden

fall, Edwards Creekflows through aruggedravine thatcontributedlarge amounts of shale

and tree debris to the stream flow during the flood (Stanton and McCarlie,1962). Much

of this material was carried a great distance, perhaps all the way to Dauphin Lake, but as

the waters subsided, their ability to transport material decreased (Stanton and McCarlie,

1962). Deposition occurred and the entire channel became blocked with shale and other

debris (Stanton and McCarlie, 7962). The deposition of material in the lower reaches

caused channel deflection and it was this channel deflection that led to erosion along the

banks of the creek (Stanton andMcCarlie,1962)-Thispattern, of floods.carrying material

and depositing it, causing the realignment of the channel, was rypical of the problems that

the creek experienced at the time. Consequently, physical land loss was a serious problem

(Stanton and McCarlie,1962). Sincemostof the land being lost wasproductive farmland,

it was felt that some action was required. It was decided that the creek should be confined

to a single channel and that low maintenance methods for controlling its alignment should

be developed.

Thus, in 1949, shortly after the construction of the floodway was begun, an experimental

progmm of stream bank stabilization measures was started along the middle reaches of

the creek, j ust up stream of Hi ghway 1 0 (S tanton and McCarlie, 19 62) . This program tried

a number of different approaches to solving bank stabilization problems. Given the

inexperience in stream rehabilitation at the time, the PFRA showed a great deal sensitivity

in the design of these works. Vegetation was to be the primary or seconda¡y stabilizing

factorin an effort to achieve stabilization with aminimumof mechanical protective work

(PFRA, 1957).
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The different methods that were explored have been described by Stanton and McCarlie

(r962):

Sloping, Seeding and Planting

Initially, the overall aim of the program was to find the cheapest, effective means for

vegetative stabilization of the banks. Therefore, trees behind the top edge of vertical

banks were felled and bulldozed over the edge. The banks were sloped and the buns of

the trees were covered with soil. Branches were left projecting into the stream to serve

as minor deflectors.The banks were then seeded to gmss and willow cumings were

planted.

Overall, this method was successfulabout50To of thetime. However, the success was due

in a large measure to changes in channel alignment which resulted in less direct action

by the stream on the seeded banks. The success of this method appeared to be dependent

on:

1) very moderate curves, almost to the point of being a straight channel,

2) freedom from grazing animals or fire,

3) freedom from excessive flooding for at least 2 growing seasons.

This study also revealed that 1 year old rooted willow stock was better than hardwood

cuttings for the establishment of an effecrive cover in the a¡ea.

However, this technique resulted in the destruction of the exisring riparian vegetation, an

essential component in the overall watercourse ecosystem and an existing natural system

of bed and bank erosion protection.

Pile Lines

On sharpercurves, pile lines were established, in which piles were driven 12fer'l-(3.7 m.)

deep at 15 foot (4.6 m.) intervals (see figure 78). Brush was wired and cabled ro the line

to act as a sediment filter. In some cases, brush tie backs, to help re-direct scouring

streamflow back into the main channel, were run back to deadmen in the bank. When

brush supplies were depleted, 15 centimetre wire mesh was used. After spring runoff
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consolidate the dump.

sediment behind the lines, willows were
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planted to

Figure 78 Pile lines. Top, shorrly after consrruction. Borrom, g years later.
Some of the pile lines have been losr but a good growrh of golden willows
has kept the creek within rhe desired cha¡r¡rel.

This experiment demonstrated

1) thelackofadequare

tie backs could

that:

cause 'blowouts'of

the bank at the

downstream end of

the protected area,

2) the brush, in most

cases, was a more

effective silt f,rlter

than the wire net-

ting,

3) willow plantings

needed to be heav-

ily concentrated

behind the line so

that weil rooted

trees could take

over bank protec-

tion as the original

work deteriorated,

willow plantings on raw dumps often failed due to lack of adequate moisture, and

the best willow species were Russian laurel-leai Russian sharp-leaf, golden and

silver in that order.

Netted Riprap

OnZ very shary curves, where it was impossible to make the slopes less than Z:I , agravel

4)

5)
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Figure 79 Nened rock riprap 9 years after construction. Inset shows a section of the ba¡k as

constructed wirh the nened rock in place.

blanket was laid on the gound-and wire netting was laid. over top. Rock was then placed

over the netting. The netting was then drawn back down overtop of the rock forming an

envelope that was then tied shut. The whole construction was anchored to deadmen at 25

foot (7.5 m.) intervals, covered with topsoil and seeded to grass. Willows were planted

befween the rocks and the wire at the toe of the slope in order to provide additional

stability (see figure 79).

This experiment demonstrated that:

1) it was difficult to establish a gravel blanket on steeper slopes,

2) the rock fill should contain at least 30Vo cobble to fîll in the smaller spaces. Fail-

ure to do so resulted in local pockets of erosion that could only be repaired by

opening the net, and

3) the lowest attachment for the deadman, at the toe of the slope, should be angie iron

placed to cause the last amount of turbulence.

¡;.';
¿t':'ì,-
;a-,..{

l>
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Low Rock Toe

On streams simila¡ to Edwards Creek, solid

dumps of rock had been shown to stop erosion

along the bank. Unfortunateiy, work of this type

was very expensive. To lower costs, it was de-

cided to dump rock only at the toe of the slope

and to plant grass on the upper portion of the

bank. To start, a fill of shale was bulldozed from

the floodplain into the base of rhe slope to creare

a 2:1 slope, roughly 6 feet (i.8 m.) high against

the bank. Rock was dumped over rop of the shale

base to a depth of 1 foot (0.3 m.) and the bank

above was seeded (see figure 80). Unforn¡nately,

the effectiveness of this method was never re-

ported. While the constn¡ction cosrs were 507o

lower than soiid.riprap, this technique, if suc-

cessful, would only have been practical where

the floodplain was wide and where plenry of

shale or gravel available for the initial fill.

Rolled Willow Toe

At the time, if small locai failures occurred on a bank where vegetation was well

established, the atea was generally re-graded and re-seeded, sacrificing all existing

vegetation. Rolled willow toes were deveioped in reaction to such drastic measures. The

technique required that young trees or cunings had to be anchored. to the toe of the ,iop.,

in such a way as to give them the resilience to withstand ice action in rhe spring and

scouring from floods in the summer. Thus, willow wands, pushed into the ground at the

toe of the slope with tips pointing downstream, were formed into tight rolls by wrapping

them with wire. These rolls were then secured to posts every 3 to 4 feet ( 0.9 to 1.2 m.).

While these constn¡ctions survived the spring ice breakup, their abitiry ro withsrand targe

summer floods was not recorded. However, Stanton and McCarlie believed that they

Figure 80 Top, minimum rock dump on a shale
pile. Bottom, the same bank 4 years later.
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would have an excellent chance of withstanding flooding, while successfully protecting

the bank. On the other hand, it was felt that a serious flood during the first two years might

adversely affect this construction. While plant survival rates were generally good,

planting in the fall led to a more successful 'catch' of the vegetation than spring planting.

Overall, this method, which was inexpensive to build, was only useful where the upper

banks already had an estab-

lished protection.

Pile Jetties

This experiment consisted of

three piles placed in a line

forming a 60o angle with the

s[eam flow (see figure 81).

Thepiles, 18 feet (5.5 m.) long,

were driven 12 feet (3.7 m.)

deeþ, 10 feet (3 m.) aparr. Gal-

vanized, 15 centimetre wire

mesh was attached toeach jeny

and strengthened by 3 lines of

3/8 inch (9 mm.) galvanized

telephone cable. The spacing

between the jetties was deter-

mined by the point where the

re-directed streamfl ow would

hit the bank. It was at rhis

point that the base of the next

downstream structure began.

The wire netting rapidly caught fine debris such as grass and twigs and a large amount

of silt was deposited between the jetties. With the goal of establishing trees ro rake over

the protection of the bank when the piles and wires had deteriorated, concenfrated pìant-

ings of willows, using 1 year old rooted stock were made on the silt deposits and along

Figure 8l Pilejetties shortly afrer consrrucrion.

Figure 82 Russian laurel-leaf as i¡ has grown afrer ir was planted on
the silt dumps berween the pile jeuies.
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the upstream side of the jetties (see figure 82).

Points illustrated by this experiment were that:

1) jenies cost slightly more than an equivalent length of straight line piling,

especially in terms of labour,

due to the impact of heavy debris on the outside pile, a jetty may fail, and

since telephone cable stretches, woven wire was better for reinforcing the jetties.

Another experimental bank stabilization technique, Cabled Trees, was tried in the reach

(PFRA 1950). This experiment involved the felling of trees which were then moved into

lines. Each tree was overlapped a third of their length by the next one in line and the whole

line was cabled together. Willow poles were planted behind the line but rhe survival rate

was very low. It was hoped that the poles and cuttings would form a perïnanent solution

in 2 years. Unfortunately, this method, like the first technique described, Sloping,

Seeding and Planting, involved the destruction of the existing vegetation which was

already providing some natural stabilization of the bank. Perhaps methods that aug-

mented the function of the existing vegetation would have proved more effective in

securing the creekbanks against erosion.

While periodic maintenance of the works was necessary, by 1952, mosr appeared to be

doingafairlygoodjobofstabilizingtheimprovedexperimentalreach(PFRA,1952).The

PFRA kept Edwards Creek clear of debris and obstructions ad maintained one clear

channel open from 1949 ro 1956 (PFRA,l957).In 1956, a flood equal in magnitude to

the 1947 event, filled the experimental reach to the same.condition as in 1949, when the

experiments began (PFRA, Igsl).It was felt that even a small flood in Ig57 ,would make

conditions worse (PFRA, 1957) .It appears that the PFRA discontinued maintenance after

the 1956 flood. V/hile at least one further inspection was undertaken in 1963 (Stanton,

1963), no further reports on the condition of the rehabilitation works was made.

While the experimental techniques were relatively successful in stabilizing the banks of

the creek, the hypothesis upon which their necessity was founded was nor based on an

2)

3)
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understanding of the natural processes of watercourses and the local conditions. The area

chosen for the experimental reach was a prime deposition zone for material that Edwards

Creek transported out of the escarpment. An examination of other watercourses in the

area shows the sub-escarpment zone, where the experimental reach was set up, to be the

area where alluvial fans and other deposition forms have developed. (Chapman, 1987a)

The gradient of the watercourses flatten in this area, causing a decrease in water velocities

and ability to transportmaterial (see figure 83). Consequently, deposition occurs. Due ro

this deposition, over time, the watercourses substantially alter their channel locations

(Robert Newbury, personal communication, Oct. 29, 1987).

Thus, the attempt to rigidly control the creek channel location through this reach may

have exacerbated downstream problems. Confining the creek to a single pennanent

channel disrupted the functioning of the narural sedimentation processes in the sub-

escarpment area and may have caused shale and other debris to be ca¡ried further, leading

to increased deposition in the lower reaches of Edwards Creek. Unfortunately, while the

experimental techniques were enlightened in their use of vegetarive means of stabiliza-

tion, a lack of understanding of natural watercourse processes had not allowed a

recognition of the possible effects of the works on the overall functioning of the creek.

The sediment basin, just upstream of Highway 10, functioned in the same capacity as the

natural area upstream was functioning, prior to its alteration. Since the shale and debris

that would have been deposited naturally in the upsream reaches was being transported

further downstream, it is possible that the siltation basin filled faster than it might have

otherwise.

An examination of the sediment deposition mass curves for the siltation basin, appears

to support this conclusion (see figure 84). Sedimentation occurred rapidly from 1951 to

i 960, the period during which the bank stabilization experimenrs were taking place. From

i960 to 1969, another 9 year period, during which it appears no mainrenance of the the

experimental reach was undertaken allowing the creek to recover its natural state in the

reach, sedimentation wasconsiderablyreduced. From 1953 to 1957 ,the areaexperienced

above average precipitation (see figure 85) and that the creek likely carried more material
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Figure 83 Edwards Creek and rributaries streambed profiles.



Figure 84 Edwards Creek siltation basin sediment mass deposition curves.



Figure 85 Annual flows of Edwards Creek, 1957 to 1982.
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than normal. But, during the period of normal flows from 1960 to 1969, when the creek

was functioning in its natural state, very little deposition occurred in the siltation basin.

The mid-seventies also experienced above normal precipitation and in I975, Edwards

Creek experienced its highest ever recorded maximum daity discharge (see figure 86).

The sediment deposition mass curves for the siltation basin shows that substantial

deposition tookplace between i969 and 1980. Overall, these observations would appear

to indicate that under normal flow conditions, the reach just to the north of Riding

Mountain National Park, when in its natural state, functions as a deposition area and that

little sediment is carried into the downstream portions of the channel. It is during high

flow events that the reach cannot absorb all the sediment produced in the escarpment and

the siltation basin then absorbs the material.

Unfortunately, repeated attempts to place vegetative protection in other locations along

the floodway outside of the experimental reach were largely unsuccessful (PFRA, 1960).

By l960,oniyafewsiteshavetakenandonlywithdiffîculty(PFRA, 1960).WhiteInland

Waters (I9ll) cites above normal flows in 1953 through 1957 as the cause of the erosion

problems in the drain, the PFRA (1960) states that none of the plantings were ever

exposed to a severe flood. The reasons given for the plant failures include the infertility

of the soils on the streambanks, the lack of adequate moisture during low flow periods

and the indifference of the farmers (PFRA 1960). In more than one c_ase, willows were

killed by cattle grazing or trampling before becoming esrablished (PFRA, 1960). All
protection works also required continual observation and upkeep (PFRA, 1960). When

discharges remained low, maintenance costs were correspondingly small, but when

discharge became high, maintenance costs would increase d¡amatically (PFRA, 1960).

Edwa¡ds Creek also experienced other problems, especially after the channelization and

re-alignmentofthechannel,fromjustupstreamofHighway l0toDauphinLake.Thepre-

channelization length of Edwards Creek, from the siltation basin, upstream of Highway

10 to the connection with the Vermillion River and on to Dauphin Lake was approxi-

mately 21.5 miles (35 km.). The floodway reduced this to approximately 10.5 miles (17.5



Figure 86 Maximum daily discharge along Edwa¡ds Creek 1957 to 1982.
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km.), half of the original length. This essentiatly doubled the slope of the channel bed and

the dramatically steepened channel soon began to erode severely along its entire length

(Chapman, 1987a; PFRA, 1960).

Since the floodway was constructed on a slope of about 12feetper mile (2.25 m.lkm.),

with no provision for grade control, water velocities in excess of 10 feet per second (3 m.

per second) occurred (PFRA, 1960). In order to prevent scour in the type of soil

encountered along the drain, velocities should not have exceeded 5 feet per second (1.5

m. per second) (PFRA, 1960).

Thus, since it began operation in 1951, the floodway has undergone considerable change

in an attempt to achieve equilibrium within the parameters of its new slope (Inland

Waters, I97l.). Channelization led to degradation and lateral erosion, due to not only an

increase in the channel gradient as a result of the overall shortening of the length of the

creek, but also as a result of a decrease of suspended sediment concenradon in the flow

into the floodway from the siltation basin and Jackfish Creek, and a decrease in channel

roughness with a consequent increase in the flow velocity in the channelized sections

(Inland Waters, 1971).

These conditions, all conducive to erosion,came in operation when the floodway opened

in 1951 (Inland Waters, 1971). Abovenormal flows thatoccurredin every yearfrom 1953

to 1957 made the problems with the channelization works immediately evident, as rhe

floodway changed its boundaries to accommodate the increased discharge (Inland

Waters, 1971).In the spring of 1953, scour, laterai erosion and overropping of berms

affected the entire length of the channel (Inland Warers, l97l). Bridges and bridge

approaches were extensively damaged and the entire reach between Jackfish Creek and

Dauphin Lake experienced dramatic alterations (Inland Warers, l97l; see figure 87).

By March of 1954, the berm on the left side of the drain from Jackfish Creek to Highway

l0hadbeenentirelywashedaway(Forsyth, i954).Thepossibilityoferosioninthisreach
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had been recognized

inl949 and in an en-

deavour to control it,

an unsuccessful at-

tempt was made to

vegetate the banks in

1950 (Forsyth,

1954). Unfortu-

nately, the problem

of erosion was not

confined solely to this reach. Bank slopes aiso initially disappeared for long stretches in

a 3 mil3 (5 km.) reach downstream from Highway 10 and in a2Il2 mile (4 km.) reach

downstream from Highway 5 (Forsyth, 1954).It was felt that the dykes in rhese a¡eas

would be threatened within a few years (Forsyth, 1954).

In May of 7954, the floodway was re-examined and was found to be very bad condition.

Most banks were vertical, the depth had increased as much as 2 feet (0.6 m.) in places and

the bonom width had increased by about 10 feet (3 m.) (Clayton, 1954). Antithetical to

Forsyth's assessment of the situation, Clayton (1954) stated that since floodwaters had

only overtopped the berms in a few places, with very little depth, the berms and dykes

were relatively unharmed. Clayton ( I 954) also believed that as the bottom of the c hannel

eroded that rocks would be exposed. These rocks would act as paving for the creek

bottom, causing the channel to become "self riprapped", reducing the rate of erosion

(Clayton, 1954). Unfortunately, an examination of the channel cross-sections over time

has shown that this has not been the case and that erosion has continued ever since the

drain opened, with many sections of the creek requiring riprap protection.

The higher velocities, resulting from the increased slope of the channel, also contributed

to lateral erosion, which in turn led to the progressive washout of the abutments of the

timber municipal bridges and the undermining of the concrete footings of the the piers

*:-r;ì:r-:Ã**r,v .

Figure 87 The Edwards Creek floodway between Dauphin Lake and rhe junction
ofJackfish Creek, circa 1971.
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ofthe2highwaybridgesoverthecreek(PFRA,1960).Asaresultoftheexposureoftheir

end piles by erosion, all wooden municipal bridges along the creek required extensions

and wing walls or rock paving of their abutments (Clayton, 1954; PFRA, 1960). At the

Highway 5 and 10 bridge, a major crossing, erosion was so severe that the bottoms of the

bridge footings were exposed (Clayton, 1954). Almost immediately after the channeli-

zation project opened, both the Highway 5 and 10 and the Highway 20 bridges required

protection by grouted dumped rock weirs downstream of the crossings, (PFRA, 1960).

Fortunately, the sediment transported by the stream rapidly backfilled the space behind

these structures and covered the exposed footings (PFRA, 1960). Erosion also exposed

the Town of Dauphin watermain locatedjust downstream of the Highway 5 and 1 0 bridge

(PFRA, 1960). Prior to the installation of the grade control srucrure for the bridge, the

bottom of the main was at least 1 foot (0.3 m.) clear of the streambed in the middle of the

channel (PFRA, 1960). Unfortunately, the grade control structure was not sufficient to

protect the watermain and at present, the main is still exposed and no longer in use. The

remains of the pipe can be seen resting about 2 feet (0.6 m.) above the creekbed.

Over time, a great deal of money and effort has been expended to try to reduce erosion

in the drain. Between 1952 and 1960, the eight years following the construction of the

drain, a total of $190,000.00, more than one-third of the original $555,000.00 cost of the

drain, was spen!on the construction of protective works, maintenance and upkeep of the

drain (PFRA, i960). Similar amounts of money have continued to be spent until the

present day. Examination of the provincial government's correspondence file on Ed-

wards Creek shows that the creek has continued to experience problems with erosion

washing away dykes and threatening to take its channel through farmers' fields. In 1975,

the siltation basin was cleaned out and in t976 alone, $45,000.00 was spent to clean our

a half mile (0.75 km.) reach just upstream of the basin. Today, an examination of the

channel still reveals evidence ofserious erosion (see figures 88, 89, 106, 107, 108, 109).

The design of the drain alone is not solely responsible for all the problems along its length.

As the PFRA (1949) reported, the problem of bank erosion was initially bound up with
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Figure 88 The Edwards Creek floodway in 19g9.
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Figure 89 The Edwards Creek floodway in 1988.
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that of flood control. An attempt to alleviate bank erosion, without attempting to lessen

flood peaks and the debris load carried by the stream, would throw the maximum strain

on all protection works (PFRA, 1949; PFRA, 1957). As a result, a novel approach ro rhe

development of headwater storage basin was instituted. Historically, there was a grear

deal of evidence of beaver activity in the Edwards Creek watershed (PFRA, Ig4g).Local

residents said that before the beaver had been rrapped out, the creekflow in the summer

was only a trickle and they felt that the beavers and their dams were direcrly responsible

(PFRA, 1949). With this in mind,fourteen beaver were released into the upper reaches

of the watershed with the hopes of improving headwater srorage (PFRA, 1949).In Ig52,

although there were some problems with bridge culverts being dammed, the project

appeared to be successful and plans were made to release at least 50 more animals along

the whole north and east faces of the Riding Mountain Escarpmenr (PFRA, 1952). While

no further mention of the beaver release program is found in literature relating to Edwa¡ds

Creek, the author while exploring the watershed in the spring of 1988, found evidence of

recent beaver activity in two locations within Riding Mountain National Pa¡k and in one

location just outside of the park.

Flooding, affecting farmland and threatened the Highway 10 bridge, has resulted from

the almost complete blockage of the channel by snow and ice during spring breakup,

(PFRA, 1950). Thus, in 1959, a snow fencingexperiment was undertaken, just to rhe west

of the Highway 10 bridge to determine if it would be possible to prevent the build up of

ice and snow along the channel (PFRA, 1960). V/hile the 1 year experiment should not

be considered conclusive, the snow fencing was successful in completely preventing the

critical build up of ice and snow from occurring in the area that was previously chronically

troublesome (PFRA, 1960). The PFRA wished to continue the experimenr ro see if some

perrnanent soiution, perhaps involving the establishment of hedges, could be developed

(PFRA, 1960). The Department of Public Works of the Governmenr of Manitoba was

approached, at the time, to see if they wished to become involved. An agreement was

struck, in which the Department of Public Works would place snow fencing in the

experimental a¡ea from 1961 to 1964 (Blackman, 1960). Unfortunately, no record
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describing the results of this experiment was found and it does not appear, at present, as

if any perrnanent hedging was put in place.

Figure 90 (Pokrant and Gaboury, 1983) illustrates the variety of factors that conrribute

to channel erosion problems in the area. After channelization, land use changes in the

watershed have had the most substantial effect. Studies along the Valley River,a

watershed near to Edwards Creek indicate significant changes in landuse patterns from

1948 to 1980 (Pokrant andGaboury, 1983; seefiguresgl and92). In i948, cultivated land

in the Valley River watershed covered 37Vo of the land area outside Riding Mountain

National Park and Duck Mountain Provincial Park. By 1980, cultivated land had

increased to 60Vo of the total land area at the expense of all orher categories, with

woodlands experiencing the largest loss.

1948

Wctlond & Lokc¡ wcllond À Lqlr¡ watlond & lokc¡

Figue 92 Percentage of the Valley River watershed, outside of Riding Mounrain National Park and Duck
Mountain Provincial Park, occupied by various landuses, in 1948, 1969 and 1980.

Land clearing and the associated activity of wetland drainage, both of which are required

to increase the land under cultivation, have had a very significant effect on the hydrologic

regime of the Valley River (Pokrant and Gaboury, 1983). Since the Valley River

watershed is located in the same area, it can be assumed a similar situation has occurred

with Edwards Creek. ln the Valley River, present day water flows have almost doubled

from those recorded in 1913 to 1928 (Pokrant and Gaboury, 1983). Also, the rapid

atfenuation of flows after a peak event and the flushing of the d¡ain are probably due to

1969
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the loss of woodlands in the drainage basin (Pokrant and Gaboury, 1983). Wooded lands

retain water longer causing lower peak flows and a more gradual decline in flows after

the peak (Pokrant and Gaboury, 1983). The loss of wetlands is also significant, since these

areas act as water storage reservoirs (Pokrant and Gaboury, 1983). All-in-all, the clearing

of large tracts of land and the construction of many roads and ditches, together with large

amounts of rainfall during the 1950's would have increased the speed and erosive

capacity of the runoff into the lake (PFRA, 1960).

While the Valley River is likely experiencing more streambank erosion than it was

previously, its sediment load per unit of watershed area is the lowest of all streams

entering Dauphin Lake (Pokrant and Gaboury, 1983; Manitoba Water Commission,

1984; see f,rgure 93). The Valley River is one of the least channelized watercourses in the

Dauphin Lake watershed (Chapman, 1987a) and it is believed that other rributaries of

Dauphin Lake have higher sediment loads, primarily due to sfream channelization and the

extensive drainage improvements made to adjacent lands (Pokrant and Gaboury, 1983).

Stream

Average Annual Dralnage
Susp. Sedfmenc Area ,(Tons) (m1 )

Average
Suspended SedLment

Yleld,
(Tons/mf'/yr)

*
Expe c t ed
Yield 7

(Tons /ml-yr)

Mlnk Rfver
Valley Rlver
l.lfIson Rfver
Vermillon River
Edwards Creek

Ochre River
TurÈ1e Rlver

5 ,959
l6 ,069
47 ,896
95 ,596
36 ,502

90,962
60,445

106
I I08

357
260

55

133
376

56
t4

134
367
663

683
161

no lnformatlon
25-50
5t - 250
5l - 250
507" @ 5r-250

502 @ 25r-r000
25t - I000
5r - 250

*Range of values for expecÈed yield are Èaken from "Suspended Sedlment Yfeld for Canadlan
Rlvers" rnap 1972 publlshed wlch "sediment Loads ln Canadlan Rlvers" Technlcal Bulletln
No. 74; Sclchllng, Inland l'lacers Df recÈorat.e, Ottawa

**wacer Resources Branch - "Dauphln Lake Sedtmencatlon Study", 1982

Figure 93 A¡urual sediment yields lrom computed dara for watercourses entering Dauphin Lake.

Edwards Creek is one of the most severely channelized watercourses in the Dauphin Lake

watershed and a recent study indicated that Edwards Creek carried an average sediment

load of 36,000 tons per year, not including bed load (Water Resources Branch, 1982).
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This translates to 663 tons per square mile per year, an extremely high sediment yield (see

figure 93). Onlyone otherriverin theDauphinLake watershed has aslightly higheryield.

By comparison, the Valley River the least channelized watercourse in the Dauphin Lake

watershed produces only 14 tons per square mile per year.

Higher water velocities, increased bed and bank erosion and higher sediment loads as a

result of land clearing lead to the sedimentation of bottom substrates, covered suitable

fish spawning grounds and suffocated incubating fish eggs (Pokrant and Gaboury, I 9 83 ).

Similar processes are likely to have occurred in Edwa¡ds Creek. The rapid attenuation of

flows after the spring discharge has lead to low flows during walleye spawning and/or

incubating periods, an especially critical factor in low flow years when eggs become de-

watered or subject to wide fluctuations in water temperature (Pokrant and Gaboury,

1983). Newly hatched walleye larvae are be stranded in the river, where prefened food

is limited causing a substantial decrease in survival rate (Pokrant and Gaboury, 1983).

Increased sedimentation, while directly affecting the channel, has also affected the water

quality of Dauphin Lake. Local residents a¡ound the lake stated that the enrfue bed of the

southern portion of the lake had become covered with a thick bed of silt in the 1950's

(PFRA, 1960). The formation of this bed of silt corresponded closely with the mourhs of

the major watercourses entering the lake, the period of wet years from 1953 to 1957 and

the intense development of the surrounding land in the posr war years (PFRA, 1960).

In 1959, a representative from the Rural Municipality of Ochre River suggested rhar, to

a great extent, the present drainage system in the area was causing the silting problem in

Dauphin Lake (Minutes from Meeting of Interested Pa¡ties, 1959). The meeting, at which

this suggestion was tabled, resolved that a study of the Riding Mountain a¡ea should be

undertaken by the Department of Mines and Natural Resources with the view that water

entering the drain should be impounded rather than sped up, providing a steady flow of
water throughout the year and that no further d¡ainage ditches be built in order to prevent

further silting (Minutes from Meering of Inreresred Parries, l'959).
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Edwards Creek's new entry into the lake, which rapidly silted up, was seen to be

representative of this trend and was the impetus for many complaints and the resultant

studies. Figures 94 to 100 show the enormous sediment delta deposited in only 18 years.

In the fall of 1956, complaints regarding the volume of sediment being deposited ar the

mouth of the floodway were received from the owners of cottages in the Dauphin and

Oaka Beach areas (PFRA, 1960). It was feared was that a fine recreation a¡ea would be

destroyed (PFRA, 1960). Therefore in 1957 , a comprehensive study of the delta that was

forming at the mouth of the floodway was begun (PFRA, 1960). Observations were

continued on a regular basis until the late 1960's. Cross-sections of the delta were run

along a series of baselines in an effort to determine the rate of formation of the deposit.

In 1959, two years after the first cross-sections were run, it was established that an

increase in the lake bottom elevation of 6 inches (0. 15 m.) had occurred over a 30 month

period (PFRA, 1960). Unfortunately, no plan of the lake bottom as it was prior to

completion of the floodway was available. Thus, the PFRA (1960) stated that no rrue

estimate of the total build up of the bed at the mouth of the floodway was possible.

Based on estimated original lakebed contours (which apparently were nor good enough

to use to determine the volume of the delta) and the fact that the delta increased in size

during 1958 and 1959, two years of below normal flows, when not much evidence of

erosion was observed along the channel, a PFRA reporr, The Edwards-Jackfish Creeks

Floodway Dauphin Lake SiltingProblem (1960), concluded thar the build up of silt could

not be not entirely atrributed to the floodway. While it is probably rnre that the floodway

was not entirely responsible for the siltation, the veracity of the data that this conclusion

is based upon is questionable. A detailed investigation, entitled Morphological Study

Edwards Creek Watershed (Inland Waters, 197i), determined that the delta experienced

a net decrease in size from 1957 to 1960. As well, during these years lake levels were more

than 0.5 metres lower than they were previously (see figure 101). Along with wave

action on the lake, which may have piled up sediments, the lower lake levels could

have made the delta appear visually larger than it did in the mid-1950's. Also,
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Figure 95 The Edwards Creek delta, June 4, 1954.
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Figure 96 The Edwards Creek delta, August 17, 1956.
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Figure 97 The Edwards Creek delta, October 9,1957.
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Figure 98 The Edwards Creek delta, August 25,1959.
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Figure 99 The Edwa¡ds Creek delta, September 10, 1963.
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while not much evidence of erosion was

observed along the channel, the floodway

could still have contributed significant amounts

of sediment during the two years. While average

flow may have been reduced, it is peak events that

cause erosion. One large flood in a year may carry

a significant load of silt and during the rest of the

year very little erosion could occur, with the result

that the banks of the creek would have an oppor-

tunity to grow vegetation covering any evidence

of erosion. An examination of discharge records

shows that in 1957, at least one such peak flow

event occurred (see figure 86).

However, manypeoplein the federal andprovin-

cial governments felt, at the time, that the infilling

of Dauphin Lake with sediment was a natural

geologic phenomena and that the rate of infilling

had not varied due to land use practices (MacKay,

1960). G. H. MacKay ( 1960) felt that while it was

true that part of the problem at the mouth of the

Edwards Creek floodway was due to erosion in

the drain, the amount of sediment eroded out of

the drain was not signifrcantly contributing to the

amount of sediment entering the lake. The appar-

ent increase in the size of the delta, from 1957 to

19 59,was due to wind induced littoral drift bring-

ing in material or the timing of the soundings

(MacKay, 1 960). The ori gin al soundin gs described

in PFRA (1960) were taken in the summer when

wind induced currents may have eroded away
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Figure 101 Dauphin Lake waterlevels.Note
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parts of the delta (MacKay, 1960).The second setof soundings were taken in winter when

no such currents were active and fine suspended sediments may have been precipitated

to the bottom (MacKay, 1960). Since the creek would be solidly frozen, it could not be

contributing sediment to the delta in winter and since the precipitation of waterborne

sediments would occur over the entire lake bottom, it seems unlikely that 6 inches (0.15

m.) of material would be deposited in this location after freeze up. It is also important to

note thar these arguments deal only with a 30 month study of the growth of the delta. An

examination of the aerial photographs f¡om 1950 to 1959 (see figures 94 to 98) clearly

shows that the rapid formation of the deltacannot be attributed solely to in-lake processes.

The PFRA was clearly concerned about the problems along Edwards Creek and at its

mouth. In 1960, the agency suggested a number of remedies to the growth of the delta.

The first involved the installation of additional grade control sructures in the floodway

tocause theflatteningof slopes inordertopreventthe severe scouring flows that had been

occurring (PFRA, 1960). The PFRA designed 9 drop structures that were to be placed so

as to reduce the slope of the water surface during the design flood to an average of -5.3 feet

per mile (1 metre/km.) and to limit velocities in the channel to 5 feet per second ( 1 .5

metres per second) (see figure 102). The design discharge, 3600 cubic feet per second

( 100 cubic metres per second), which had an estimated frequency of 17o , was developed

fromanexaminarionof thehydrologicalrecordsof nearbystreams (PFRA, 1960). It was

assumed that the areas upstream of the drop structures would fill up naturally over tinle

with sediments from upstream portions of the channel. This process occurred with with

the drop structures previously placed in the creek (PFRA, 1960). The cost of this project

was esrimated at $1 10,000.00 (PFRA, 1960) only 58Vo of the cost of drain maintenance

for the previous eight years. However, the drop structures would only control erosion

occurring in the floodway and would do nothing to reduce the sediment entering the drain

from above the siltation basin, upstream of Highway 10 or from Jackfish Creek (PFRA,

1960). Why these two factors were of concern is unclear, since the siltation basin shotrlcl

still have been rapping sediments from the upstream reaches in the escarpment and

Jackfrsh Creek apparently was not experiencing any bank erosion (Inland Waters, 197 1).
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A second possible remedy to the delta problem was suggested by the cottage owners

along the beach, who felt that the dr¿in should be diverted north from a point roughly 1

kilometre west of the lakeshore (PFRA, 1960). The marshy areas along the lakeshore

would be used as a silting basin (PFRA, 1960). \ilork that would have to be undertaken

to complete this project includedplugging the existing drain, excavation of a new drain,

raising existing dykes and periodic re-alignment of the ditch to ensure that it would fill

the selected areas with silt (PFRA, 1960). Although the diversion of the floodway near

the mouth of the drain cost less than the construction of the drop structures, it did not

address the problem of erosion in the d¡ain at all, its proper functioning could not be

guaranteed and it was, at best, only a temporary solution to sediment entering the lake

since sediment would continue to arrive from the channel after it was full (PFRA, 1960).

A third proposal, a less costly alternative to the development of a siltation basin in the

marshy areas along the shoreline, was the diversion of the mouth of the channel north

through the delta (PFRA, 1960). The discharge entering the lake would not have any less

sedimentloadthan ithadpreviously, butthe buildup of coarse material would be diverted

north away from the cottage development (PFRA, 1960). Vegetative or mechanical

protection would have to be provided on the outside of the curve to prevent floodwaters

from continuing straight east through the delta (PFRA, 1960). A major flood would

certainly tend to do this, butjust as the new siltation basin wouldrequire steering to ensure

optimum performance, so would this proposal (PFRA, 1960). This solution would cost

approximately $3,000.00 and barring any major floods could be maintained for $500.00

per year (PFRA, 1960).

G. H. Mackay (1960), a hydraulic engineer, discussed these three proposals to decrease

therateof growthof thedeita.Hefeltthatbuildinggradientcontrolstructures, in an effort

to eliminate scour, would not be effective because the stmctures would not decrease the

amount of material brought into the floodway from the upsffeam portions of the creek,

and ca¡ried to the lake. He felt that since the floodway had been partially stabilized by

mechanical and vegetative means that not much more erosion, in the floodway proper,
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would take place. The floodway would continue to bring sediment from upper portions

of the creek to the lake in increasing amounts as the siltation basin above Highway 10

filled. The diversion of the outlet towards the Vermillion River, involving the construc-

tion of a siltation basin system, would only be a temporary solution that would also not

address the problem of sediment entering the lake. Its sole benefit would be to decrease

the growth of the delta towards the cottage area. Since only 9 cottages were affected ancl

the beach was only usable at high lake levels, the $ 170,000.00 cost of this project was far

in excess of any expected benefits. The third option, involving a minimum of channel

work right in the delta in order to direct the main portion of the flow at this point north

rather than east, was the least expensive and would slow the $owth of the delta east

towards OakaBeach. MacKay (1960) suggested thatif any works were to be undertaken,

that this third proposal be the one that should be built. This proposal incidently had

absolutely no effect whatsoever on the amount of sediment entering Dauphin Lake, and

itis su¡prising thatMacKay wouldendorseit, in lightof thefact that hecriticizedthe other

two proposals, which at least temporarily addressed the problem, for not offering long

term solutions.

Edwards Creek continued to be a focus of concern regarding erosion problems occurring

in the resion. A maior studv. entitled Momholosical Studv Edwards Creek Watershed

was undertaken by the Inland Waters Branch of the federal government in 1971. It

examined drainage area characteristics, regime of the channel, flows, suspended secli-

ment loads and the formation of the delta. Based on these investigations, a ntrnrber of

observations regarding the functioning of the channel and a series of recommendations

on how to address the erosion problems occurring in the drain were m¿rde. These

observations and recommendations are described below.

Drainage density analysis of Edwa¡ds Creek yielded a value of 1.3 miles per scluare nrile

(0.8 km. per square km.). Drainage density is defined as the sum of the channel length of

all sizes divided by the drainage basin a¡ea. Drainage density is therefore a good indicator

of the erosion susceptibility of a drainage basin because channels cannot form without
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erosion. A drainagedensity of 3 to 8 milespersquaremile(2 to5 km./squarekm.) indicate

an erosion resistant basin. Values of I25 or more are indicative of a high sediment

producing basin.

Thus, Edwards Creek's drainage density of 1.3 miles per square mile (0.8 km./square

km.) was low even for an erosion resistant basin. Inland Waters (I911) had determined

the drainage system from topographical maps and aerial photographs. Unfortunately,

even with stereoviewing, smaller fingertip tributa¡ies were hard to identify because of the

dense vegetative coverin Riding Mountain National Park. However, it was felt that even

if a detailed investigation of all the fingertip tributaries was undertaken, the basin woLrld

still be within the 3 to 8 miles per square mile (2 to 5 km./square km.) range and would

still have to be classified erosion resistant. Slope analysis also showed the basin to bc

erosion resistant. The creek, in its entirety, had a maximum slope of 4.87o and a me¿ìn

slope of I.9Vo, before channelization. The middle branch had a mean slope of 3.)o/a, rhe

east branch a mean of 3.47o and the west branch a mean of 2.2 Vo.

(The)... low drainage density together with the slope of the basin hypsometric

curve (suggested) an erosion-resistant basin. This conclusion (was) sup-

ported by the steep slopes of the channel segments in the escarpment, the

western tributary being the single exception. (Inland Waters, I9l1)

Jackfish Creek, from its source at23T 5 feet (735 m.) to the base of the escarpment at I 125

feet (345 m.), also flowed through terrain that was highly resistant to erosion. In 1971 ,

aerial photographs showed the watershed of Jackfish Creek to be heavily vegetated and

no indication of channel bank erosion was found.

Based on its analysis, the Inland Vy'aters (I971) concluded that the Lrpper watershed of

Edwards Creek was generally erosion resistant. However, isolated reaches running

through glacial lake beach deposits and shale beds on the western and eastern tributaries

were major sources of the heavy sediment loads discharging into the sediment basin. The
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sediment basin was absorbing LNTo of the bedload and about 30Vo of the suspended

sediment entering it, from upstream. At the time, 1971, the basin was virtually full and

its sedimenrretention capacity was diminishing quickly. Above normal flows from 1951

through 1960 caused severe channel bed and bank erosion in the floodway. The reaches

immediately below the siltation basin and near the junction with Jackfish Creek were

affected the most severely. From 1961 to 1969,below normal flows and corresponclingly

reduced watervelocities, promoted channel bed aggfadation, especially in reaches whose

slopes had been previously reduced through degradation. Based on quantitative analysis

from 1951 to 1969, the erosion within the floodway was responsible for approximateiy

50Vo of the entire sediment load discharging into Dauphin Lake.

Deltaformarion occurredrapidlyduring theperiodof high flows andsediment loacts fronr

1951 to 1957.In the period 1957 to 1968 the delta was subject to alternating periocis of

erosion and deposition, with the overall result of a minor net volume decrease. While it

did not significantly change in size or shape, the delta and its distributary channels were

stabilized by the natural growth of vegetation. Figure 103 shows the volumes of

sediments deposited in and eroded from the delta. It is divided into two categories, the

PERIOD
CONSIDERED

DELTA PROPER I.A,IG BOTTOvÍ IN VICINITY OF DELTA

DEPOSITIOI.J
(cu. yds. )

EROSIOI.¡
(cu. yds. )

DEPOSÏTION
(cu. yds. )

EROSION
(cu. yds. )

1951 - 1957

1957-19ó0

1960- 1964

1964- 1969

430,700

27 ,200

25,500

23,200

336,300

304,400

L26,7 00

341,700

TOTAL

NET

4 57 ,900

409,200

48 ,700 640,700

L72,300

4ó8,400

Figure 103 Edwards Creek deltasediment deposition and erosion volumes.
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deltaproperandthe lake bottomin the vicinity of the delta. Basedon an investigation and

evaluation of delta bed material and the configuration of the contours, the 851 foot

contour was selected as the boundary line between these two areas. The delta area,

between the pre-delta shoreline and the contour, received its supply of sediment from the

dischargeof the floodway. The areaoutside of thecontour, the lake bottom in the vicinity

of the delta, may have had its sediment transported there from other parts of the lake

through the action of waves and currents.

Figure 103 shows that, in the periodfrom 1951 to 1957 ,deposition of 430,100 cubic yarcls

(329,000 cubic metres) occurred in the delta. This amount corresponds very closely with

the amount of 435,000 cubic yards (332,000 cubic metres) that the PFRA (1958) deter-

mined was deposited in the delta in the first eight years of the operation of the floodway.

From 1957 to 1960, Inland Waters determined that erosion of 25,500 cubic yards ( I 9,500

cubic metres) occurred, meaning that a net volume of 405,200 cubic yards (309,500 cu bic

metres) had been deposited in the delta. Examination of the erosion mass curve for the

floodway shows that during the same period, 278,000 cubic yards (212,500cubic metres)

of material had been eroded out of the channel (see figure 104). This would indicate that

erosion in the floodway was the source of 697o of the sediment forming the delta.

Based on these findings, InlandWaters (1971) then made a number of recommenclations.

In the upper watershed, the area within Riding Mountain National Park, it was felt that

the unstable shale banks in the western andeastern tributaries should be stabilized in order

to reduce the amount of sediment entering the siltation basin. The steep banks and

frequent slides on the faces of these banks would not allow vegetative stabilization ancl

other conventional methods, such as various types of mattresses, would have required

heavy anchoring. It was therefore suggested that the most efficient method f<lr stabiliza-

tion of the banks in the area would be the placement of retaining walls at the toe of the

banks. Wing walls extended into the slope at either end of the construction would seal the

unstable portion of the bank off from flood flows, halting erosion.



Figure 104 Edwards Creek floodway erosion mass curves.
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Sincetheregimeof theEdwards Creekchannel, upstreamof the siltation basin, is directly

dependent on the channel conditions in the headwater areas in the park, redtrcing the

sediment input from these areas would lead to increased bed degradation and lateral

erosion in the reach until equilibrium is anained. In order to keep erosion to a minimum

while this process was occurring, the banks of the channel in this reach would have to be

protected through vegetative and mechanical means. If the bed and banks were not

stabilized, the channel gradient wouldcontinue to decrease. The flatter slope would lead

to aggradation of the channel. Consequently, the channel would be unable to carry large

discharges and increased flooding of the land between the siltarion basin and the foot of

the escarpment would occur.

V/ithout major re-construction, such as dredging or raising the height of the outlet weir

and dykes, the siltation basin would no longer be able to perform the function for which

it was designed (Inland Waters, l97l). Raising the dykes, increasing capacity in this

manner, would lead to a decrease in channel bed gradient, promoting aggradation

upstream of the siltation basin. Thus, flooding would be more likely to occur in the area

unless the dykes were extended for a considerable length upstream from the head of the

basin. As analternative, dredgingof thebasinwouldrequire theremoval of 300,000cubic

yards of material to restore its original capacity. Unfortunately, the dredging wclttld

necessitate the removal of most of the existing vegetation in the 110 acre basin. Both

solutions are only temporary remedies. If the supply of sediment entering the basin is not

reduces, the life expectancy of the project is limited to 20 to 30 years.

The channel was experiencing interrelated cycles of erosion and aggradation anc'l these

processes were not controlled, it was felt that meandering of the channel wotlld restllt.

Thus for short term protection, bank stabilization consisting of methods, such ¿ts

vegetation, riprap or matresses, would required. For a long term solution, a redttction of

the high velocities in the channel was required. The use of grade control structures ¿ìs

described by the PFRA in 1960 offered one possible method. In addition to the grade

control structures, to prevent a rapid and continuous aggradation of the channel bed the
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amount of bed load entering the channel would also have to be reduced. Since bed load

contributes to the volume of flood flows, another long term solution would involve the

virtual eliminationof thebedloadwhichentersthecreek from its head and along its entire

length. This solution would initially result in increased channel bed degradation and

lateral erosion. The erosion could be controlled through bank stabilization me¿ì.sures,

while the bed degradation would continue until a gradient compatible with the dominant

discharge would be reached. Eliminating bed load from the floodway would require the

continued efficient operation of the siltation basin and control of bed load entering the

channel from the surrounding agricultural land. This material which enters the channel

through tributaries, d¡ains and ditches, must be controlled through conservation cultiva-

tion techniques such as crop rotation, strip cropping, seasonal cover crops, vegetative

control of gullies and waterways or through overflow structures at the outlets of

tributaries, drains and ditches. This latter method is once again only a temporary sohrtion

and sediment would have to be removed from the overflow structures on a regular basis.

The formation and development of the delta was seen to be directly dependent ol the

sedimentsuppliedby Edwards Creek. Thebestpossible solution to the $owth of the delta

would entail a combination of the methods already outlined. They include a reduction of

the amount of sediment entering the drain from the upstream portions of the watershed

through the stabilization of banks in the a¡ea, stabilization of the banks of the creek from

the foot of the esca{pment to the siltation basin, maintaining the sediment entrainment

capacity of the siltation basin, protection of the banks along the entire length of the

floodway andreductionof floodvelocities through thereduction of channel bed gradients

or by the elimination of the supply of bed loadentering the channel from the surrounding

agricultural lands.

Problems with the loss of fish stocks andpoorwaterquality in Dauphin Lake have meÍìnt

that discussions as to the cause of Edwards Creek's problems have continued to the

present. The ManitobaWaterCommission (1984) feltthat the amount of silt that Edwards

Creek contributed to the lake was proportionally small. The creek produces only 1 07o of
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the silt that goes into Dauphin Lake (Manitoba Vy'ater Commission, 1984). Unfortu-

nately, this does not give an accurate indication of the condition of the drain. As shown

ea¡lier, Edwards Creek has a sediment yield of 663 tons per square mile per year, alnrost

50 times as much as the Valley River, one of the least channelizedwatercourses entering

Dauphin Lake (see figure 93).

The Manitoba Water Commission' s report, Dauphin Lake Re gulation and S iltati o n S tucly

(1984) stares that the Inland Waters study (1971) "found that the excessive rate of

sedimentation manifest in the settling basin and the delta on Edwards Creek was dt¡e to

erosion along the escarpment" and based a number of its conclusions and recomntenda-

tions on the statement. However, an examination of the Inland Waters study (1971)

indicated that Edwards Creek in the escarpment area, with the possible exception of the

western tributary,was erosion resistant.

The upper porrion of the Edwards Creek Channel from its source in Edwarcis

Lake at a mean elevation of 2225 feet (680 metres) above sea level to just

below the junction of the eastern tributary at an elevation of approximately

1400 feet (425 meres) above sea level, has every appearance of erosion

resistivity. As shown in Figure (105), the banks and bed of the channel in this

reach are paved with boulders and the surrounding are is heavily vegetatecl.

Even during high flow period, the flow is contained in the channel and the

vegerarion protects the higher levels of the banks. (Inland Waters, 197 i )

The InlandWaters study (1971) went on to state that"...from the quantitative evaluations

conducted for the period 1951 to 1969, the estimated sediment discharge from the lower

watershed amounted to nearly 50 percent of the entfue sediment load discharging into

Lake Dauphin."

The Manitoba V/ater Commission (1984) also indicates that while the siltation b¿tsin rvas

in operation, it wasvery effectiveatremovingaporrion of the high sediment load enterin-s
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the lake. An examination of the aerial photographs detailing the development of the delta

(see figures 94 to 100), along with the quantitative analysis (Inland Waters, 1971; see

figure 103) shows that the most extensive development of the delta occurred from 1951

to 1959, shortly after the opening of the floodway and the siltation basin. The basin was

brand new at this time and should have been operating at optimum efficiency. If it was

as effective at removing sediment from the creek flow as the Manitoba'Water Commis-

sion (1984) indicated then very little sediment eroded out of the escarpment should have

been reaching the creek mouth. Since the basin did not fill up until the late 1970's (Marc

Gaboury,personalcommunication,April6, 1989),itwasremovingmostofthesediment

from the escarpment that would otherwise entered the floodway during the period of delta

formation. Thus, some otherprocesses must have been responsible for the sedimentation

occurring at the creek mouth.

An examination of the cross-sections and profile of Edwards Creek indicates the

.'í-ä
#K'"&

:1

Figure 105 Edwards Creek in the u¡rper watershed showing the paving of the creek bank and bed.
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considerable erosion has occurred in the channel (see figures 108 and 109 for examples

of these secrions). Thechannel has loweredits bed up to I feet(2.5 m.) in places and has

widened its bank up to 10 feet (3 m.) in an attempt to achieve equilibrium. The erosion

mass curves (see figure 104) indicates that large scale erosion is still taking place in the

drain today.

Thecombination of steep slopes, heavyrunofi erodable soils and the use of conventional

riverengineering techniques often leads to severe erosion in escarpment area watersheds.

This erosion has an adverse effect on downstream channels, ecosystems and waterbodies

and can lead to reduced agricultural yields and higher drain maintenance costs. As the

PFRA recognized in 1957 , climate and overall watershed conditions are responsible for

these problems ancl it is unlikely that any substantial change will occrrr withottt

appropriate conservation planning.

EXISTING CONDITIONS ALONG EDWARDS CREEK

see figures 106, 107, 108 and 109

RECOMMENDATIONS AND DESIGN OF REHABILITATION TECHNIQUES

ALONG EDWARDS CREEK

WATERSHED CONSERVATION PRACTICES

As stated earlier, a waterway is a system composed of two components, the w¿ìtercotlrse,

consisting of the channel and the immediate riparian zone in the floodplain, ancl the

watershed, consisting of the land surrounding the watercourse that contributes wÍlter to

the flow in the channel. Since the watercourse and its watershed are inseparabie

components of a system, changes cannot be made to one part withotlt some impact on the

other. Just as the watercourse affects the land surrounding it, the land surrotrnciing the
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watercourse and condifions such as its geology, vegetation and runoff characreristics,

have a direct impact on the condition of the watercourse. Therefore, an overall integrated

approach to watershed development is necessary if in-channel or riparian works are to

function with maximum efficacy and minimum detriment. Thus, recommendations for

a series of land based conservation techniques and larger scale stream rehabilitation

works are furnished, along with examples of detailed in-channel design solutions.

PzuMARY RECOMMENDATIONS

1) Designation of a Stream Conservation Corridor

A buffer strip to protect the stream from adjacent existing or potential land r-¡ses should

be established. The size may vary but a minimum width of 400 feet (120 m.) should be

maintained (see figure 1i0). A stream conservation corridor would provicle adecluate

space for long term channel changes, and permit a variety of conservation measures to

take place including re-vegetation of riparian woodlands, maintenance of dykes outside

the forested area for flood and erosion control, and the development of grass or meadow

REHABILITAlED R¡PARIAN
FORES'T HABITAT

PERENNIAL
GROUND

COVER

CLEARED CHANNEL

STREAM c0NsERvATlON CORRIDOR 4 00f t'l I 2Jn' ninimun

Figure 1i0 Cross-section of the proposed stre¿un conseryation corridor.
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strips to act as a vegentive sponge to intercept nutrients and silt from agricultural runoff

(see figure I 1 1). Through the development of these measures, the conservation corridor

would also provide increased size and diversity of wildlife habitat and improved water

quality and aquatic habitat.

Figure 1l I Placement of the dykes within the corridor.

V/oody vegetation, along the watercourse, is especially effective at reducing rill and gully

erosion and prevents cultivation right up to the edge of the streambank, a practice which

weakens the top of the bank and contributes to bank failure (Bruce, I 984). The vegetative

buffer would protect water qualiry and downstream conditions from adjacent landuse.

Similar practices could be carried out in all ditches and drains entering the creek (see

figure 112). Planting of alfalfa and other perennial forage crops could provide sonre

agdcultural production while maintaining a protective corridor (Mcl-achlan, 1986).

In areas where cattle are

grazedalong the creek, the

animals should have their

own trough or dugout away

from the waterway. Cattle

tend to defecate directly

into the water, adversely

FTOOD CONTROL DYKING
DES|C,I¡ED AS FIO0DWAY
AND BUILT OUÎSIDE OF FOREST

SÎREAM CONSENVAT¡ON CORRIDOR

lconnnon MATNTATNED
IwnH PERRENIAL GROUND COVER

I

Figure 112 koposed agriculnual cl¡ain corridor.
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affecting water quality and their hooves cut the bank and bed of the waterway au gme n ti n g

other erosional processes. To control access fencing should be a minimum of 10 feet (3

m.) back from the top of the bankof the waterway.

Unfortunately, while the fencing will reduce ero-

sion, excess nutrients will still be able to reach the

waterway with the runoff from the adjacent land.

A recent report, on cattle grazing along drains,

indicated that more study of this problem is re-

quired and that until the effects of cattle access to

waterways is better understood, rather than com-

pletely excludi n g livestock, riparian grazing should

be delayed until mid- to late summer. If cattle must

cross the watercourse or if absolutely no other

access to water is available, special cattle cross-

ings should be constructed to protect the channel

and floodplain from erosion and compaction caused

(see figure 113).

DUGOUT

PROVIDED
FOR

CATTLE

- WATERINGápæ

GNAVEL
CATTLE
cRosstNcaa

SMEAFI
conflD0R
FENCED

Figure 113 Layout of cattlc fencing to
preserve the crcek

2) Development of an Integrated System of Shelter belts

A shelter belt system is important for controlling wind erosion and snow. The lack of

overall windbreak strategy in the watershed means that only Edwards Creek has provided

a windbreak in the area and as a result has experienced excessive snow loading in its

channel, clogging the drain (see figure 1 14). This problem has in the past caused the drain

iÌifv r
:Pt

,yn

'ry

Figure I 14 Problems with snow drifting in forested portions of Edwa¡ds Creek.
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ro remain frozen later in the spring producing severe flood problems (PFRA 1960).

Therefore, it appears that the re-constructed portions of the channel have been designed

without vegetation so as not to not intercept the wind (Mclachlan, 1986). An integrated

system of vegetation along the stream corridor combined with an on-farm shelter belt

sysrem wouldreduce the problem (see figure 115). The trees would act as a wind sponge

filtering out harsh summer winds and allowing a more even distribution of snow

(Mclachlan, 1986). The creek would not become clogged with snow and as an ancillary

benefit, the snowdrifts on the fields would provide extra moisture for crop germination

in the spring.

Figure 115 Proposed windbreak network.

Mackling ( 1937) resea¡ched shelter belts and made a number of observations regarding

their effectiveness and suggestions for their design. Shelter belts perform poorly on

rolling or poorly drained fields and therefore their use is only recommended on relatively

flat areas. Shelter belts protect the land lying within a distance of about 12 times the height

of the trees. The length of the belts should be aminimumof 24 times the height of the trees.

Unfortunately, shelters belts do have disadvantages. Most evident are land loss, division

of fields and increased cultivation difficulties. Shelter belts may also provide a haven fbr

weeds andpests. However, weedcontrolin shelterbelts is crucial not only forits own sake

but also because the presence of grass and weeds can adversely affect shelter belt

condition .Large snowdrifts trapped by the belts have in the past caused delays seeding
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in the spring, but new design criteria has reduced this problem. Old belts, planted a 4 to

5 feet (1.2to 1.5 m.) on centre with caragana between each tree, were too dense. Existing

shelter belts of this type should be thinned and pruned. New belts should be planted as

5 to 6 feet (1.5 to 1.8 m.) on centre. These dimensions do not cause the drift problems,

provided that the lower branches are pruned.

Possible variations on tree shelter belts, that, unfortunately, do not offer as permanent a

solution, include the use of strips of flax orcrested wheatgrass to shield the soil. The strips

should be spaced 25 to 50 feet (8 to 15 m.) apart and should be several rows wide. Since

wheatgrass is a perennial care must be taken not to kill it with herbicide or tillage.

Another possible variation is stubble shaping. This technique consists of the attachment

a deflector to the swather, so that a row of tall stubble is left on the field. Tall rows, one

swath width apart, then occur over the entire f,reld perpendicular to the erosive winds. The

tall straw slows the windandcaptures snow, which forms aprotective layeragainst strong

winter winds and traps moisture over the field that will be released during the spring melt.

The stubble may be plowed into the ground in spring. Stubble shaping can be used on no

tillfields andwith foragecrops thatare notharvested until late fall. Crop loss with method

is extremely small amounting to only 0.27o.

3) Improvement of the Network Grassed Waterways (Mackling, 1987)

Grassed waterways are one of the most basic conservation techniques designed to calry

water safely f¡om the field to the drain. Grass or legume sod lines the waterway,

decreasing the velocity of the water, resisting gullying and erosive scouring, increasing

infilrration and rrapping sediment and nutrients. The cost is small, only $ 1 .00 to $3.00 per

linealfoot ($0.30 to $1.00permetre). V/hile already widely practiced, this method should

be developed on any swales that are at present experiencing erosion problems. These

waterways should if possible follow natural drainageways, so that runoff flows naturally
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to the drain and good soil depth and moisture availability a¡e assured. There is a great deal

of literature available on the specifics of the design and construction of these waterways

which should be consulted before installation.

Grassed wateryvays can be hayed at the regular haying time, but should not be grazed for

the first two years. Maintenance of the cover in good condition is very important. When

a gtassed waterway is wet and soft, animal traffic should be restricted. Also, to ensure

continued effectiveness, complimentary soil conservation practices should be utilized to

prevent infilling of the waterway as a result of field erosion. In existing ditches and

rwaterways experiencing severe erosion, live brush and comb constructions should be

built across the channel.

SECONDARY RECOMMENDATIONS

A variety of other farmland conservation techniques have been described by Mackling

(1987) and should be used in combination with the three described above, to further

reduce landbasederosion problems. Thedecision of thepropermethod to be used in each

field should be based on an examination of local conditions.

1) Buffer Strips

Buffer strips consist of strips of vegetation at the edges of fields and are composed of

forage orcereal crops, which may be rotated to maintain vitality. This method stabilizes

field borders, reduces slumping into drains, traps sediments that would wash into the

drains and protect against the scouring action of floods when the drains are overtopped.

If the strips are properly managed there are no problems with weeds or pests.

The buffer strips may also be composed of brush or woody plantings. While brush and

woodyplants arevery good atprotecting against windandwatererosion, itdoes trap large
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amounts of snow and insulates it from the sun in the spring. Because this material would

stay frozen while upper portions of the drain thaw, this problem could cause the drains

to back up during spring runoff. Thus, it is recommended that this method only be used

in the upperportions of the drain, while a forage bufferis used in the rest of the watershed.

2) Conservation Tillage,Znro Till and Continuous Cropping

Generally, the aim of these practices is to reduce tillage. Reduced tillage refers to a

reduction in the number of times that machinery, especially tillage equipment, passes

over a field. Each pass reduces surface residue and uses fuel and time. If tillage is only

reduced by one pass, cost effectiveness is questionable. However, farmers often feel that

they are practicing conservation tillage and that their fields are not eroding, when in fact

very little trash is left on fields that are actively eroding. On highly erodable soils, a 507o

trash cover reduces erosion by 657o compared to a bare field. An 807o cover reduces

erosion by 90Vo.

Unfortunately, the term "conservation tillage" is loosely defined in the literature and

requires a concise definition. The best definition is an array of reduced tillage and

cultivational practices that protect the soil by leaving a mulch residue on the soil surf ace.

Minimum tillage refers to the least amount of tillage operations to create proper soil

conditions for germination and plant growth. If sufficient crop residue is left on the soil

surface, erosion is reduced and conservation tillage is being practiced. If no summer

fallow is practiced, if crops are rotated or if some other system is used that maintains

plants on the field, continuous cropping is in effect. Zero tlllage involves planting crops

directly into untilled stubble land with a minimum of soil disturbance and chemical weed

control. This method leaves 907o of the crop residue intact. A secondary benefit of zero

tillage is improved duck production, which may be increased almost 4 times on zero till

small grain farms compared to conventional farms.

While extremely effective, these methods do require some special management skills.

Timing of va¡ious operation becomes much more critical. Planting must not be done too
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early, as soil under cover can remain I to 10oF cooler in the spring. As well, since in

conventional tillage mistakes are repaired by another pass and this option is not available

in conservation tillage, the operation must be effective the first time.

Although these methods are very effective, they may not be enough to completely control

erosion and may require combination with other techniques.

3) Contour Tillage

Contour tillage involves tillage and cropping across the slope, roughly parallel to the

contour, rather than up and down slope. Tillage up and down the slope creates furrows

that concentrate the water and convey it quickly off the field, increasing the potential for

erosion. In contour tillage furrows and wheel racks across the slope act as small barriers

that hold back the soil and water.

Contour tillage can reduce soil loss by up to 50Vo. While it is generally inexpensive to set

up, the costs increase where the topography is variable and large scale machinery is usecl.

In the escarpment and sub-escalpment areas of the study area, the topography is highly

variable and each field usually contains a variety of slopes. Gullies also often divide the

fields such that only short runs following the contours are possible, requiring more

turning of equipment. But where field size and configuration permit, the use of this

technique is recommended.

While this method is generally effective, it too is not adequate ûs the sole means of

protection. The effectiveness of this technique may be further reduced by the intense

summer rainstorms experienced in the area.

4) Contour Cropping

This method consists of planting strips of erosion resistant crops running across the slope

roughly along the contour. Erosion prone crops are planted between the strips. The
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erosion resistant strips, usually forage crops such as alfalfa, check the flow of water down

the slope byreducingrunoff velocity andmay alsoreduce the amountof flow by allowing

increased infiltration. The degree, length and complexity of the slope as well as soil

texture, determine the exact width and arrangement of the sfrips, which are in most cases

5 to 15 merres wide. Since the amount of erosion is proportional to the length of the slope,

this method's effectiveness is based on reducing the effective length of the slope. It can

reduce soil loss by 70 to75Vo.

5) Cover Crops

These are crops that are planted on land that would otherwise remain fallow. Instead of

summer fallowing, a crop is planted and plowed back into the soil. The cover crops help

to prevent erosion, add organic matter to the soil, improve soil health, increase wAter

absorbing capabilities and infiltration and can also improve nitrogen levels. Cover crops

planted in the fall reduce runoff, prevent leaching of niffates, help conserve moisture,

prevent excessive erosion and may provide winter and spring grazing.

6) Rotational Grazing

Rotational grazingi nvolves moving cattle from one field to another over the cottrse of the

season to ensure that overgrazing does not occur. Maintaining adequate vegetation on a

field decreases the amount of erosion likely to occur. The use of tame forage, since it

grows faster than wild forage and can be grazed earlier, is important to the success rlf this

type of operation. While this methodrequires more management and labour by the f armer

than traditional practices, the extra effortis offset by reducederosion and optimunt fbrase

utilization. Other benefits include improved wildlife opportunities due to increased cover

and reduced parasire populations. Permanent fencing is not required if electricity is

available. Lightweight posts with2 strands of electric fencing is enough to confìne the

cattle. This fencing is very flexible and can easily be moved around.
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7) Block Planting

This method is recommended for parts of fields that cultural methods will not stabilize.

Trees and brush are re-established on land that should not have been cleared and is prone

to erosion or on land that will not produce grain crops. On poor eroding land, the trees

stabilize the soil and tap nutrients and moisture deep in the ground. Since many species

of trees may be planted, determination of the types to be used should be based on local

site conditions.

8) Land Retirement

This, the mostdrastic measure of landconservation, consists of the permanent conversion

of land from agriculture to a more natural state. It has already been used in the Riding

Mountain a¡ea where 10,000 acres (4,405 ha.) of scarp face and 3350 acres (1,359 ha.)

of slopes have been retired at a cost of $508,839.00. Most of the cultivated l¿rnd was

converted to perrnanent hay, where no grazing is allowed, but harvesting is often

permitted. The remainder of the land was planted to trees or allowed to return to a

naturalized state. Once actively eroding lands are now stable and productive. This land

has a greater capacity to store water leading to decreased runoff and clownstrean'ì

flooding, as well as an increased capacity for wildlife production and recreational

activities.

WATERCOURSE WORKS

OVERALL FRAMEWORK

An overall framework for the development of watercourse works pertaining to the

rehabilitation of Edwards Creek is illustrated in figure I 16. Schematic sketches illustrate

the generalized dimensions of the proposed channel form at two locations (see figure

1 17). These dimensions are rhen manipulatedto create the more variable forms appearing

in the detailed design examples.
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lho b€nks of ths cre€k as lt pssses through
the slltatlon basln. lnlllally no lnlenslve rvo¡lç
s;!ch ss plantlng ot ¡eallgnmenl of the chan-
nrl should b€ done. lf olher tehabllltaüon
uork along lhe onthe longth ot lho channel Is
successful ln controlllng eroslon and deposl-
tlon ol materfal,lhen lhe basln wlll not requl¡o
r¡'dredglng and "nalural" slream rehablllta-
llcn may b€ undertaken ln lho ssme manner
as ln the reach lmmedlately upsl¡earTL

(\-1 i

\J

A stream conservatlon corrldo¡ should bo
deslgnaled and developed as shown ln tho
schemal¡c skelch 'B' (se€ llgurol17). lhs
conldor, ls approxlmalely300feel (90 metres)
wlds and tho boundar¡es follow the oulslcfe
lo€s of the exlsl¡ng dykes. The dlmenslons
glven ¡n lhe skelch serve as guldellnes and
aclual layout on slte should vary wllh locål
condlt¡ons to cleale as nalural an appear-
sncs 8s posslble (se€ llgu¡€ 119 tor an ex-
smplg). í after tlme, excesslvo e¡oslon ls
oocurlng¡'naluÌal' slream rshabllltallon
technlques ss descñb€d ln the text should bo
¡mplem€nted. Technlques thet would b€
sullable ln thls sltuallon ars:

lor slopo stabll¡zsllon
- brush matlress cúnslrucllon.

lor blowouts
- llvo slltallon banlers wllh log brush

b€rÌlêrs
lor sêvere problems where l¡vs slllatlon

bsrrlers alo lnsuflclent
- rock flll wllh llve branch layerlng
- rock placlng wlth lolnt plsnilng
- 8s a last resorL cf¡b walls wlth llve

branch packlngs.

(

It works ot thls sort cannot be lmplernenledr
th€n as I mlnlmum, gtado control sUuctures
such as thos€ suEgested ln the 1960 PFRA
reporl "EdwardsJackllsh Creeks Floodway
Lake Dauphln Sllling Problem- should bo
establlshed and bank protect¡on wo¡ks as
delalled ln the Indepth deslgn drawtngs
should be undêrtaken along length ot chan-
nel (!æ flll'a 118)

DAUPHIN LAKE

(
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5

lln

\ - '/'\\\..' \

No changeswlll be mâdo toanypodlon oftho
creek wlthln ths patlc

3

A slream cons€rvallon conldor should b€
deslgnaled snd developed as shown ln lhe
schemallc sketch'A' (see ttgurellÐ. The
corrldor, ls approxlmatety 350 feet (1O0
melres) wlde 8nd lhs boundarles tollow the
outsldo toes ot the exlsting dykes. The dl-
rn€nslons glven ln thEskelch serve ss gulde-
llnes and actual layout on slto should vary
wlth local condlllons to creals as natural an
app€arance as posslblè (see tlgurê1 t9 for an
example). lf 8tter llme, excess¡vs eroslon Is
occun¡ng, "nalural" stream rehabllltaüon
technlquesasdescrlbed ln thetoxt should bo
lmplem€nled. Technlques that would be sult-
able ln thls sltuatlon Ire:

for slopo st8bllÞstlon
- brush manress constructlon.

lor blowouts
- l¡ve slltatlon barlers wlth log brush

barrleß
to¡ severe problems whero livo slltaüon

barrlers aro lnsufflclent
- rock flll w¡th llvs branch layerlng
- rock placlng lylth lolnt planilng
- as I lasl resorl ctlb walls wlth llve

branch packlngs.

WATERCOURSE WORKS
OVERALL FRAMEWORK

I m¡a

F¡GURE 116



SKETCH'A'

l.= 375 FEET (115 METRES)

L = 520 FEET (158 METRES)

52Aß75 = 1.4

SKETCH'B'

À= 500 FEET (150 METRES)

L = 6ã) FEET (190 METRES)

6201500 =1.24

PLACING VEGETATION IN CHANNEL RIGHT OF WAY W¡LL
REDUCE CAPAC|TY, BUTS¡NCETHE ORIGINAL CHANNEL
wAs DESTGNED FOR APPROXTMATELY 100 YEAR FLOOD,
THE VEGETANON WILL ONLY REDUCE CAPACITY TO AP.
PROXTMATELY A s0 YEAR FLOOD, WHTCH tS U|ELL ABOVE
2 TO 5 YEAR FLOOD REOUIREMENT OF AGRICULTURAL
DRAINS AND EOUALTO REOUIREMENT FOR EXPENSIVE
STRUCTURES SUCH AS DAM SPILLWAYS.
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6+00 TO 66+00

Rc = 85 FEET (25 METRES)

W¡DTH = 33 FEET (10 METRES)

DEPTH = 1.5 FEET (0.5 METRES)

Rc = 115 FEET (35 METRES)

W¡DTH = 45 FEET (13 METRES)

DEPTH = 2.5 FEET (0.7 METRES)

r-1_r-l
0 50 100 200feef

Figure 1 17 Schematic sketches showing the general dimensions of the proposed
Edwa¡ds Creek channel in two locations (see figure 116 for locations).

444+00 TO 504+00
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DETAILED DESIGN EXAMPLES

Two sites along Edwards Creek, that are presently experiencing severe erosion, have

been chosen to illustrate the range of possible solutions that could be implemented. Three

types of solutions, a minimal intervention, a complete realignment of the channel with

machinery and a re-direction of the flow to create the new channel, have been

demonstrated. The decision regarding which solution is to be implemented would based

on public will, political interests, economic conditions and environmental concerns.

ALTERNATIVE ONE - MINIMAL INTERVENTION

(see figure 118)

This solution shows the amount of work that, as a minimum, should be undertaken to

achieve, at least, a partial rehabilitation of the creek. The channel is not realigned and

gradient control structures have been put in place to reduce erosion and stabilize the low

flow channel bed. All the proposed channel works have been kept within the existing

channel right of way. so as to minimize the project's impact on the sttrrottrtcling

agricultural land. The gradient control structures have been located to complement the

existing bends in the channel, where pools have formed naturally and "artificial" po<lls

have been created by developing riffle pairs in which two gradient control structllres are

placed 60 to 100 feet (20 to 30 m.) apart. The pools, thus created, improve fish spawning

and habitat conditions.

To maintain the channel alignment in its existing location, Iive siltation barriers, rvitll

complementary log brush barriers, have been placed where major blowouts of the

channel have occurred. BrushmatEess construction has been undertaken in locations

where the low flow channel approaches the berms closely andvery steep banks occttr. The

bank slope will be reduced in these areas and the brushmattress will help to stabilize the

slope against further erosion. All banks along the pilot channel should be re-gracled at 5: 1

and seeded to prevent further slippages. Some form of temporary erosion control will

likely be necessary to allow the vegetation to take root.
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STATION 444+00 TO STATION 504+00

MINIMAL INTERVENTION

NOTES

THIS SOLUTION INVOLVES MINIMAL INTER.

VEN'fION IN THE EXISTNG CONDINONS OF

THE CREEK ONLY FIFFLE STRUCTURES

ABE PUT IN PLACE AND SOMEVEGETANON
ISPLANTED ALONGTHÉ RIGHTOFWAY. NO

CHANNEL REALf GNMENT IS UNDERTAKEN.

RIFFLESTRUCTUFESSTABILIZETHECHAN.
NEL BED REDUCING EFOSION AS WELL AS
PBOVIDING IMPROVED FISHSPAWNING AND

HABITAT CONDITIONS.

THE DOUBLE RIFFLESCREATE'ARTFICIAL'
POOLS WHICH FISH ITAY USE FOR
SPAWNING.

VEGETATON HELPS TO CREATE A MOEE

NATUBAL APPEAFING FLOODPLAIN AND

RIPARIAN ABEA AND IMPBOVES FISH AND

WILOLIFE HABITAT, ALLOWING MOFE ANI.
MAL AC]IVIW TOTAKE PLACE ALONG THE

CREEK.

THE VEGETATION ALSO PBOVIDES SOME

SHADE FOR THE WATER DECREASING ITS

TEMPEHATUHE AND FALLEN LEAVES PFo'
VIDE FOOD FOR A VARIÊTY OF MICRG'

OHGANISMS.

ALLBANKSSHOULD BE RE-GRAÞED AT5:I
ANO SEEDED AND MULCHED.

BANK STABII.zATON UNDERTAKEN TO PROPOSÉD CHANNEL HAS CAPACITY AC-

MAINTAIN THE CHANNEL IN ITS EXISTING COMMODATE A FIFTY YEAR FLOOD. FOR

LOCATON. CALCULATONS' SEE APPENDIX II.
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The vegetation associated with the bank stabilization measures and the trees that have

been placed on the berms or along the edges of the floodway help to give the channel a

more natural appearing floodplain and riparian area. The vegetation also provides some

shade for the water, decreasing its temperature andfallen leaves provide food for a variety

of micro-organisms. Thus, fish, bird and wildlife habitat is improved and the recreational

potential of the creek is increased.

While the capacity of the channel has been reduced slightly, it can still accommodate at

least a 50 year flood. This is much grcater than the 5 to 10 year capacity of agricultural

drains and is equivalent to the capacity of expensive structures, such as dam spillways,

rhat may be damaged by flood flows. For calculations showing the capacity of the

proposed channel, see appendix II.

ALTERNATIVE TWO - PROPOSED CHANNEL CONSTRUCTED

(see figure 119)

This solution, in which the creek has been developed to have a more natural appearance,

has all the attributes of the minimal intervention solution, plus a few more beneficial

aspects. The sinuous course of the proposedpilot channel increases the channel's length,

decreasing the gradient of the bed and reducing the erosive power of the water. S ince the

form of the meander is determined from an examination of other natural watershecls in

the a¡ea and the form of the original creek, the re-designed channel should be relatively

stable. The sinuous course also promotes the development of pools on the outside of the

bends, providing improved fish spawning grounds and habitat, rendering the constrLrc-

tion of double riffles unnecessary. For calculations relating to the design of the nreancler

forms, see appendix I.

Small gradient conrrol dams have been placed in the pilot channel, where riffles would

occurin anatural creek. These structures holdback some waterin the creek, complement-

ing the pools that have developed as a result of the curves. Bank stabilization, consisting

of brushmattress constructions has been placed, so that on sharp curves, erosion is
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IN THIS CASE THE CREEK HAS EEEN DE.
VELOPED TO HAVE A MOHE NATURAL AP.
PEARANCE.

ALL PROPOSED CHANNEL WOFKS ARE
KEPT WITHIN THE EXISTING RIGHT OF WAY
SO AS TO MINIMIZE THE PBOJECTS IMPACT
ON THE SURROUNDING .AGRICULTURAL

LAND.

VEGETATION HELPS TO CREÂTE Â MORE
NATURAL APPEÄRING FLOODPL.ÀIN AND
BIPAFIAN ABÉA AND IMPROVES FISH AND
WILDLIFE HABITAT, ALLOWING MORE ÁNI.
MÂL ACTIVITY IO TAKE PLACE ALONG THE
CREEK.

THE VEGETATON ALSO PROVIDES SOME
SHADE FOR THE WATER DECREASING ITS
TEMPERATURE ANO FALLEN LEAVES PRO.
VIDE FOOD FOR A VARIETY OF MICRO.
ORGANISMS.

THE SINUOUS COURSE OF THE PROPOSED
PfLOT CHÁNNEL REDUCES THE GRÁOIENT
BY INCBÊASING LENGTH. SINCE THE FORM
OF THE PROPOSED CHANNEL IS DETER.
MINED FROM THE BEHAVIOUR OF NATU.
RAL WATEFWAYS, THE RE.DESIGNED
CHANNELSHOULD EEIN EOUILIBFIUM AND
RELATIVELY STABLE.

THE CUBVES ALSO PROMOTE THE
DEVELOPMENTOF POOLS ONTHE OUTSIDE
OF THE BENDS, PROVIDING MPROVED FISH
SPAWNING GROUNDS ANO HABITAT.

FOR CALCULAÎONS FELÂTING TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE MEÂNDER FORMS,
SEE APPENDIX I.

BANK STABILIZATION UNDERTAKEN TO
ENSURE THAT WHEFE THE CHANNEL AP-
PROACHES THEM CLESELY, NO DAMAGE
WILL OCCUR TO THE DYKES.

RIFFLE STBUCTUBESSTABILIZETHÊ CHAN-
NEL BED RÉDUCING EROSION AS WELL AS
PROVIDING IMPFOVEO FISHSPAWNING AND
HABITAT CONDITIONS.

PROPOSEO CHANNEL HAS CAPACITY AC
COMMODATE A FIFTY YEAB FLOOD. FOH
CALCULATONS, SEE APPENOIX tI.

WHILE ALL THE9E WOBKS HELP TO STABI.
LIZE THE CHANI¡EL, THE IMPROVED AEg
THETIC OUALIN,:S AND FISH AND WLDLIFE
HABITAT INCFEASÊ RECFEATONAL OP.
PORTUNITES ALONG THE CREEK.
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BRUSHMATTRESS CONSTRUgf ION

BR.ANCH PACKINGS

FIGURE 119
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controlled and the risk of damage to the dykes is minimized. While the vegetation plays

the same role as in the minimal intervention solution, creating more natural conditions,

shading the water and providing improved habitat for fish, birds and wildlife, it is in this

proposal more effective because it comes in closer contact with the pilot channel, more

often.more natural appearing floodplain and riparian area.

While alt the works suggested in this solution help to create a more geomorphologically

stable channel, the variety of flow pattems, the increased channel length and more natural

general condition of the creek, allow greater opportunities for biological activity as

compared to the minimal intervention solution. The increase in fish, bird and wildlif-e

habitat and the improved aesthetic qualities of the land and waterscape, also create much

improved recreatio nal opportunities.

ALTERNATIVE THREE . PROPOSED CI{ANNEL CREATED BY THE

RE-DIRECTON OF FLOW

(see figure 120)

This solution is a more experimental proposal that seeks to work with the processes

occurring naturally in the creek. An examination of the existing low flow channel shows

that incipient meanders have developed. Since erosion is already occurring in the

channel, gradientcontrol sfmcturesÍ¡repositionedandtheirtops angled toconcentrate the

flow in the desired direction, allowing erosion to create the desired channel forni and

achieve a more stable result. Branch packings and current deflectors are also positioned

to help direct this process. As the channel creates its new form, bank protection may have

to be put in place to ensure that the channel stays within the desired limits and that no

damage occurs to the dykes. In a¡eas where the proposed channel follows the existing

channel parh close to the dykes, some stabilization should be undertaken immediately.

This solution reduces the initial construction costs and since the bank stabilization works

are only put in as needed, it ensures that "over-design" will not occur and that the

consrruction costs are spread out over time. Since the final form of this solLrtion is
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ExlsnNG GHANNEL A cuRRENT DEFLEcToR

DES|BEDCHANNELLocATtoT{ nlllillillllllllll BRUSHMATTHESScoNSTRUcToN
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RIFFLE STRUCTURE SEE SCHEIIATIC'E'
PROPOSED CHANNEL
BY RE-DIRECTION OF
ffi

STATION 6+00 TO STATION 66+00

NOTES

SOLUTION SEEKS TO WORK WTH THE
PROCESSES OCCUBFING NATURALLY IN
THE CREEK FLOWS ARE RE-DIFECTEO TO
ALLOW EROSIONTOCREATE THE DESIRED
FORM OF THE PILOT CHANNEL

ALL PROPOSED CHANNEL WORKS ARE
EPT WITHIN THE EXISTING HIGHT OF WAY

SO AS TO MINIMIZE THE PROJECTS IMPACT
ON THE SURROUNDING AGHICULTURAL
LAND.

THE SINUOUS COUFSE OF THE PBOPOSED
PILOT CHANNEL REDUCES THE GRADIENT
BY INCFEASING LENGTH. SINCE THE FORM
OF THE PFOPOSED CHANNEL IS OEÌEB-
MINED FROMTHE BEHAVIOUR OFNATURAL
WATEFWAYS, THE BE.DESIGNED CHANNEL
SHOULD BE IN EOUILIBFIUM AND RELA.
TIVELY STABLÊ

FOR CALCULÁTONS RELATING TO THE PROPOSED CHANNEL HÂS CAPACITY AC-
DEVELOPMENTOFTHE MEANDER FORMS, COMMODATE A FIFTY YEAR FLOOD. FOR
SEE APPENDIX I. CALCULATONS, SEE APPENDIX II.

AS THE CHANNEL CREAIES fTS NEW FOFM,
BANK PROTECTION MAY HAVE TO BÊ UN.
DERTAKEN TO ENSUHE THAT tT STAYS WHTLEALLTHESEWORKSHELPTOSTAEI-
wlTHtN THE EXISTNG FtcHT OF WAy AND LtzE THE CHANNE|T THE IMPROVED AE$
THÂT NO DAMAGE OCCURS TO THE DYKES. THEIIC OUALINES AND FISH ANO WLDLIFE
tNAREASWHERETHEExtSftNGCHANNEL HAB|TAT tNcREAsE RECREAÌToNAL op_
ALFEÂDYÂPPROACHESTHEDYKES,SOME PORTUNITIESALONGTHECREEK
STABILUÂTION MEASUFES WILL HAVE TO
BE PUT IN PLÂCE AT THE OUTSET OF THEPRoJEcr' 

THrs soLUTroN HEDUCES lNrïAL coN-
STRUCTION COSTS ÂND SINCE STABILIZA-

RIFFLESTFUCTURESSTÂBILIZETHECHAN- TION WOFKS ARE ONLY PUT IN PLACE AS
NELBEDREDUCINGEROSIONASWELLAS THEY AFE NEEDED, EXPENSES ASSOCI.
PFOVIDINGIMPBOVEDFISHSPAWNINGAND ATED WTH THESE WORKS ARE SPREADHABITATCONDITIONS. OUTOVERTTME.
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approximately the same as that of Alternative Two - hoposed Channel Constructed, the

end results should be more or less the same. The overall length of the channel is increased

and the gradient of the bed is decreased, reducing the erosive power of the water. The

curves and gradient control stn¡ctures promote the development of pools, improving fish

spawning grounds and habitat. The vegetation helps to stabilize the channel and to create

a more natural appearing riparian zone providing more and better bird and wildlife

habitat. These improved conditions also vastly improve the recreational potential of the

creek.

CONCLUSION

The development of more channelization projects is likely to continue in the near future

(Keller, 1980). Projects, such as highway construction and maintenance, and flood

control development, and processes such as urbanization, in existence today, will

continue to occur and will steadily exert more and more pressure on waterways. As the

world population grows, the demand for food will increase and more land will likely be

brought under cultivation. As development increases, more channelization projects will

be deemed necessary. Thus development interests must be reconciled with environ-

mental concerns.

In order to create a strategy to reduce environmental degradation associatecl r.vith

channelization, several concepts must be recognized (Keller, 1980):

1) The stream and floodplain constitute a system. Channelization reduces water

srorage in the floodplain and encourages inappropriate landuse by providing a

false sense of protection against floods.

2) A more balanced approach to water development projects is required. All costs

and benefits must be evaluated and full consideration must be given to environ-

mental values.

3) Priorities must be set. Consideration must be given to future generations. Thus
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an inventory should be undertaken and some streams that will not be modif,red

should be set aside and permanently protected from alterations.

More research must be undertaken so that a more precise understanding of the

behaviour of natural waterways may be achieved. Long terrn post channelization

evaluations should be undertaken, so that the potential impacts of channelization

projects may be better recognized and considered.

More priority should be given to alternatives that maximize the overail benefits

of channelization projects, while minimizing environmen tal degradation.

This outline of concepts points to the need for an integrated approach to the design of

channelization projects. All factors, cost and benefits, both in the watercourse and in the

watershed must be considered in determining flrst the necessity of the project and

secondly the design of the works. This practicum attempts to illustrate some of the

potential problems with conventional channelization techniques that are used inrproperly

or without an understanding of the consequences of their use. It discusses the way in

which natural water systems work and illustrates a variety of techniques, so that selection

of the most appropriate method to solve a particular problem can be made from a range

of known techniques. This process is demonstrated on Edwards Creek. A range of

possible solutions, each of which could be implemented based on political interests,

public will, economic conditions and environmental concerns of the time, is illustrated.

It is important to note that many of the problems that Edwards Creek has experienced are

a result of its original design. In the 1940's and 1950's, when the channel was designed,

informationregarding large scale projectsof this type was scarce. Therefore, it was likely

designed in the best manner possible given the political, technical and economic

constraints of the time. [n the past 40 years, much more information has become available

regarding the planning and design of such projects. Knowledge about relationships

between factors such as drainage area, discharge, channel morphology, slopes, soil

characteristics and erosion have been introduced into and accepted by the professions

responsible for the design and maintenance of channelization works, leading to ever

4)

5)
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improving designs. This practicum seeks to addto thatknowledge base and to perpetuate

improvements in design. While in this case, natural stream landscaping techniques have

been applied to Edwa¡ds Creek, an existing channel, to improve its geomorphological and

ecological condition, these same techniques may and should be applied to the design of

new channelization projects to ensure maximum effectiveness with a minimum of

environmental disruption.
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APPENDD( I

DETERMINATION OF PROPOSED

EDWARDS CREEK CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
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APPENDD( II

CALCULATION OF PROPOSED
EDWARDS CREEK CHANNEL CAPACITY
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